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ANDREW VERCOUTEAIN/Staff photographer 
nications major Karen Adkins models her African gar-
tflkingfirst place in the 1991 Miss Black El.U held in the 
m of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
t 150 people attend 
Black EIU pageant 
ore Karen Adkins 
ay with ~ crown in 
Miss Black EIU 
'night. 
people attended the 
•hich was held in the 
lroom of the Martin 
Jr. UniYersity Union. 
a speech c0mmunica-
' will reign as the new 
the next year and fulfill 
duties and activities of 
kEIU. 
t into complete and utter 
Adkins said. "At first I 
thought they made a mistake," 
she added. 
Adkin 's court includes: first 
runner-up, junior pre-engineering 
major La'Shone Williams; second 
runner-up, seni(>r computer man-
agement major Hollijoy Johnson; 
and third runner-up, junior hotel 
~t major Alexa Smith. 
Some of the seven contestants 
were awarded other prizes that 
characterized tMir personality 
during the organization of the 
pageant, Luckett said. 
"All of the girls worked hard 
and all awards were very deserv-
• Continued on Page 2 
Allied troops storm Kuwait -
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia 
(AP) - American and allied 
troops stormed Kuwait by land, 
sea and air early Sunday and 
wrested pieces of the emirate 
from Iraqi forces. By day's end, 
U.S. paratroopers and Marines 
• Pro-peace march 
draws 60 people. 
Page 3. 
were reported on the d~rstep of 
Kuwait City. 
The huge Desert Storm offen-
sive, striking along a 300-mile 
front, also swept up into soutb-
ern Iraq in the largest American-
led invasion since World War ll. 
Allied ~asualties wer~ 
"remarkably. light," said overall 
commander Gen. Norman 
Schwarzkopf, who gave no fig-
ures for U.S. dead and wounded. 
By early Monday, more than 
10,000 Iraqis had been taken 
prisoner, a senior U.S. military 
source said. No information was 
available on Iraqi casualties. 
Led by hundreds of tanks, the 
troops from 11 nations raced 
across the desert battlefield, at 
times under pounding rain. 
Aircraft screamed in low, 
attacking through greasy black 
smoke from 200 oilfield fires. 
Hundreds of assault helicopters 
streamed into Iraq carrying 
300 helicopters 
land 50 mites 
inside Iraq 
AmericaJ) airborne troops. "remarkably inept," said one 
One column of Saudi and senior military source. 
Kuwaiti troops that punched 20 Schw~ailed the first day 
milos int9'1tuwatt wl2l "moving as a "drun•tb: success," and 
like a knife through. butter," military planners said the early 
Associated Press photographer gains led him to put his troops 
. Laurent Rebours reported from on an "accelerated schedule." 
the front. Asked by a reporter whether the 
Some defenders tried to hold allies ntight be skirting Iraqi 
their positions. "They're fight- positions to hold down casual-
ing, they're resisting," a Marine ties, the Army general shot back, 
colonel said at one point. · "We're going to go around, over, 
And American military through, on top, underneath and 
sources cautioned that days of any other way." Hours after the 
hard fighting could lie ahead - invasion jumped off about 4 a.m. 
particularly if allied forces grap- Sunday (8 p.m. ·EST Saturday) 
pie with the Iraqi army's elite and Baghdad came under 
Republican Guard. renewed air bombardment, 
But American commanders, Saddam Hussein went on official 
nonethele~s. could barely Iraqi radio to urge his ttoops on. 
restrain their euphoria. "Fight them and show no 
The Iraqis have proven to be mercy," the Iraqi ptesident said. 
'Cry Freedom' a reality for Woods 
When Donald Woods learned 
that his friend Stephen Biko had 
been murdered, he had one imme-
diate response: "Dear God, it was 
true." 
But the 1977 death of Biko, a . 
prominent South African anti-
apartheid activist, has had a much 
more profound effect on Woods' 
life: he has dedicated his last 13 
years to telling Biko's story. 
Woods, a South African author 
and journalist; will speak at 7:30 
p.m. Monday in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. Union Grand Ballroom. 
In his 1978 book "Biko," Woods 
writes: "Within those fiJst shocked 
seconds (after Biko's death), South 
Africa became a different place for 
me ... The (government leaders) 
were no longer simply disastrously 
misguided racists - they were now 
the mortal enemy, who stopped at 
nothing, who had committed the 
ultimate outrage." 
• Continued on page 2 
ty Senate still concerned about BOG probe 
lty Senate members say they have-
inundated with calls and personal 
from Eastern faculty and staff mem-
are angry with arecently concluded 
of Governors investigation into allega-
!Of wrongdoing under an Eastern vice . 
t. 
ral members contacted Sunday say 
ls have been coming in since Eastern 
ent Stan Rives gave an open address 
y to discuss the findings of a BOG 
· gation into alleged wrongdoing under 
Annstrong, vice president for business 
affairs. 
The report of special investigator David 
'Stanczak, the Bloomington attorney hired by 
the BOO to probe allegations of unethical 
hiring practices and nepotism under 
Armstrong, concluded that Armstrong did 
not break any laws, university or BOO poli-
cies, according to excerpts of the report read 
Friday by Rives. 
But Faculty Senate members, whose ques-
tions about operations under Arm&trong orig-
inally sparked the BOO investigation, say 
they have not been able to respond to con-
cerns from the campus about the Stanczak 
report because they have not been granted 
access to it. 
"I've had people come up to me - people 
that I would have never expected to be con-
cerned about these things - and say that they 
feel (the report) involved a cover-up of some 
sort," said Hal Nordin, a professor of eco-
nomics who's on the Faculty Senate. "I can't 
respond to that because I have not seen the 
investigative report, but a lot of people feel 
upset that it seems to just be all over with. I 
don't thirik people are satisfied" 
Senate Chair David Carpenter echoed a 
concern he raised last week; that the senate 
cannot accurately respond to Rives' actions 
until it has seen the Stanczak report. Rives 
said he was consulting with BOO attorneys 
on whether he could share the report with the 
senate's executive committee. 
''There are an awful lot of angry people; 
the word that I have heard over and over 
again is 'whitewash,"' Carpenter said. "But 
again, we cannot evaluate that claim from 
people until we see the Stanczak report." 
Carpenter also said the senate will contin-
ue to address the investigation and the issues 
involved, "but I really won't know anything 
beyond the fact that we will discuss it until 
the entire senate meets Tuesday." 
Marietta Demming, a senator who also 
attended Rives' address, said she has not 
heard from other faculty members over the 
weekend. However, she said, "I felt that it 
• C.ontinued on page 2 
2 
A WEEKLY COLUMN BYE. DUANE ELBERT 
T URNiNCtBEACK"THE PAG]~g 
Editor 's note: E. Duane Elbert is 
Eastern's centennial historian, preparing 
for the university's JOOth anniversary in 
1995. In commemoration of that and the 
recent 75th anniversary of The Daily 
Eastern News, Elbert's weekly column 
will take us back to what was happening 
this week on campus 75, 50, and 25 years 
ago.v20 
75 years ago, Feb. 22, 1915 
Normal School News 
When our alumni go out into the world 
they make their mark and this has again 
been borne out. We have received news 
from a former student, Guy Richey, that 
he is getting along nicely in his teaching. 
He is in charge of a school near Oblong 
and has 91 pupils under him. Lately the 
school directors were so satisfied with his 
work that they gave him a substantial 
increase in salary. 
*** 
The Normal School lost the appeal in 
the case of the City of Charleston vs. The 
Normal School. The case was brought up 
over the payment of a water bill. The 
school said that the city agreed to furnish 
them free water if they would locate in 
this town. The school has a water bill of 
$4,000 which they pay. 
50 years ago, Feb. 19, 1941 
Eastern Teachers News 
3 p.m. Thursday afternoon. The scene 
in the south library is one of the quiet 
industry - term papers, tomorrow's 
reports, and library science assignments 
are in the making. Serious-faced students 
are oblivious to the juvenile jocularity of 
training school pupils, tripping through 
the hall; anxious for their freedom out-of-
doors. One youngster pokes his tousled 
head into the sanctum, grins impishly and 
chirps" 
"Ha, Ha, Hadda stay in!" - and scam-
pers away. 
Ah, to be young again, free from term 
papers - and Adolf Hitler! 
* ** ("STAYING AWHILE ... WITH 
STAN" column) By the calendar, it is 
exactly 30 days hence. By some weather 
we have already had, it is here. Thinly 
clad males daily gallop around the gym 
floor or even go out on the track or cross-
coun try course to test winter softened 
muscles, and major league baseball clubs 
are ready to begin training. These eyes 
have beheld several marble games in 
progress since '41 made its debut, and 
personally, we feel lazy as all get-out. 
Can it be that spring is not far away? 
25 years ago, Feb. 16, 1966 
Eastern News 
Draft-eligible males were given an 
explanation of how the planned Korean-
type draft test will affect them when 
Commander John Hammock of the 
Illinois Selective Service, spoke in the 
Thomas Hall cafeteria on Feb. 8. 
Hammock began the evening quoting 
from Chapter 1 of Numbers, from the 
Bible, which states that all males of 20 
and upwards were to be used in the ser-
vice of their country. 
After setting the stage for the talk, he 
proceeded to discuss the process of 
granting deferments. He said that there 
are no blanket deferments. In regard to 
whether the draft is fair, Hammock said, 
"We don't claim to be fair, but we claim 
to be democratic. Life itself is unfair." 
He concluded "Your best security is 
to make good grades. My advice is to 
hit the books and make the best grades 
you can possibly make." 
* * * 
Roger Miller, the well-known record-
ing artist and popular nightclub enter-
tainer, will present a concert at 8 p.m. 
March 15 in Lantz Gym. Miller, who 
sings both popular and western-style 
songs, has made hits of " King of the 
Road," "Chug-a-lug," and "Dang Me." 
His recording have sold in the mil-
lions and he is rated as one of the most 
popular concert pe rfor mers in the 
United States. Mille r ' s style has an 
appeal for all audiences from college to 
more sophisticated. 
* * * 
The Eastern majorettes performed at 
halftime of the basketball game 
Saturday night against Illinois State. 
The women twirled burning batons to 
the tune of "That's Entertainment." The 
performance ended with each of the six 
women twirling two flaming batons. 
<:./11.a rt y 's 
Lunch Special 
Chicken Club ••• $2.59 
w /chips &. pickle 
Lite or Genuine Draft 
Pitchers ••••••••••• $ 3 
Tonite : 3 for $'1 Burge rs 
o!h~ Eastern News 
Faculty Senate 
+From page I 
was very evident from the people (at the 
address) that there were a lot of civil service 
people in that room who are unhappy with 
this." 
Rives answered only five questions from 
the standing-room-only crowd he addressed 
Friday in the Coleman Hall auditorium. It 
appeared from the questions and some audi-
ence reaction that there is still some skepti-
cism about the portions of the investigation 
Rives has made public. 
One of the final questioners, a physical 
plant employee, drew a round of applause 
from several vociferous audience members 
when he asked Rives how he could justify the 
BOG investigation as an "external one." 
Rives responded by saying while the law 
office Stanczak works for, the Dunn firm of 
Bloomington, was on retainer for the BOG, 
the firm "is not located in Springfield; it is 
located in Bloomington, and so that is more 
removed than if it had been an investigation 
conducted by the (BOG) chancellor's office." 
After the address, Rives said he did sense 
some skepticism by the audience, but that he 
thought it would have been greater "had we 
'Cry Freedom' 
"'"From page I 
Woods' former newspaper, the South 
African Daily Dispatch, was pivotal in get-
ting out the truth about Biko's death. Biko, as 
a leader of the Black Consciousness move-
ment, had been killed by white security 
police because of his political beliefs. 
pus "to move beyond" the three-m 
and continue with its "primary 
which he said was to educate studen 
One Faculty Senate member a 
address, Luis Clay-Mendez of 
language department, said he was 
introduce a resolution at Tuesday 
meeting regarding Rives. 
Clay-Mendez alleged that, "Dr. 
said, in several forums, that he is 
with ' the climate of confrontation 
exists between him and the lead 
senate. 
"And I think that it's a lot more 
than that," Clay-Mendez said." 
will introduce a resolution that will 
the president that the leadership of 
has been expressing what the 
whole is saying, and the senate is 
what the faculty on the whole 
ing. We are the voice of our co 
these are things being raised to us. 
Nordin also said he was di 
impressions left by Rives that 
tion was based on senate alleg 
He said the senate has only been 
concerns that its constituents ha 
forward. 
After becoming a "banned 
self, Woods escaped his strife-
to write Steven Biko's story. 
Woods' lecture Monday night· 
by University Board. Admissi 
students with validated Eastern 
for non-students. 
About 150 people 
•From page I 
ing," said Marlene Luckett, pageant coordi-
nator. 
Adkins also received Ms. Essence for her 
creativity. But La'Shone Williams, walked 
away with four out of the ten prizes awarded 
for character. She was voted to be Ms. 
Togetherness, Ms. Enterprise, Ms. Con-
geniality and having the best creative expres-
sion. 
Alexa Smith received Ms. Pazzaz, Kristen 
Smith received Ms. Ebony, Robin Williams 
received Ms. Intuitive, while Ms. Nefertiti 
and best talent went to Hollijoy Johnson. 
"I was very excited to receive Ms. 
Congeniality because it came 
girls who participated in th 
La'Shone said. "It was quite and 
Winners of the pageant recei 
of gifts ranging from the 13 inch 
sion set Adkins won to the co 
and answering machine won 
second runner-up, Hollijoy 
and first runner-up received 
stereo. Other contestants recei 
shirt to commemorate the pag 
basket. 
As reigning queen, Adkins p 
plish more cultural diversity 
campus and help with minority 
also do some type of charity w 
The quetltion you should be alcing youneH. 
,...,.. • P.mp ,,_,.,,, •. Language study abroad 
unparalleled opportunity for attaining fluency in a foreign 
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Monday, February 25, 1991 
rday's peace march 
hostile moments 
ew hours before the 
d war began Saturday, 
60 people gathered at · 
1 for a noon march for 
hich saw its own 
f hostility. 
ti-war group encoun-
le on the other side of 
steps. 
more supportive of 
ernment policy in the 
ast voiced their opin-
e protesters stood at the 
ebating the issues for 
30 minutes. 
mpanied by several 
fficers, the marchers 
across campus and up 
et to the Square. 
passerbys yelled " go · 
and called the group 
rs "idiots" as they 
Lincoln Avenue. 
Charleston artist Debbie 
Whitworth also spoke at the 
rally. 
"With everybody in their 
crazy mission to support the 
troops and support the war, I 
think they've forgotten (to think 
of peace)," Whitworth said. 
Jennifer Berkshire, Eastern 
English department graduate 
assistant and an organizer of the 
coalition, told the group they 
cannot let people ignore the war. 
"This war is so invisible," she 
said. "We have to make (people 
remember it). We have to bug 
the hell out of them." 
But the anti-war group also 
heard from the other side of the 
issue. 
''I'm not against what you're 
doing," Vietnam veteran Dennis 
McGowen said. 
"I know that you want peace 
(and so do I). But I ' ll go over 
there and take· my place on the 
front lines. (Saddam Hussein) is 
.. . full of the devil (and has to be 
stopped)," McGowen said. 
3 
Red Cross 
says POWs. 
• • 1ncreas1ng 
GENEVA (AP) - The Inter-
national Committee of the Red 
Cross on Sunday again asked all 
participants in the Gulf War to 
respect the Geneva conventions 
when handling the "rapidly ris-
ing" number of casualties and 
prisoners. 
Red Cross spokesman Peter 
Fluege said the Swiss agency is 
prepared to increase its staff of 20 
delegates in Saudi Arabia to deal 
with large numbers of Iraqi pris-
oners. 
The top allied commander, 
Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, said 
allied forces captured 5,500 Iraqi 
soldiers in the first hours of the 
ground assault launched Sunday. 
rally was organized by 
m Illinois Coalition for 
in the Middle East, and 
rs included Eastern stu-
faculty and Charleston 
The gathering was relatively 
peaceful, but yelling matches did 
erupt. 
"We support our president," 
McGowen said at one point. 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor 
Economics Professor Mark Weisbrot speaks to anti-war marchers 
assembled on the steps of Charleston's courthouse Saturday afternoon. 
In a statement, the Red Cross 
acknowledged: "The number of 
military casualties and of combat-
ants who have fallen into enemy 
hands is rapidly rising. In view of 
the increasing intensity of the 
fighting and the devastating effect 
on the civilian population, the 
ICRC feels compelled once again 
to remind the states party to the 
conflict of their responsibilities 
and obligations as regards the 
protection of civilian and military 
victims alike. " T he Red Cross 
said soldiers must be treated 
humanely and evacuated from 
combat zones. omics Instructor Mark 
ot, one of the leaders of 
up, was the first to speak 
ourthouse. 
's is a (U.S. government) 
r power," Weisbrot said. 
(that the Iraqis are) will-
o leave that's not good 
h. A terrible slaughter may 
) begin. The time is now to 
out and say something." 
Weisbrot and others spoke 
st the war, more than 30 
ders gathered in clusters 
d the square. 
ee men drove by in a truck, 
· g signs that said "Anti-war 
ti-American" and "Stop the 
- nuke Baghdad". Each 
the truck went by several 
rvers cheered. 
hat is this war about any-
?" Weisbrot said. "Why 
Id our troops have to pay? 
president is doing whatever 
hell he pleases as though our 
s don't matter." 
One unidentified protestor 
yelled in return, "You support 
the devil." 
"What's our excus~ (for this 
war)?" Eastern music Professor 
Doug DiBianco said. "We 're 
going to go down in history as 
the most barbaric country in the 
world." 
One member of the anti-war 
group is a member of the 
National Guard. Eastern junior 
Steve Epperson said he regrets 
his decision to join the guard, 
adding he knows several soldiers 
currently on the front lines. 
"I've been getting letters ... 
(that say) 'we don't wanna be 
here'," Epperson said. "(They 
say) anytime that anybody 
speaks up (to complain) they get 
disciplined." 
Roy Lanham, director of the 
Newman Catholic Community 
Center, took a more neutral posi-
tion on the issue. 
Lanham said the Ne wman 
Center has set up a counseling 
center to help military personnel 
know their options. He wel-
comed anyone to come for 
"nondirected" counseling. 
The anti-war group, carrying 
signs saying "Nobody wins in 
war," "Pray for peace" and "One 
person killed is murder; 100,000 
killed is foreign policy," includ-
ed people with simple goals for 
the day. 
"I'm hoping to find some 
answers," Eastern senior 
Benjamin Schwarze, said. 
"I think we need to learn 
about waging peace," Charle-
ston resident Marcia White said. 
"My concern about peace 
grows from my support of our 
troops. I think there are times 
when one has to stand up and be 
counted." 
Anti-war group member Sara 
Crerar, when asked why the 
protesters weren't active before 
the war began, said they didn't 
lood drive exceeds goal 
y more than 200 pints 
The American Red Cross col-
cted 1,708 pints of blood last 
eek during the spring blood 
·ve - well more than the blood 
've 's 1,500 pint goal. 
The total also exceeded the 
,600 goal set by the American 
ed Cross, which was based on 
rnouts of past blood drives. 
e Red Cross goal also reflect-
ed the anticipation of donors 
giving blood to support the 
troops in the Gulf. 
The Red Cross collected 254 
pints on Friday, the last day of 
the drive. 
Dave Cline, blood services 
consultant for the Red Cross, 
attributed the blood drive's suc-
ce~s to the tremendous response 
of faculty, staff, students and 
Charle ston res ide nts. "We 
couldn ' t have done it without 
them ," Cline said. The blood 
drive also attracted more than 
200 first-time donors. 
Kellie Walters, co-chair of the such prote sts or any others 
blood drive committee , was occurred, though. 
very pleased by the success of It is likely that the blood will 
the blood driv e . "I was sur- be used at one of the hospitals 
prised. I can't believe we got in the Missouri-Illinois blood 
that many (pints)," she said. region, Cline said. The blood 
Although it is not known if may be used as whole blood or 
the blood collected last week be separated into components, 
will be used for the troops in the~such as platelets, plasma or red 
Gulf, many donors said the war blood cells. 
had an influence on their deci- The fraternity, sorority, resi-
sion to give blood. dence hall and organization that 
Organizers were not sure collected the most blood last 
what effect the war in the Gulf week will receive an award at a 
would have on the blood drive, future date, said Patrick 
although many voiced concerns Bradle y, assistant direc tor of 
that anti -war d e monstrators . housing and blood drive com-
. would pretest there; blood drive mittee adviser. 
co-Ch air -Kyle R erir-y said. NO · · · · · · ~ · · · 
believe war would actually start. 
"(We) didn't think we needed 
to have rallies," she said. "It was 
a time for praying and hoping," 
she added. 
"(Now we want to) get more 
people to realize that maybe this 
isn't right," Crerar said. "Of 
course we're going to be sensi-
tive to the troops. We don't want 
them home dead. We want them 
home alive." 
The Eastern Illinois Coalition 
for Peace in the Middle East 
will continue to have regular 
meetings every week, including 
candlelight vigils on Thursdays, 
and will have another rally 
Saturday, March 9. 
Weisbrot said he was pleased 
with the rally's turnout. 
"I think people are beginning 
to see (the realities of the war)," 
Weisbrot said. "Our soldiers are 
being sacrificed for no reason at 
all." 
U.S. officials have said POWs 
will be evacuated from the front 
by truck, bus or foot within 24 
hours, and that wounded prisoners 
will be evacuated by helicopters if 
they are available. 
Under the Geneva convention, 
the Red Cross is to be given a list 
of prisoners within one week. 
They must be transferred to a reg-
ular POW camp within two 
weeks. Red Cross delegates then 
must be allowed to visit the pris-
oners as soon as possible to verify 
that they are treated in accordance 
with the convention. 
Delegates in Saudi Arabia have 
made more than 1,500 such visits 
to allied prisoners, Fluege said. 
But Iraq has refused to provide 
the Red Cross with names of pris-
oners it holds. 
Fluege also said three Red 
Cross convoys from Iran have 
brought Iraq about 100 tons of 
medical supplies. Another convoy 
was expected to leave soon. 
Lawson Hall plans event 
for prospective brides 
By JOY LEMAR 
Staff writer 
their planning. 
The bridal show will feature 
bridal gowns and tuxedos donated 
Many female students who by Dawn ' s Bridal Boutique in 
were engaged recently and plan to Mattoon. Murrow said the female 
marry soon are now making plans models will include Lawson Hall 
for their wedding, from setting a residents, who will model both 
date to choosing a wedding dress. bridal gowns and bridesmaid 's 
And to give prospective brides dresses. In addition, several resi-
a chance tci survey the latest wed- dent assistants from Thomas Hall 
ding apparel, a bridal show will will model the tuxedos. 
be held in Lawson Hall Monday "It's just so they can get an idea 
night. The show is being spon- of what they want, what they like 
sored by the hall government, and what they don't (like)," 
Lawson Inc., and will start at 7:30 Murrow said. 
p.m. in the hall's lobby. This will be the second bridal 
"I'm very excited and I'm hop- show Lawson Hall has hosted. 
ing that we do have a good Lawson Hall Counselor Anne 
turnout," said Nicole Murrow, Grove said about 150 people 
programming chair for Lawson attended the show last year. 
Inc. "The program is beautiful." Admission to the show is 50 
Murrow said she believes many cents and open to all students. 
people are preparing for the ir Murrow said some features to this 
wedding at this time of year, so year 's show include raffle .tickets, 
the show could be beneficial· to · "}Jfizes -and punch: 
o:~~ Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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A ground w~r 
merely proves 
Bush's· plans 
The hints of hope are apparently over: The 
ground war in the Persian Gulf has begun. 
- Last week the world watched as last-ditch 
efforts for a diplomatic resolution to the crisis 
unfolded, as those efforts were met with harsh 
resistance by an American president not willing 
to budge. 
The Soviets bargained for peace. Iraq accept-
ed the terms of the agreement, but the United 
States did not, dismissing the Soviet proposal 
as "well short of what would be required." 
President Bush then sent Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein an ultimatum: Leave Kuwait 
by noon on Saturday or face a ground wai 
Hussein did not leave Editorial and now the United States 
is in the early stages of 
what promises to be a bloody battle~ 
The central question: What was the huny? 
Bush seems intent on this idea of a "new 
world order," which apparently has much to do 
with making war, little to do with making 
peace. 
Our president dismissed the first plea for 
peace from Iraq as a "cruel hoax." 
Our president declared his intentions were 
much more far-reaching than the U.N. resolu-
tion to drive Iraq from Kuwait. 
Our president proved he's intent on making 
the Middle East a part of his larger power plans, 
forgetting the costs - in lives - of a ground war. 
Early reports - from a censored media - sug-
gest that in the early hours of the ground war 
less than 10 American soldiers lost their lives. 
No one is mentioning what's happening 
now, how many lives are being lost for our 
"aims," which, as Secretary of State James 
Baker said Sunday, "differ considerably" from 
the 12 U.N. resolutions. 
So the answer to the question is that there 
was no hurry, except in the mind of a leader 
who wants to dispel connections to Vietnam, so 
much so that he's willing to kill masses earlier 
rather than later. 
We have continually heard how successful 
this air campaign has been, so if that were true 
Bush did not need to start a ground war, did 
not need to set another arbitrary deadline. 
Once again the president has proved he's 
not interested ~n people but in power and 
posturing. 
We hope Bush can still look like the world 
leader he wants to be when the body bags 
start coming home. 
••\lillll.1 _· -----------. 
• 
What this country needs is 
more unemployed politicians. 
Edward Langley 
Things you have and have not see 
The one thing that I've 
never been asked is, "What's It 
like to be Dave Lindquist?" 
After Friday night, I can 
understand why. 
It all started at Stan Rives' 4 
o'clock club at Coleman Hall. 
Let that stirring presentation 
go down in history as the "Old 
drill press for a number of pipe 
wrenches" address. 
"Did I say that? I don't 
believe I said that." I can't 
believe you said that, either. 
David 
Lindquist 
Anyway, a good friend of mine who's a 1989 
Eastern graduate was in Charleston for the week-
end, an appropriate occasion for hitting the town 
with a fair amount of vigor. 
I think it's only right that graduating seniors take 
at least one last, hard look at the social environ-
ment in which they've spent the last four years. 
Consider it an examination of human nature. Of 
course, in my case, we'll just call it visiting eight 
bars in one night. 
After listening to Rives' spiel, a number of print 
journalist-types convened at the Uptowner. When 
my order for a three-cheese grilled cheese sand-
wich surprisingly was brought to my table in the 
form of three grilled cheese sandwiches, I knew it 
would be a night of excess. 
We started our whirlwind tour at Roe's, an 
expansive establishment that has assumed more 
new looks than Madonna during the last four years. 
Its latest incarnation, however, received thumbs up 
from both our returning .alumnus and myself. 
After Roe's, we moved on to Stan and Mike's 
Stable (formerly Chink's). I think most would concur 
that this was a good selection at this point in the 
evening. I don't think anybody wants to read about 
Dave buying a pack of Swisher Sweets and playing 
the video game "Shooz" at bar No. 8 (and does the 
world really need a video game version of horse-
Your Turn 
shoes?). 
We slipped next door to Mother's make o 
stop. We were a bit early, though, to experl 
that this legendary outpost of hipness has to 
During two games of pool In which I was 
oughly shellacked, the disc jockey at Mom's 
Looking Glass' "Brandy" and "Afternoon Del 
am not going to admit in print that I kno 
sings that song). 
The night picked up considerably when 
ed Thirsty's. Our arrival coincided with that 
Gus Bus, and I commend that fine group 
behaved Gus Bus patrons. I also apprecla 
comment, "There's that bald guy. I hate that 
ed expletive)," as I was leaving the bar. 
Looking for friendlier environs, we lo 
moved on to Friends and Co., where my pal 
more than satisfied with a superior Lienen 
Light and an order of succulent fried mushr 
We then went to Stix, but that place Is 
darn new to leave any lasting impressions. 
Eastern's campus bar,' Marty's, wa 
Unfortunately, Chris Boghossian's second h 
doesn't draw the weekend crowd. Bonus 
given, however, for Marty's cool juke box. 
one of those. 
Bar No. 8 was a return trip to the Up 
where we ran into a lot of our friends and 
had a very nice time. 
On the way to an even more enjoya 
hours party hosted by very pleasant cam 
tronic media personalities, I was thinking 
only thing that would have added to t 
would have been hearing "Paradise 
Dashboard Light" at Mom's. 
Then, just seconds later, I tapped the 
1977 Caprice Classic and both my dash 
headlights miraculously went off. 
Weird. 
- David Lindquist is Verge editor and a 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
Three reasons not 
to display one of 
those paper flags 
Dear editor: 
[Explanatory note] 
Sixth Cent1,uy BC, a kind of 
"bible-poem." Lao Tsu, roughly 
translated, says: "When the fami-
ly is on the verge of divorce, we 
have doting parents and dutiful 
children. When the country is 
falling apart, behold! Patriots are 
stepping forth. 
proud of anything, do 
tise it? If I'm happily 
instance, do I put up 
ing, 'Tm proud to be 
When one advertises 
is probably in fact no 
proud. 
3) The paper flags 
less. During wartlm 
selfish about suffer! 
moment, how can I be 
be part of a country tha 
another country and ro 
pie there to drink se 
from a river? During 
you're human, you 
teeth, or gnash them: 
go around talking about 
Disgusted by the excremental 
look of things around here In 
mid-winter, I sent the fol/owing 
letter to the Charleston Times 
Courier. Somebody suggested I 
send a copy to the Eastern News, 
Implying, I assume, that these 
days jingoism Is everywhere -
even In the university - and 
shouldn't we all just say shit to 
jingoism. For the academic audi-
ence I'll point out that the quota-
tl on in part one is from john 
Waters (of "Pink Flamingos" 
fame). The abbreviated elliptical 
argument in part two is influ-
enced by Lao Tsu's Tao Te Ching, 
the great Chinese work of the 
Those ridiculous newspaper-
cut out American flags pasted 
here and there around town are 
awful, for three (only three?) 
main reasons: 
1) The paper flags are ugly. 
The American flag should be a 
profound, beautiful symbol in 
red, white, and blue. The news-
paper flags trivialize the real flag. 
Now the flag is pink, gray, and 
bluish. "Bad taste is Internation-
al," especially in Charleston. 
2) The paper flags are hypocrit-
ical. They advertise: "I am proud 
to be an American." So what else 
is new? If you're proud, truly 
Where will those 
flags end up? Let's pray 
not desecrated by fire! 
forbid, the putrid Ian 
only hope: recycle the 
News Mond 25, 1991 
tions Board approves two new editor$ 
ations of the News at Eastern, 
which is one of the small~t uni-
versities in the nation to publish a 
daily newspaper. 
The News is circulated to about 
a Charleston 8,900 people Monday through 
prOcVed by the Friday and ~ntly received a 
editor in chief five-star rating; the highest possi-
Eastern News. ble, by the Associated Collegiate 
·n run for a full Press Association. 
15 and "I'm really excited about tak-
ing over the newspaper," said 
Tart, who has been a staff writer 
with The News since 1986. "I 
intend to continue the complete, 
pin' out 
and staff preparing 
nual variety show 
DRASIMPSON 
Eastern's faculty 
be strutting what 
ttle-seen non-aca-
,nts during the fifth 
uttin' On the Hits" 
d performers still 
p to perform in the 
w, which is sched-
place at 7 p.m. May 
rak Concert Hall. 
n the Hits" will be 
everyone," said John 
an Eastern academic 
ives the faculty and 
hance to 'create some 
add a more personal 
relationship toward the 
and teachers," Coffey 
Last year, 55 performers par-
ticipated in the variety show 
and Coffey expects the number 
to increase this year. 
Several different university 
groups will be represented, 
including members of_ the 
botany and speech communica- _ 
_tion departments, Financial Aid, 
the Physical Plant and the 
administration, through Glenn 
Williams, Eastern 's vice presi-
dent for student affairs. 
Some of this year's perform-
ers will lip sync, perform dance 
routines and sing choral selec-
tions, Coffey said. 
Veterans of past variety 
shows undoubtedly will per-
form, but Coffey promised new-
comers also would take part. 
"Prepare to come out and 
have a great time," Coffey said. 
Any campus groups..and indi-
viduals who would like to par-
ticipate can call 581--6064 or 
581-2313 for further informa-
ti on. 
in-depth news coverage that the She will oversee a staff of about 
stafi'has excelled in during-the 16 editors and writers to-produce 
past year." the 1992 Warbler. Otta replaces 
Tart will succeed current editor current editor in chief Stephanie 
in chief Jeff Madsen, who will Carnes, who also will graduate in 
graduate in May. Tart majors in May. 
journalism and history. In 1989, The Warbler received 
In addition, junior Sherri Otta a second place from the Society 
was approved by the Student for Collegiate Journalists for 
Publications Board as editor in overall yearbook excellence. 
chief for The Warbler, which is Both Otta and Tart will spend 
Eastern 's 73-year-old yearbook. the next few weeks recruiting and 
Otta, a journalism major and assembling their respective staffs. 
Decatur native, spent the last year 
as assistant editor of The Warbler. - Staff report 
CARL WALKNerge phOto editor 
Going apes 
The Phoenix Gorilla, the mascot for the NBA's Suns , provided enter-
tainment during Eastern's win over Valparaiso University. 
dy skills 
jar focus 
workshop 
'Study Abroad' program meeting slated 
~TTI LOMBARD 
t as when students begin 
w diet or exercise pro-
' good study skills must 
acquired through small 
, said Laurie Zak, an aca-
. c adviser who will pre-
a study skills workshop. 
will present the two-
workshop beginning at 7 
Tuesday in the 
thskellar Balcony of the 
rtin Luther King Jr. 
·versity Union. 
"The biggest thing is to 
of study skills as some-
By JIM SLEDGE 
Staff writer 
Students interested in studying 
in a foreign country are encour-
aged to attend a meeting outlin-
ing the various opportunities 
available for them. 
History Professor Wolfgang 
Schlauch, _the study abroad coor-
dinafor, said the meeting is 
scheduled at 7 p.m. Tuesday in 
Room 228 of Coleman Hall. 
Schlauch said he will provide 
infonnation on the Study Abroad 
programs affiliated with Eastern 
and the average price ranges of 
such trips. He will also discuss 
the scholarships available and 
transfer credit forms. 
Schlauch is optimistic about 
Study Abroad and welcomes all 
students who are interested in 
experiencing different cultures, 
improving their language or 
improving their business career. 
"I have found that students 
who return from Study Abroad 
are very satisfied and feel they've 
had a very· enriching experience," 
Schlauch said. 
One program that has gained 
considerable interest among 
Eastern students is the four-week 
program to Ireland. Schlauch said 
the trip provides six semester 
hours of credit in literature, histo-
ry, geography and other disci-
plines. He added there are several 
Eastern students studyin_g in 
Ireland during this semester. 
Ireland is not the only cowitry 
that students have a chance to 
travel and study. Schlauch said 
another program available is the 
American Institute for Foreign 
Study (AIFS). AIFS offers 
semester, year-long and summer 
programs in England, France, 
Italy, Spain, Soviet Union, 
Australia, Austria and Japan. 
This summer AIFS will offer 
three new programs in East and 
West Berlin, Warsaw and 
Moscow. 
Other well organized programs 
will be offered by the Institute of 
European and Asian Studies. 
IES/IAS offers placement in 
Germany, China and other cowi-
tries. Students with at least a 3.0 
GPA will be accepted. 
Panel discusses 
eti'quette rules 
in t~e w_erkplace 
By MIKE GRADY 
Staff writer 
It may be difficult to react 
with the proper etiquette when 
your zipper breaks at work dur-
ing the middle of the day, but 
it's possible. 
That's the situation that 1989 
Eastern graduate Timothy 
Wands described as his "most 
embarrassing moment in the 
workplace" during Thursday 
night's panel discussion for 
Business Week 1991. 
Wands, who works as a 
financial analyst for Van Camp, 
was joined by fellow. alumni 
Nancy McQuade from K-Mart 
and Robert Maliszew~i from 
Marathon Oil. Manage-
ment/Marketing department 
Chair V. Aline Arnold also par-
ticipated in the discussion. 
After a brief introduction 
period, the panelists broke the 
ice with their own embarrass-
ing moments. 
However, tbe majority of the 
formal discussion was dominat-
ed by Arn~ld, who offered a 
_variety of advice on how to fit 
in the workplace. 
"Etiquette in the workplace 
basically boils down to com-
mon sense," Arnold said. She 
added that although etiquette 
varies among different organi-
zations, the common denomina-
tor is "respect for your co-
workers." 
Arnold advised a conserva-
tive approach during the first 
few months of employment, 
with the new employee observ-
ing others and attempting to fit 
into the mold. 
She also said enterprising 
young workers should dress 
accordingly. "Image is very 
important," she said. " If you 
have aspirations, you should 
dress for that job." 
The panel also gave advice 
on social situations, with all of 
the members agreeing that a 
conservative approach is the 
best answer. 
After Arnold spoke, the three 
panel members answered ques-
tions and offered first-hand 
advice on how to behave in the 
workplace. 
The students asked questions 
on a variety of subjects, rang-
ing from how to behave at busi-
ness lunches to what type of 
clothing to wear at social occa-
sions. The overriding message 
behind all of the advice offered 
was to be conservative, but be 
yourself as well. 
' n )'CtU take one step at a 
, e tip at a time," said 
, who provides academic 
ice to stµdents on a daily 
Winter Choral Concert marks end of season 
sis in Eastern 's Academic 
istance Center. 
The program will offer tips 
brochures aimed at help-
g students improve time 
anagement and note-taking 
ills, Zak said. 
She suggests using props 
such as flash cards to help 
emember names, dates, 
places and other information. 
Zak said that students who 
are trying tQ change his or her 
study skills, should remember 
"not to expect perfection." 
By JOHN BAUER . 
Staff writer 
Despite the pleasant, spring-like 
weather on campus this past 
week, Eastern's music department 
presented its Winter Choral 
Concert, which featured three dif-
ferent choirs and more than l 00 
students. 
About 150 people attended 
Thursday's hour-long perfor-
mance, which was held in the 
Dvorak Concert Hall of the 
. . 
•.I'. •, 
Doudna Fme Arts Center. 
The University Mixed Chorus 
opened tl)e concert with "O Come 
Let Us Sing Unto the Lord" by 
Donald Swann. The chorus, 
directed by associate professor 
Robert Hills, with accompani-
ment on organ by music depart~ 
ment chair lUiftBan Taylor, fol-
lowed with selections by J.S. 
Bach and Joseph Haydn. Those 
pieces were- followed by "O Waly, 
Waly," a traditional piece con-
ducted by Robert Mohr. 
"Praise to ·the Lord." featuring 
Downen, a graduate student, 
received a warm round of 
applause from the crowd. 
Downen, who wrote die-selection, 
was accompanied by a host of 
trumpeters, a French horn, tuba, 
chimes and kettle drums. 
Eastern 's Chamber Singers, 
under the direction of music 
Professor Robert Snyder, then 
performed "Of a Mistress" by 
Wilfred Holland and "Four 
. Madrigals to Pqems of James 
. ' . 
Joyce" by Williametta Spencer. 
Snyder also directed Eastei:n 's 
Concert Choir in singing works 
by Bach, Johann Albrechtsberger, 
Hugo Distler and Daniel Moe. 
Student conductor Bret Peppo 
took over as conductor for the 
final number, "Let your eye be to 
the Lord." 
"They (music department) 
always do a good job," said Sue 
Schnarre, an Eastern employee 
who attended Thursday's concert. 
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Former president escapes assassination attem 
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina 
(AP) - A retired border guard 
tried to shoot former President 
Raul Alfonsin while' he was 
speaking at a political rally, but 
Alfonsin supporters subdued the 
assailant when the gun jammed. 
"We shouldn't forget that there 
are authoritarian sectors in 
Argentina," Alfonsin said Sun-
day. ~ chief spokesman, identified the attacker as Ismael Abdala, who was a retired member of the Gendarmerie, Argentina's mili-tarized border guard. province. Criminal Judge A Moreno ordered Abdala cuted for attempted homi 
Alfonsin, who returned Ar-
gentina to civilian rule after a 
seven-year military dictatorship, 
called the assassination attempt 
Saturday night "an isolated inci-
"In Argentina and in South 
America in general, there has 
always been a proclivity for 
direct action and toward vio-
lence." 
in the city of_ San Nicolas, 160 
miles north of Buenos Aires. 
Castro said two accomplices 
escaped. 
Alfonsin, who had been giv-
ing a speech when the attack 
occurred, then completed his 
talk. 
Alfonsin, who turne 
power to Carlos Menem 
onists 19 months ago, 
opposed by the extreme rl 
his government's prosec 
former military lead 
human rights abuses d 
1976-83 dicatatorship. 
dent." 
The attempted assassination 
took place as Alfonsin spoke at 
a rally for his party, the main 
opposition Radical Civic Union, 
Party members quickly sub-
dued the gunman and turned 
him over to police. 
Carlos Castro, Alfons in 's 
Abdada was detained by 
police from Buenos Aires 
Thousands rally in support of Boris Yeltsin 
MOSCOW (AP) - About 100,000 people 
rallied Sunday in support of Boris Yeltsin 
after he was blasted by Communist Party 
hard-liners for demanding the resignation of 
President Mikhail Gorbachev. 
The enthusiastic demonstration for 
Yeltsin, president of the Russian republic, 
filled a huge square next to the Kremlin in 
central Moscow. After chanting Yeltsin 's 
name, the crowd turned against the Soviet 
president, chanting "Gorbachev resign!" 
and "Gorbachev, go away!" "Red Filth, 
Hands Off Our Yeltsin!" proclaimed a sign 
in support of the 60-year-old politician, who 
was not at the rally. 
Other hand-printed signs also reflected 
FREE 
HOTDOG 
with purchase of 
Regular Fries 
t~~ 
$2 Pitchers 
FRIENDS 
509 Van Buren 
public dissatisfaction with the Soviet leader: 
"Gorbachev, The People Despise You," and 
"Uncle Gorby, My Granny and I Don't Trust 
You Anymore." In a nationally televised 
appearance on Tuesday, Yeltsin accused 
Gorbachev of sacrificing political and eco-
nomic reforms to gain personal power and 
demanded that he resign. 
Since then, Yeltsin has been the target of 
a barrage of criticism from hard-line 
Communist lawmakers and the government-
controlled media, especially television. 
"The Soviet media is unleashing a cam-
paign of lies and slander against our lead-
er," said Bella Denisenko, a lawmaker from 
the Russian republic. "Let's support him 
today. We want him to hang in there." The 
demonstration in Manezh Square was the 
third in as many days. On Friday night, 
thousands of people rallied in support of 
free speech. _ 
The next day, the 73rd anniversary of the 
founding of the Soviet army and navy, more 
than 75,000 soldiers, veterans and others 
demonstrated in support of the military and 
government. 
At Sunday's gathering, the pro-govern-
ment rally was criticized as a sham. 
Speakers railed against Leonid Kravchenko, 
head of the state broadcasting monopoly, for 
slanting media coverage in favor of 
Gorbachev. 
HOST & STAR 
OF 
GET YOUR 
SPRING BREAK WARM UPI HALF HOUR 
COMEDY HOUR 
MARIO JOYNER 
FEBRUARY 27, 1991 
8:00 
GRAND BALLROOM 
Admission: $1 w/ student ID 
$3 General Public 
Advance Ticket Sales at 
Union . II lluN1veRs1TY 
Box Office ~=A~--· 
At 
THE BODY SHOP 
NEW 8 AM-9:30 PM MON.-FRI. 
HOURS: 9 AM-5 PM SAT. 1 lAM-3 PN 
NEW BULBS & FACE TANNE 
13 TANS FOK $35 
MONDAY THKU FRIDAY ONLY 
EXP. 3 / 1/ 91 
~ 1410 
Et :. OLDTOWN! 
348-TANS 
• • • • • •••••••Tonight••••••••• 
LECTUKB 
Grand Ballroom 
7:30 P.M. 
Admission: $1 w/Student I.D. 
$3 General Public 
Donald Woods Author of "Biko" which 
made into the film Cry Freedom. 
Today 
Come See· the Movie 
Cry Freedom 
Univeristy Ballroom 
2:00 p.m. 
free Showing 
ast & 2 bacon 
2 Sausage 
1 egg; coffee 
$2.95 
owns, 2 eggs & 
1 Biscuit & gravy; 
coffee 
$2.45 
kes, 2 bacon strips 
sage links & 1 egg; 
coffee 
$2.75 
SNYDER'S 
RESTAURANT 
& DONUT SHOP 
Announces Their 
Daily Specials 
TUE 
2 Eggs & 2 bacon strips or 
2 Sausage links & 3 small hot 
cakes; coffee 
$2.70 
THUR 
1 /2 Biscuit & gravy, 2 potato 
cakes; coffee 
$2.05 
SAT 
Steak & eggs, toast $a 85 
or 1 Biscuit & gravy; · • · 
coffee 
or Chicken Benedict $2.85 
SOUTHSIDE 
eqgs, toast $3 85 UPTOWN CHARLESTON 
uit & gravy; • 345-5016 
en Benedict$2.85 
C~l!JW?J''S 
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5 
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE 
ONE BLOCK NOR11i OF OID MAIN 
alian Sweatshirts 
Reg. $32~ 
ow$2225 
REEB K 
Twilight ~oW 
25% 
OFF 
RUSSELL 
RUSS EU 
Irregular Crewnecks 0 NOW $525 
AD SAUCONY & ASICS 
Running Shoes 
NOW 
•t~ 
EASTERN 
Preprinted Heavyweight 
Crewnecks 
Reg. s3695 
NOW~2695 
Iraqi defense seemed stunned by initial attack 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Iraq's 
best offense has always been a 
strong defense. But initial reports 
here and in. saudi Arabia indicate 
that Iraq's front-line defenses were 
stunned Sunday by the nine allied 
nations applying a lethal combina-
tion of ground and air power. 
"Everything's now on course," 
said Capt. Ahmad al-Sabah, a royal 
family member who flie~ a Mirage 
F-1 for Kuwait's air force. 
He said he encountered little 
anti-aircraft fire on his sortie 
Sunday, and no Iraqi warplanes. 
· An Iraqi military communique 
told quite a different story, one of 
heroism and success against allied 
forces. While several Pentagon offi-
cials acknowledged that some 
"sharp engagements" had taken 
place. they said resistance was 
weak enough to prompt the Desert 
Storm commander to speed up his 
attack schedule. 
Iraq has a proven and simple 
way of fighting, honed in its recent 
eight-year war with Iran. It digs in, 
waits for the enemy to approach, 
then slows him down with barbed 
wire and an array of mines. When 
the enemy gets close, Iraqi gunners 
unleash massive barrages of can-
non. 
But in the initial hours of the 
allied plunge into Kuwait and Iraq, 
the Iraqis put up surprisingly little 
resistance, according to U.S. com-
mander Gen. Norman Schwarz-
kopf. "Contact with the enemy can 
best be described as light," he said. 
The French said their forces 
surged 30 miles into Iraq, destroy-
ing significant Iraqi military equip-
ment and taking 1,000 prisoners. 
Resistance was so ineffective that 
Gen. Michel Roquejeoffre said 
there was only one minor injury to 
a French soldier. 
Brent Scowcroft, national securi-
ty adviser to President Bush, sought 
to tone down the first reports. "My 
fears are that there's too much opti-
mism. The operations are going 
well," he said, "but he still does 
have a very fonnidable anny." 
JIMMY JOHN'S 
GOURMET ... SUBS 
''WE'LL BRING._. YA'4 
••  
Copyright 1983 J.J. Inc. ® 
CRY FREEDOM 
Today in the University Ballroom 
Time: 2:00 Adm. FREE! 
An explosive emotional film set In contemporary 
South Africa which tells of the profound and extraor-
dinary friendship which developed between black 
activist Steven Biko and bberal white newspaper edi-
tor Donald Woods. Based on Woods' books •Biko" 
and ·Asking For Trouble•, this true story was so con-
troversial that a govemment tried to suppress it, 
police officers tried to deny and one man and his 
family risked their lives to eXpole it. 
1111~ 
'. 
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The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's 
incorrect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the 
following days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising 
submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News is subject to 
approval and may be 
revised, rejected, or 
canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes 
necessary to omit an 
advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OFFERED 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
ADOPTION 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST~ FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
"MY SECRETARY" Resumes, 
papers. Next to Monical's 903 
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, other times by 
appointment. 345-1150 
__________ 5/3 
Mini Storage available by the 
month. 348-7746. 
DREAM JOBS NOW! 
SPRING/SUMMER WANT A 
PAID VACATION IN PARADISE? 
HAWAII, CALIF, FLA, CRUISE 
SHIPS NATL PAKS AND MORE 
1 oo·s OF ADDRESS/TEL. #S 
GUARANTEED CALL 1-900-226-
2644 $3/min. 
~,.,..,...,...,...,~~2/4,11,18,25, 3/4 
EARN $300 TO $500 PER WEEK 
READING BOOKS AT HOME. 
CALL 1-615-473-7440 ext. B. 360 
___ 2/4,5,11,13,18,19,25,26 
We need ambitious 
underclassmen to train for 
advertising sale positions. Apply 
Daily Eastern News. 
__________ 5/3 
WORK OUTDOORS 
NORTHERN MINNESOTA 
BOYS' CAMP AND GIRLS' 
CAMP. Seeking caring individuals 
with a sincere interest in children. 
Positions available : cabin 
counselors, horseback directors, 
swim directors, sailing specialists, 
supervisory positions, 
secretaries, cooks , & 
maintenance workers. 
Interviewers will be on campus 
Thurs., Feb. 28. To arrange an 
interview, call the Placement 
Center 581-2411 or contact 
Camp Thunderbird, 10976 
CHanibray Court, St. Louis, MO 
63141. 314-567-3167. 
-~--,-~~ ____ .2/26 
MALE - Sp/Sum yard work, 
occasional odd jobs; FEMALE -
occasional house work $3/hr. 
Interviewing Sat. after 1 O a.m., 
Mon. p.m. 345-3771. 
-------~~_.2/25 
The (a N 
oauy stern ews 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ ~ 
Address: 
-----------------~ 
Phone: Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run 
-----------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: ____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: OCash 0 Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 Fresh Prince America's Best 
7:30 Blossom Major Dad Kept Secrets 
8:00 Movie:Long Murphy Brown Movie:The 
WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVERS. 
YOUR CAR AND MY SUBS 
EQUAL GREAT BUCKS. APPLY 
IN PERSON AT JIMMY JOHNS. 
__________ .2/28 
Marketing, journalists, graphic artists 
wanted to launch student business. 
Tremendous growth & income 
potential. Call David 345·1160. 
=-cc-=-=7~o=--,.,..,-,--,--,--,-3/1 
FUNDRAISER: We're looking for 
a top fraternity, sorority or student 
organization that would like to 
make $500-$1,500 for a one 
week marketing project right on 
campus. Must be organized and 
hard working. Call Lena at (800) 
592-2121. 
ADOPTION: Unique couple with 
a variety of interests would love 
to make contact with you. We 
offer stability, a sense of humor, 
and a warm family environment 
plus much more. Medical and 
Legal expenses paid. Contact 
Mark and Sue through Adoption 
Counseling Center 1-800-852-
4294 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
IMMEDIATELY! Own room in 2 
bedroom apt. Close to campus. 
Call DeAnna 345-7386 or leave a 
Foll lim• mom, "'°'°'~T=~ ;'"'''""S-7BS9. 
APARTMENT RENTALS CALL 
348-7746. 
__________ 5/3 
Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments McArthur Manor 345-
2231 
~---,------~5/3 
Vacancy for one man at 1803 
12th street. 7 bedroom. 3 bath 
house $120/ mo. and share 
utilities with six other guys. 
Private parking , private room . 
345-4714 
APARTMENTS 3rd 
2 BR for 2-3 st 
RENTAL SERVIC 
Between 3-9 p.m. 
R.O.T.C. will have a Bake Sale today from 10:00-16: 
Southeast Entrance of Coleman 2nd Floor. Homemad& 
as cookies and other treats will be sold at this time. 
HOTLINE will be tonight at 9:00 p.m_on the 3rd 
HOTLINE is an informal prayer meeting where stud adopted preschooler offer your 
infant strong family values, lots of 
love, security and gentle humor. 
Medical/legal paid. Please call our 
attorney collect: 708-295-0070. 
______ ca2/7,8,21,22,25 
Nice, close to campus, furnished can go to present their prayer needs to God. ANY 
houses for 91-92 school year. regardless of group or religious affiliation! 
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2 Wesley Foundation will have Serendipity Singles ton· 
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148 at tj)e Wesley Foundation. This is a study for singl 
evenings. ,,partners. 
__________ 5/V Circle K International will have election for board o 
CIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIU tomorrow night at 7:00 p.m. in Old Main 212. Election 
CIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIU take place this Tuesday. All current and prospective 
E18 Panthers Last Home El8 urgedtoattendthisveryimportantmeeting. CIU CIU Pi Omega Pi will have an EXECUTIVE BOARD ME 
CIU CIU 1 :00 p.m. in the STUDENT LOUNGE LUMPKIN HALL. El8 Basketball Game El8 Booth Library will be conducting General Library Tours 
CIU CIU March in the Booth Library. These tours will be at El8 EILJ El8 Mondays, 2:00 p.m. on Tuesdays, and 11:00 a.m. on 
CIU CIU Tours begin near the Public Catalog and last abo El8 El8 Anyone welcome. (Instructors: Please schedule dasa 
c1u 115 CIU Reference 581-6072). 
CIU V, • CIU Newman Catholic Center will have a Haiti Meal and 
CIU CIU 5:00 p.m. at the Newman Center. 
El8 /L LJNOIS-CHJC1 A GO El8 Financial Management Association will meet tonight CIU M CIU the Effingham Room in the Union. There will be El8 El8 International Finance. 
El8 Tonight, 7:30pm El8 
El8 Lantz Gym El8 CIU CIU El8 Fan appreciation night El8 
El8 plus Kelly's half-time El8 
El8 shoot-out finals El8 
El8c1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1uc1u El8 
CIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIU CIU 
ACROSS 
1 African range 
6 Wife of Saturn 
9 Display 
13--Loa. 
Hawaiian 
volcano 
14 Music. painting. 
etc. 
16 Cod or Horn 
17 Having no more 
energy 
19 Using speech 
20 Belief 
21 Labor org. 
22 Archer William 
23 Cooperative 
26 Dostoyevsky's 
"--Youth'" 
Murder, She 
Wrote 
WWF Wrestling 
30 Cover 
31 Jerk 
34 Festive 
occasion 
35 Office b iggie 
37 Emulate 
Valentino 
39 Hazard for 
boaters 
41 Helps 
43 Residue 
44 Plate 
46 Observed 
47 Having hearing 
organs 
49 P.O. item 
so Phoenician 
seaport 
51 Deep blue 
54 Hebrew 
measure 
Movie: 
Fast Times at 
Travel 
57 Actress B lyth 
sa Ruth"s 
mother-in-law 
62 Fail to win 
63 Hans Brinker et 
al. 
66 Notable periods 
67 Space org. 
68 Sir Arthur --
Doyle 
69 Burden 
10 Attention ge:ter 
71 Showy flower 
DOWN 
1 I love. to Ovid 
2Tight 
3 Stringed 
instrument 
4Soon 
5 Temptations for 
Jimmy 
Valentine 
6 Kind of meal 
7Go before 
8 Way up or down 
· 9 Cocktail or 
weather 
phenomenon 
10 Warren denizen 
11 Gem for J immy 
Carter 
12 Water holder. 
15 L.A. problems 
18 Fashioned 
24 Said '·Nyet! .. 
25 Summer treats 
26 Taj Mahal site 
27 Elevate 
28 It's a start 
L.A. Law 
Ridgemont High Dangerous Movie: A 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Dai 
office by noon one business day before the date of the 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for F · 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NO 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is ill 
conflicting information will not be run. 
2 3 4 
' 3 
'7 
34 
39 
43 
62 
66 
69 
29 Garnish used 
by chefs 
32 Shuttle along 
33 Aquatic 
mammal 
5 
36 Untouchables. 
e.g. 
38 Serf of yore 
40Wordsol 
comprehension 
42 Diminished 
45 Health problem 
48 Sewer 
Movie: 
Willow 
52 Open. as a 
bottle 
53 C ivil- rights org . 
54 Butter 
substitute 
55 Daybreak. to 
Donne 
Safari 
Treasure of the 
8:30 Road Home Dead Pool College B-ball Assignments Deadly Madera Canyon Panther Coun. 
9:00 Designing Wome News Project Censored Business World Away Roy Rogers 
9:30 Good Sports Star Trek 
10:00 News News News Miami Vice Night Court Being Served? Tracy Ullman Generation Wild Things Death Valley 
10:30 Tonight Show M"A*S*H Love Connect.(:35 Sportscenter Interns Movie: The Molly Dodd Arsenio Hall Roy Rogers 
11:00 Current Affair Nightline(:05) College B-ball Equalizer Movie: Big Spenser: Beyond 2000 Streets of 
11:30 Late Night Hard Copy Sleep For Hire Vegas 
. ' ., . ' .. ..-..~ ... 
. ' 
. . ............... . 
'- ,_ ~"·' ....... 'l. .. 1."/-'~.4i;'l~. I• . . • , I • .......... .... 
513 ~m-e-nt:-cf=-or--,tc:--hr.ee 
ison. $185 per 
. 345-6621. 
li"------:,.-'5/3 
artment for 4 
9th Street. $155 
21. 
6 bedroom 
house/duplex t,t Polk, 3 
bedroom house 1210 Johnson, 4 
bedroom house 319 Madison, 
Two bedroom Apts 415 Harrleon. 
Call 348-5032 
--------~2126 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apt. Close to 
campus. Available summer & fall 
91-92. 345-4602. 
=-------,,...,...,...__.;2127 
Student houses avallable for next 
school year $120 per bedroom -
furnished. Call Michele Wyhe at 
Charleston Inn 348-8161 (leave 
message). 
=----.,..----:-..,.--__.;2126 
Four girls two bedroom apartment 
above Hootrs. Nice furniture, 
ceiling fans, water, garbage, and 
gas included in rent. $190 each 
for two. 345-4508. 
=-----:----:----,'2126 
Four guys two bedroom furnished 
house on 18th Street. Really nice 
on inside. Water and garbage 
included in rent. $170 each for 
two. 345-4508. 
-------~2126 
Needed 6-8 students for 91-92 
school year. 1st house on 2nd 
across from Lantz Gym. 6 BR, 2 
BA, 2 Kl, W.D. & garage. Call 
346-2184. 
_____ ca2/25-28 3-1,4 
Fall - 1 & 2 bdrm apts. for 1-3 
females. Trash & water Inc. 
Newly furnished and carpeted. 10 
mo. lease, no pets. Quiet 
location. 345-5048. 
_________ .2127 
Apt. for singles, quiet, near 
campus. Now or 
intercession/summer only. 345-
3771 . 
--------~V28 One and two bedroom furnished 
apartments and houses. 2 or 3 
students. 10 month lease. 
Deposit 345-4010. 
5/3 
p=-H..,.o=N..,.,E-34_5-_3_,5,.,..1..,,..5 -=o-=R-30-48~8837 
AFTER 4:30 P.M. FOR 
INFORMATION ON THE 
FOLLOWING: Furnished house. 
Two blocks from EIU. Washer 
and Dryer. Clean and 
Comfortable. Four or Five 
Occupants. Five bedroom 
furnished apartment. Close to 
EIU. Washer and Dryer. Central 
Air. Ex1ra Nice. Four or Five 
Occupants. Two bedroom 
apartment. Washer and Dryer. 
Two Occupants. Close to EIU. 
________ .2127 
For 91 -92 school year. 4 
bedroom, partially furnished 
townhouse for girls. Call 348-
7635. 
'SELL SHORT 
~VE LONG' 
t's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $.1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
for $1 ia available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to 
or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced . 
____ Person accepting ad __ _ 
____ Compositor ___ _ 
--'~~--__,_...,,Amount.due:$ ___ ~_ 
Nice, one bedroom apartment, 
very near campus, range, refrlg., 
drapes provided, no pets, 2 
people max. $310/mo. 354-4220 
or 581-6236. 
Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond. 
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at 
Coleman 11 OA. 
--------~&3 
Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O. 
Can accommodate an 80" bed 
345-9784 
=----=-----:=---.,..-..,--&3 Bed 2510 Com Sys and mlc AP 
computer Book & 1 O Blank Disks. 
Call 345-4745. $35. 
--------~513 1989 250R NINJA Red/Black 2,300 
mi. Excellent condition always 
garaged. $2,800/080. 581-5619 
------,,,.....,...-~513 1972 Dodge Vari Rebuilt 340 
good tires, new clutch, good 
runner. $400 080. Jay 345-7266. 
--------~5/3 
LOFT FOR SALE! call Heather 
for details - 345-5024. 
--------~2125 GOVERNMENT SEIZED: Vehicles 
from $100. Fords Mercedes. 
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Buyers 
Guide. 1 -805-962-8000 Ext. S- 9997 
=---.,..----=-=""'"'=3/19 
Shop and save at TOKENS! 
Entire clothing department on 
sale. Now thru 2128. 
For Sale: DP Gympac 6200 
Universal style weight system 
$225 OBO call 345-9662 
______ __.;2!20-00 
For Sale: 1990 Plymouth Lazer 
$9,500 Phone 345-4119 
______ ___,2/20-00 
Pioneer car stereo 150 watt 
speakers $200 8 chrome wheels 
4 modulars $140 4 saw blades 
$200/Best Offer 348-1820 
--------~00 
Moving! Must Sell! Dirt Cheapl Full 
size bed, microwave, dresser, 
tables, chairs, lamps, drapes. 
Leave phone number for appt. 345-
7859. 
_______ __.;V27 
55G Aquarium, fluorescent light, 
hood. BRAND NEWI $105. Mike 
345-1164. 
2125 G""'"o=v"""E=R,.,..N"""M=ENT~-.H=OM~E~S..,..from-' $1 
(U repair). Delinquent tax 
property. Reponeaalons. Your 
area (1) 805-962-8000 Ext. GH-
9997 for current repo list. 
315 
LOST YOUR KEYS? Check the 
lost and found al the Daily Eastern 
News office. 127 Buzzard. 
_________ .2125 
Lost: Blue notebook and tan jacket 
in Ch 219. If found please return to 
Economics Office In Coleman 
~--=-------~2125 FOUND: Black kitten with light blue 
collar with bell. Call 345-1378. 
--------~2127 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Doonesbury 
For a HOT, WET, and WILD 
ADVENTURE In the sun at 
Daytona. Call Kriati 345-6317. 
----------~V27 Warm up for Spring Break at the 
Body Shopl New Bulb - New 
Face Tanners! 348-8267 
=--:-__ ca,2118/19/22125126129 
Going to DAYTONA, go with 
experience. Room is fiUing up fast so 
call Sandy or Krista at 581 ·2533. 
-----------'~1 Going to SOUTH PADRE, go with 
experience. Room is filling up fast 
so call Matt or Tom at 345-7082. 
=--:---==----,-----~~1 
Delta Zeta: Have a great week! 
Love, Pan Hel. 
2125 M,..,....ax~,-s....,..M~u-n~ch~i-es-~3..,.45~-~2620 
afterbars. Booking St. Patty's 
Parties. Taste o1 Taylor next 
weekend. 
~---.,..-----~2128 MEN - Pi Kappa Alpha would like 
to offer you a chance to change 
your life. INFORMAL RUSH Feb. 
25-27. 
----------~2125 NICOLE INGRASSIA: Morgan 
and Sally wish they were here to 
celebrate your 21st birthday. 
Since they're not, we'll help out! 
Love, Your Roomies. 
.,.----------~2125 Congrats LORI OLSON on 
becoming PIKE DREAMGIRLI 
Your Detta Zeta sisters aren't the 
only ones who think you're the 
greatest! We're so proud of you. 
Love your Mom Jodi. 
MON 
DAY 
FEB. 25, 1991 
THE DAILY [ASTERN NEWS 
Shop and Save at TOKENSI 
Entire Clothing Department on 
Sale. Now thru 2128. 
----------~2126 Meesh - How was your fake 
birthday? You're almost 19. I 
could never forget It, l"ve got one 
tool Lori. 
2125 J-A-IM-IE----G--=A~RL-'ING: 
Congratulations on getting pinned 
to Doug Grenier of Sigma Chi. 
Love, YOUR ALPHA GAM 
SISTERS. 
2125 D~E~A_N_A--Y-A_N_K_O~v-1"""c--H-· 
Congratulations on getting 
lavaliered fo Tim Lance of Tau 
Kappa Epsilon. Your ALPHA 
GAM SISTERS are so happy for 
you. 
--~------~2125 ELLEN CONSTANCE - Congrats 
on getting pinned to Chris Zebig 
of Sigma Chi. We are so happy 
for you! Love, THE ALPHA 
GAMS. 
_____ ____ 2125 
PAM HOFFEE - Congratulations 
on getting pinned to Tim Rigby of 
Sigma Chil We love you, THE 
ALPHAGAMS. 
---------~2125 
For an enjoyable and affordable 
trip to SOUTH PADRE call 
Denise 581-8060. 
-~---------~~1 Honorary Order of Omega 
Fundraiser at IKES February 28 
at9:00. 
by Bill Watterson 
~ l)~~S 5c.R9M "\"t ~ O<.TP.."E 
US\Jfo.U..'( Q.ES~~t> fOR a.\l.l~G OOGS, 
BIJT IT MEfo.~\ 1 AAO A. Cf4SE I A~t> 
n.l£ 500~0 at GREHl9AC~ SLf\PPI~ 
ACRS:>SS M.'f ~l~ \S M\.IS\C. TO NY 
~<:, AA~ l'A'f. AFTER. ~. I'M~\ 
A" Of'ERA gllJK. lll\ 1' P~W~1i: ~-
~ 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
~'/1JTJ5T 
l*PlAY!/'16 
/N70716R 
HANl?S, '3/R. 
1.n 
? 
10 Monday, February 25, 1991 
Lady panthers UNLV rolls again;Oh 
State escapes Goph • From page 12 
had our minds set on." 
After getting se of the wind 
taken out of their sails with 
Thursday's loss to Drake, there 
was new hope for the Lady 
Panthers heading into Saturday's 
contest. 
Bradley, wh·o sat in fourth 
place going into the weekend, 
dropped a home game against 
Indiana State on Friday night 
and Drake, a game up on Eastern 
in fifth place, had to travel to 
second place Southern Illinois. 
"These guys don't ever quit," 
said Hilke of her teams competi-
tiveness. "They haven't counted 
themselves out (of the playoff 
race). Nor have they ever gone 
through the motions in a ball-
game." 
The Panthers may not have 
been going through the motions 
Saturday, but they did have a 
hard time filling the hoop. They 
shot just 38 percent from the 
floor for the entire game and had 
to rely on their free throw shoot-
ing to keep them in the game. 
Beverly Williams, who leads 
the Lady Panthers in foul shoot-
ing at 89 percent, led the way by 
nailing all I 0 of her attempts as 
the team shot 20-22 for a 91 per-
cent clip. 
"Our club has really come up 
in our free throw shooting," said 
Hilke. "We started the year 
shooting in the lower 60s and 
are now seventh in the country. 
That is immense concentration 
by doing something that you 
have some kind of control over. 
Depression Isn't the 
blues. ltisn'ta personal 
weakness. Ifs an illness 
that can make you feel 
helpless, hopeless, 
worthless. 
And it's treatable. We 
can help. 
Call The Carle Pavilion 
at 373-1700. 
4Qirlefbvilion 
809 west Cluch Street Chompoign. IL 61820 
· • ~ Clioicr Alcohol and Dru1 Treatment 
• Adolacent and Adult Psychiatric Servicn 
aft'1.t,_. 
,, .... 5! ~./ 
On the Square 
Charleston, IL 
Blue 
Monday 
Not only is the music 
the best in blues, but 
the special drinks are 
blue too. 
Blueberry 
Schnapps 
$1.25 
Blue Hawaiian 
& 
Labatts Blues 
$1.75 E .• 
Gateway Basketball Standings 
Gateway Overall 
SW Missouri State 14-2 21-4 
Southern Illinois 13-3 18-7 
Illinois State 11-4 16-8 
Bradley 8-6 12-11 
EASTERN 8-8 13-12 
Drake 8-8 11-16 
Indiana State 6-9 11-13 
Western Illinois 4-10 9-14 
Northern Iowa 3-13 6-19 
Wichita State 2-14 4-20 
We knew we weren't going to be 
a great bunch of shooters, but 
we also knew we could help our-
selves at the line and I'm 
pleased that we have done that." 
Northern-Iowa (64) 
Amos 1-3 1-2 4, Amrhein 0-0 
o-o o, Mohr 2-4 o-o 4, Mosley 
3-8 2-3 8, Davis 4-5 3-4 11, 
Steiner 0_:1 0-0 0, Jameson 8-
19 1-2 17, Kolstedt 6-13 1-2 
13, LaFrentz 1-4 0-0 2, 
Robbins 2-2 1-2 5. Totals 27-
59 9-15 64. 
EASTERN (68) 
Mccaa 4-9 2-2 13, B.Williams 
5-10 10-10 20, Powell 0-0 0-0 
0, Roller 7-14 2-2 17, 
Youngman 2-10 0-0 4, 
Frierdich 3-11 2-4 8, 
C.Williams 0-0 0-0 0, Hagerty 
0-1 0-0 0, Towne 0-0 0-0 0, 
Losenegger 1-3 2-2 4, Rogiers 
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 22-58 20-22 
68. 
Halftime: EIU 34, UNI 33. 3-
point field goals: UNI 1-1 O 
(Amos 1-1 , Mohr 0-2, Davis 0-
1, Jameson 0-3, Kolstedt 0-3), 
EIU 4-9 (Mccaa 3-5, Roller 1-
3, Hagerty 0-1 ). Rebounds: 
UNI 43 (Davis 12), EIU 29 
(B.Williams 7). Assists: UNI 16 
(Amos, Mosley 5), EIU 19 
(Roller 7). Team fouls: UNI 19, 
EIU 13. Fouled out: Mosley. 
Attendance: 314. 
Stacey Augmon scored 27 
points, Larry Johnson 19 and 
Greg Anthony set a Big West 
career assist record in No. I 
UNLV's (25-0) 114-86 win over 
UC Irvine in their final home 
game. Anthony had 16 assists to 
increase his three-year total to 
758. UNLV has won 36 in arow. 
No. 2 Ohio State 63, 
Minnesota 62= Jamaal Brown hit 
a 15-footer with 32 seconds left 
and Chris Jent batted away a 
loose ball in the closing seconds. 
The Buckeyes (24-1) trailed by as 
many as 8 points in each half. 
No. 3 Arkansas 111, Texas 
A&M 73= Todd Day scored 23 
points and Oliver Miller 20 as the 
Razorbacks clinched at least a tie 
for their third straight SWC title. 
Arkansas (27-2, 14-0) set a 
school record for victories in a 
regular season. 
No. 8 Kansas 109, Oklahoma 
87= Terry Brown scored 24 
points, including four straight 3-
pointers, as the Jayhawks handed 
the Sooners' their sixth straight 
loss and ninth in IO games. 
Kansas (20-5) had a 
time lead and was up 
as 24. 
No. 12 Kentucky 
74= John Pelphrey 
points as Kentucky ( 
away in the second 
Garcia led Florida with 
Marshall 107, Ni 
Tennessee I 03 OT= 
scored 31 of his 43 
halftime as Marshall 
Tennessee its fourth 
games. Keith "Mister 
scored a career-high 3 
East Tennessee (24-4). 
No. 14 Nebraska 
St. 78_ Beau Reid 
points as Nebraska. 
shooting for a school 
victory. Nebraska (23-1 
10 free throws in the 
No. 15 New Me 
San Jose 67= Tracey 
22 points in the sec 
Aggies (21-3) pulled 
No. 17 UCLA 87, 
56= Don Macl.ean 
- 11 in the final 5:25 
half - to lead the B · 
Not all of the Lady Panthers 
had problems finding the hoop 
though. The trio of Williams, 
Karen McCaa, and Tracy Roller 
provided the majority of shoot-
ing skill and scoring punch. 
They were the only people to 
score in the second half and 
combined for 50 of the Lady 
Panthers 68 points. Williams had 
a game-high 20, Roller added 
17, and Mccaa chipped in 13 
and hit 0n three-of-five attempts 
beyond the three point line. 
"I thought Karen McCaa and 
Tracy Roller saved the day for 
us," Hilke said. "Neither one of 
them have been on as of late and 
it was awfully gutsy for them to 
put it up and Bev got to put on 
her free throw shooting show for 
the fans again." 
~~.GJJo.nnq_,'s 9fair {reatiOfZJ~~ 
For a Professional Job Call: ~ 
*Donna *Sue . ··~ 
SONL 
Power 
TANNINGS 
15 TANS 
*Brenda 
~~1Jffiatti>r 
C'MON, YOU KNOW 
WHAT YOU'RE CRAVING 
TONIGHT ... 
----------,-----------,----------LARGE 1 SMALL SINGLE LARGE 
2 Ingredient I INGREDIENT I Ingredient 
Pizza &. a 1 PIZZA &:. QUART Pizza &. a 
Quart of I OF COKE Quart of 
Coke . . . I for Coke ... 
$8.95 I $5.95 $7 .50 
Delivered • 345-2844 I Delivered • 345-2844 Delivered· 345-2844 
----------~----------------------
L<l>E 
What: 
When: 
JE KKY' S ~z;~b 
Corner of 
4th & Lincoln 345-2844 
Alcohol Awareness 
Program 
February 261h 
Where: University Grand Ballroom 
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by: Sigma Kappa 
and Sigma Phi Epsilon 
E,veryone is Welcome! 
'. 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Tues. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Wed.-Fri. 8 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Sat. 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
1408 6th St. 345-4451 
$25 
Charleston, IL 
ITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAil 
K 
A IIKA rr K 
A INFORMAL RU rr K 
A Mon. Feb. 25 Spaghetti Dinner 
rr 6:00 K 
A Tue. Feb.26 Hang-Out with th 
rr 7:00 K Wed. Feb. 27 Formal Smoker A 
rr 7:00 
K Alpha Phi Functl A 
rr 9:00 
K For information call 6595 
A 
ITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAITKAilK 
Billiard Bar 0 !'@\ ® O 
& Stv E Restaurant 1X s~m 345-STIX 
STIX now delivers pizza on Fri., Sat., Sun., & 
(6-9 Fri. 2-9 Sat., Sun., & Holidays) 
--MON PAY--
Lunch 11-1 :30 
LARGE pizza slice (sausage or pepperoni), 
SMALL SALAD & Pepsi $2.75 
Dinner 4-8 
Spaghetti & Garlic Bread 
ALL YOU CAN EAT $2.99 
Stroh's Pitchers $2.05 
Rum & Mixer $1.10 
Bud, Bud Light & Miller Longnecks $1.1 
Coors & Coors Light 10 oz. 75¢ 
Pitcher of Domestic Beer or Pepsi for 
with purchase of any Large Pizza. 
JIM CALLAHAN BAND - TUESDAY NIGHT - NO 
FREE rooL "A Splash of Class" 
News 25, 1991 
n's team wins Indy meet 
ncompassed 
's entire sea-
success as the 
t and the men 
f 13 teams in 
place finish in 
y with a time 
h Moon's fifth 
the 100-yard 
ked at 1:02.77. 
Malone, who has 
und, placed 13th 
butterfly, clocked 
ation (men) was 
same in that we're 
but we had a real 
Ray Padovan said. "Most of the 
swimmers had one or more life-
time best times, so we feel real 
good about what we did at this 
meet." 
Some of the men, however, are 
still focusing on the Midwest 
Conference meet two weeks later 
to capitalize on their best times 
that were attained at Indianapolis. 
The Lady Panthers were at 
close competition with Northeast 
Misourri St. University all three 
days, but an overall team depth 
and consistency carried them to 
first place. 
As if first place wasn't enough 
though, many individuals broke 
some Indianapolis meet records 
along their way to victory. 
One record-breaking finish 
included a 200-yard medley relay 
win with a time of 1 :55.50. The 
team consisted of Colleen Roach, 
Stacey Peterson, Jan Rhudy and 
Lee Singer. 
Other record-breaking perfor-
mances included a first, third and 
fourth place finish in the 100-yard 
backstroke. Lee Singer placed 
first with a time of 1:04.27, 
Colleen Roach placed third with a 
time of 1:05.94 and Delynn Wirth 
touched in right behing her with a 
fourth place time of 1 :06.85. 
Peterson also placed first in the 
200-yard breaststroke with a time 
of 2:34.64 and Wendy Bast 
placed fourth in the 1650-yard 
freestyle, clocked at 19.44.14. 
The Lady Panthers also domi-
10-of-l l." 
nated the 200-yard backstroke 
competition by finishing first, 
second and third in the event. 
Roach placed first with a time of 
2:23.64, Wirth placed second 
with a time of 2:26.18 and 
Andrea Frick touched in right 
behind her with a third place fin-
ish of 2:26.76. 
Another record-breaking per-
formance included a 200-yard 
freestyle relay win with a time of 
1 :42.31. The team consisted of 
Michelle Stoppenhagen, Singer, 
Ronae Scheuer and Roach. 
"We swam better and better 
each day and I think it was the 
tight competition that helped gen-
erate our enthusiasm," Padovan 
said. "You start to swim on emo-
tions and not just what you've 
done up to that point. That's 
where the real great swims come 
out." 
With the season almost 
wrapped up, Padovan 's Panthers 
are focusing on the Gateway 
Conference (women) and the 
Mid-Continent Conference (men) 
Championships in which they 
hope to achieve some personal 
best times. 
"The conference meet is a 
whole different meet.· We 're 
going against teams that are 
almost fully funded," Padovan 
said. "There are some individuals 
that are going to do better regard- " 
less of what they place. If they 
swim better, it will be a major 
accomplishment." 
+ From page 12 
Valpo did make a run at the Panthers in the 
ib and Johnson put the game out of second half on the strength of guards Curtiss 
rn. In the span of 11 minutes, the Stevens and sophomore Tracy Gipson. Stevens 
for all 18 ofEastem's points. tallied 14 points and grabbed team-high 
Mid-Continent Conference Basketball Standings 
ed eight in a row on his power rebounding honors with seven, four less than 
paint and Johnson, who came off Rowe's game-high 11. 
the second game in a row, helped Gipson, however, hit 8-of-14 from the field 
throws and a slam dunk follow of and both of his free throws to net a game-high 
s. 20 points. 
ected on 9-of-11 from the fielEI, "He's going to be a good player in this 
short turnarounds and a jump hook league," Rowe said. "He makes his whole team 
big man, Shannon Flavin, couldn't better. At times I lapsed on defense and that 
"d the guards were looking inside to keyed things." 
made the most of his opportunities. Val po got to within four again 62-58, but 
ere playing behind me," said Leib, Eastern scored six in a row, all on free throws 
new career high for scoring. "I felt and sealed the victory. 
ortable out there, but I forced a cou- _ Eastern head coach Rick Samuels said that the 
should have kicked it back out. pressure defense led to the the Panther victory. 
my guards. They passed up the shots "The press got us going, but we never could 
it into me. But I should have been get a good defensive rhythm," Samuels said. 
Northern Illinois 
UW-Green Bay 
Eastern 
Cleveland State 
Northern Iowa 
Western Illinois 
Illinois-Chicago 
Akron 
Valparaiso 
Conference Overall 
12-2 21-4 
10-3 18-6 
8-6 14-11 
8-6 12-13 
8-8 12-17 
6-8 13-12 
5-9 15-12 
5-9 14-11 
2-13 5-20 
"We couldn't stop them consistently. We needed 
some shutdowns and we didn't get them. We 
had too many turnovers (15) and that's not'good 
for us. 
"I like the way Barry is playing for us now. 
And Curtis had a great night for us. Our kids are 
team-oriented and Barry wants to play for the 
team." 
Eastern hosts fan appreciation night in its last 
game of the year against Illinois-Chicago at 7:30 
p.m. Monday. 
11 
Eastern (71) 
Jones 1-7 0-0 3, Rowe 5-12 2-5 18, 
Martin 0-2 0-0 O, Johnson 3-5 7-8 
14, West 2-2 0-0 4, McKinnis 2-5 1-
2 5, Olson 3-7 0-0 9, Leib 9-11 0-1 
18, Nicholson 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 25-
51 14-19 71. 
Valparaiso (60) 
Sommer 1-2 0-0 2, Gipson 8-14 2-2 
20, Stevens 7-15 0-0 14, Flavin 3-
12 0-0 7, Morrison 4-8 4-4 12, 
Markworth 2-6 1-2 5. Totals: 25-58 
7-8 60. 
Halftime: Eastern 32 Valpo 28, 3-
point goals: Eastern 7-19 (Jones 1-
3 Rowe 2-5 Johnson 1-3 Olson 3-7) 
Valpo 3-12 (Gipson 2-2 Flavin 1-6) 
Rebounds: Eastern 35 (Rowe 11) 
Valpo 28 (Stevens 7) Assists: 
Eastern 16 (Rowe Jones 4) Valpo 
14 (Stevens Sommer 4) Fouls: 
Eastern 11 Valpo 16 Attendance: 
4,018. 
terations 
Leathers 
Now Leasing. p• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •• : GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK : 
: A Large· (16") : Shoe Repairs 
Formals 
Press Only 
Starched Shirts 
.345-4546 
uth 4th St. Curve 
County Computer 
Connections 
Word Perfect 
LOTUS 123 
Pnnt Shop 
Games 
sories: 
Printer stands 
Security cables 
Disks 
Cables 
Ribbons 
Dealer 
Monroe•Uptown•345-1443 
PARKPLACB 
APARTMENTS 
(across from the Union on 7th) 
• I, 2 & 3 Bedroom 
furnished Units 
• free Trash & Parking 
• Central A.C. • Laundry 
• Dishwashers • Balconies 
Apartments also on 12th St. 
Call Anytime 548· 14 79 
For appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-f 
! Sausage Pizza! 
: $6.95 : 
I Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week I 
I Offer Expires April 4, 1991 I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
909 18th Street 
Charleston 
348-7515 
815 Broadway 
Mattoon 
234-6442 
•• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
•• 
•• PLEASE PRESENT nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER .. • 
········•1!111•••·----~- . 
Wright State University joins Mid-Continent Confere 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Associate sports editor 
The Mid-Continent Conference wasted no time in finding a 
replacement for departing Northern Iowa, which was named 
the Missouri Valley Conference's 10th member less than two 
weeks ago. 
Wright State University on Saturday accepted an invitation 
to join the Mid-Continent Conference as the league's ninth 
member effective July 1. The announcement came just nine 
days after UNI decided to leave the Mid-Continent for the 
MVC. 
ence-call on Friday, when they decided to exte 
tation to the university, Ryan said. 
"We were part of the initial discussions w 
Continent Conference was formed in 1982," Wi • 
Michael J. Cusack said. "However, at the ti 
feel that we were ready to go to Division I in 
"Since then, we've continued to follow the 
Conference closely while at the same time 
we feel is a very successful and competitive 
gram. We feel that joining the Mid-Continent 
this time is a natural." 
"I feel positive that Wright State will make a very signifi-
cant contribution to the future development of the Mid-
Continent Conference," Commissioner Jerry A. Ippoliti said 
in an official statement released Saturday. "The Mid-
Continent Conference is very pleased and excited to offer 
membership to Wright State University, an institution that 
brings many fine qualities to our conference ... " 
• Mid-Continent considers 10th 
member. Page 11 
Wright State, which currently competes in 
its fourth year as a Division I basketball pro 
best record of any independent at 16-8. 
The Raiders are also enjoying their first y 
new arena, the 10,300-seat Erwin J. Nutter Cen 
have averaged 8,400 fans this season. 
Wright State, which has an emollment of more than 17 ,000 
people, is the third Ohio institution to compete in the league 
(with Cleveland State and Akron). 
The Raiders' men's teams will be eligible for league cham-
pionships starting next fall, while the women's teams won't 
participate until the league officially sponsors a women's 
league in July 1992. 
"In a time when conferences are looking for media and 
geographic exposure, Wright State would appear to be a good 
selection on the part of the conference," Eastern Athletic 
Director Mike Ryan said. "The total program is well funded 
for both men and women with excellent facilities in all 
sports." 
"They opened a new arena for basketball 
draw exceptionally well," Ryan said. "This new 
as a very viable future site for the Mid-Con · 
son men's tournament. 
"I would anticipate they would put in a s 
as a future host." 
After first inviting Wright State's women's programs to 
join the Mid-Continent as associate members last Monday, 
the league's athletic directors and presidents held a confer-
"I would like to express great satisfation 
about Wright State joining the Mid-Conti 
Wright State president Paige E. Mulhollen said. 
~ 
CARL WALK/Staff photographer 
Eastern's Rob Schultz prepares to launch the 35-pound weight Friday 
at the Mid-Continent Conference Championship at Lantz Fieldhouse. 
Schultz placed third overall. 
Conference cham 
Mile relay gives Easte 
win over Northern lo 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
Emotions flared Saturday night 
when Eastern's men's track team 
won the Mid-Continent Conference 
indoor championships at Lantz 
Fieldhouse. 
The championship came down to 
the last event, the mile relay. Going 
into the event Eastern was leading 
Northern Iowa 58-57, the winner of 
the relay would decide the overall 
winner. 
Eastern 's lead was established 
significantly by second leg Jeff 
Parker and was secured by Dan 
Steele who brought the batton 
home in first place at 3:20.72. 
The highlight of the two-day 
event came on Friday in the 35-
pound weight throw. On his third 
attempt, Eastern's Braidy Miller set 
a new school, fieldhouse and con-
ference record with a mark of 67-
feet 3/4-inches. Miller had already 
qualified for the national meet in 
December, but his new mark leaves 
him only two inches behind the far-
thest throw in the country. Eastern 
also placed second and third in the 
event with Fred Robinson and Rob 
Schultz giving personal-best efforts 
of 53-feet 7 1/2-inches and 51-feet 
3/4-inches, respectively. 
Miller also won the shot put with 
a distance of 57-feet 9-inches which 
provisionally qualifies him for the 
national meet. Teammate Mike 
Ford placed third. 
Nevin Govan won the long jump 
on his first attempt, coming close to 
his own fieldhouse record of 24-
feet 8-inches with a mark of 24-feet 
6 1/4-inches. He also won the high 
jump with a 6-foot 9 3/4-inch effort. 
Govan almost scored a triple win in 
the triple jump as well. He was 
leading the competition with a dis-
tance of 50-feet 1 1/2-inches until 
Junior Chukekere of Northern Iowa 
jumped 51-feet 2 3/4-inches to bet-
ter Govan. 
Eastern 's distance crew played a 
major role for the team too. 
Brothers Jim and Ron Fagan and 
Eric Baron placed second, third and 
fourth in the mile run at 4:12.47, 
4:12.85 and 4:13.51, which was 
Baron's best effort of the season. 
The Fagans also placed second and 
third in the 3,000-meter run with 
Jim finishing a second ahead of 
Ron in 8:24.50. The two-mile relay 
of Baron, Mike 
and Dan Steele 
less than half a 
Eastern 's final 
with Northern lo 
and Western Illinois 
meet's scoring sy 
changed at the 1 
Cleveland State 
Chicago failed to 
requirements for a 
The new sco 
changed to a 5-3-
modating a four-
made the competi · 
for the eligible 
At the awards 
coach Neil Moore 
Mid-Continent c 
and Braidy Miller 
lete of the year for 
Other Eastern 
Chris Fowler who 
the 400-meter 
best 48.91, and 
200 at 22.41. 
Panthers down Valparaiso 71-60 
By R.J. GERBER 
Sports editor 
Once again Valparaiso's bas-
ketball team put up an admirable 
fight, only to come away short in 
a Mid-Continent Conference 
game against Eastern. 
The Crusaders, 5-20 overall 
and 2-13 in league play - good 
for last place - led early, but lost 
to the host Panthers 71-60 
Saturday at Lantz Gym in front of 
4,018 fans on parent night. 
Valpo has lost seven in a row to 
Eastern, including a five-point 
setback at home earlier this sea-
son. The Crusaders will be the 
only team not taking part in tl.e 
post-season conference tourna-
ment this season, as a result of 
their last-place finish in the 
league. 
Eastern ( 14-11, 8-6) trailed by 
as many as nine points in the 
early going, but came back on the 
strength of junior guard Steve 
Rowe's tenacity, freshman center 
Curtis Leib's scoring and some 
pressure defense. 
The Panthers were down 23-16 
with 8:34 remaining in the first 
half, but came back courtesy of a 
12-0 run that was spearhead?.d by 
Rowe ' s seven points and 
Eastern ' s zone press. The Mid-
Con player of the week hit two 
free throws, tipped in a missed 
shot and canned a three-pointer 
on his way to sharing team-high 
scoring honors of 18 with Leib. 
"It wa-sn 't cute, but it was a 
win," Rowe said. "We played in 
spurts and that hurt us a lot. We 
let our emotions down and that's 
what hurt us. We have to play 40 
minutes again, then we'll be all 
right." 
Leib put the Panthers up 30-25 
on an inside move and hit another 
shot to give Eastern a 32-28 half-
time advantage. Eastern never lost 
its lead the rest of the way. 
Gipson and Stevens pulled the 
Crusaders to within four points 
+ Continued on page 11 
PUBUSHED BY THE OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
. ~ 
KEEP nus BULLE.TIN! YOU WIIL NEED IT Al:I, T.ERM. ':::··· ···· 
SUMMER SEMESTER 1991 CALENDAR 
SCHEDULE FOR TOUCH-TONE REGISTRATION 
START END 
............................... ..... .... ......... ........ ........ ...... ....... .. 03/ 04/ 91 .. ... ................... 06/ 13/91 
105+ Sem. Hrs. Earned ........................................ 03/ 04/91 ...................... .. 06/ 13/91 
90-104 Sem. Hrs. Earned ............ .............. ........... 03/ 07/ 91 .... ..... .......... ..... 06/ 13/91 
75+ Sem. Hrs. Earned .......................................... 03/ 11/ 91 ........ ................ 06/ 13/91 
60-74 Sem. Hrs. Earned ....... , ................. .............. 03/ 14/ 91 ........................ 06/ 13/91 
with 45+ Sem. Hrs. Earned ................................. 03/ 18/91.. ...................... 06/ 13/91 
with 30-44 Sem. Hrs. Earned .............................. 03/ 21/91 ........................ 06/ 13/91 
'th 15+ Sem. Hrs. Earned .......... ........................... 03/ 25/91 ........................ 06/ 13/91 
'th 0-14 Sem. Hrs. Earned ............................ ........ 03/ 28/ 91 .. .......... ............ 06/ 13/91 
SEMIONS 
INTERSESSION 5-WK 8-WK 
PERIOD--You may call to inquire but not enter 
IONS)...................................................... ... ..................... ............ 4/29 -5/ 03 
for Wait-Listed Regular Classe~;. .................................................... 5/ 01 6/ 04 6/04 
for Wait-Listed workshops, special courses, etc. is 2 days before class begins. 
PERIOD--You may call to inquire but not enter (8- & 5-WK) 6/ 05 - 6108 
ORD WITH E.l.U. BY THIS DATE OR 
OUR SUMMER CLASSES ................................................. .... .. .... .... .. 5/ 10 5/ 10 5/ 10 
pper-Division COB Classes Beginning This Date 
If Not Admitted to COB ........... ...................................................... 5/ 06 
BY THIS DATE TO AVOID $25 LATE FEE .................... ................ 5/ 10 
edule Distribution ...................................... ................ ... ... ....... ... ... .5/ 03 
tion Day ..... ... ... ............................................................................ .5/ 13 
Day .................... ............. ...... ... ... ....... ........ ... ... ..... ... ... ....... .... .. ........ 5/ 13 
to Add Courses (Touch-Tone)-EXCLUDING WORKSHOPS .... .... .5/ 15 
to Submit Audit Requests (done in Registration Office) ................ .5/15 
to Request Refund of Registration Advance Deposit ............ .......... 5/ 16 
to Submit Credit/No Credit Requests (Touch-Tone) ...................... .5/ 16 
for Course Withdrawal Without Grade (Touch-Tone) .................... 5/ 16 
to Drop Classes and Not Be Charged (except insurance) .......... ... .5/ 16 
to Request Insurance Refund If Equal Coverage (Fin. Aid) ........... -
to Apply or Re-apply for Graduation (Records Office) .................. 6/17 
for Course Withdrawal (Toucn-Tone) ............................................. .5/ 17 
Day Obseivance-No Classes ..................... ..... .............................. .5/ 27 
to WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY and be charged only 
!us Insurance) ........................................................................ .......... . 
ce Day Obseivance-No Classes ............................................... .. 
rade Appciils .. ... .' ............ ... : ....................................................... . 
to WITHDRAW from Courses or University (Touch-Tone) ............. 6/04 
to Withdraw Credit/ No Credit Requests (Touch-Tone) ................... 6/04 
Day .................................................................................................. 6/ 06 
y .......................................................................................................... -
5/ 28 
6/ 04 
6110 
6/ 10 
6/ 11 
6113 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 18 
6/24 
7/04 
7/08 
7108 
7/08 
7/ 16 
5/28 
6/ 04 
6/ 10 
6/ 10 
6/ 11 
6/ 13 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 17 
6/ 18 
6/24 
7/04 
7/08 
7/ 15 
7/ 15. 
8/ 01 
8/02 
minations .................................................... ....................... .............. . 6106 7/ 17 8/ 03, 
ement ................................................................................................ 8/ 04 
05,06 
8/ 04 8/ 04 
7/ 18 8/ 08 o.ses ................................................ ...................................................... 6/ 07 
t may register for a workshop any time before the workshop begins, and may drop 
op any time before the workshop ends. A STUDENT MUST DROP A WORKSHOP 
IT BEGINS IN ORDER NOT TO BE CHARGED FOR IT. 
WAIT-UST PROCESSING DATES 
IF WAIT-LISTED BY CALL BACK TO CONFIRM 
BEGINNING 
For Intersession, 8-Wk. & 5-Wk Classes: 
April 5 April 8 
April 19 April 22 
(LAST DATE TO WAIT-LIST I-SESSION) May 3 May 6 
May 17 May 20 
DATE TO WAIT-LIST 8- & 5-WK.) May 31 June 3 
(Dates are subject to change, depending on demand.) 
Processing of wait-lists for workshops will be on an as-needed basis, with the last 
processing two days before the workshop begins. 
BUILDING AND ROOM ABBREVIATIONS 
BOWLING ALLEY, UNION LB/FH FIELD HOUSE, LANTZ 
BLAIR HALL LB/GG GYMNASTICS GYM, LANTZ 
BUZZARD BUILDING LB/ LAB RESEARCH LAB, LANTZ 
GYMNASIUM, BUZZARD BUILDING LB/ NG NORTH GYM, LANTZ 
EASTERN NEWS OFFICE, BUZZARD LB/POOL POOL, LANTZ BUILDING 
POOL, BUZZARD BUILDING LB/ RC RACQUETBALL COURT, LANTZ 
COUNSELING CENTER LB/ RR RIFLE RANGE 
CARMAN RESIDENCE HALL LB/SB SOUTH BALCONY, LANTZ 
TENNIS COURTS LB/TR TRAINING ROOM, LANTZ 
COLEMAN HALL LB/VL VARSTIY LOUNGE, LANTZ 
CLINICAL SERVICES BUILDING LB/WG WRESTIING GYM, LANTZ 
DVORAK CONCERT HALL LH LUMPKIN HALL 
FIELDS LS LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING 
FINE ARTS, ART LSA LIFE SCIENCE ANNEX 
FINE ARTS, MUSIC M OLD MAIN 
FINE ARTS, THEATRE MG MCAFEE GYMNASIUM 
GOLF COURSE MG/ NG NORTH GYM, MCAFEE 
GREEN ROOM, FINE ARTS MG/DS DANCE STUDIO, MCAFEE 
KLEHM HALL MG/SG SOUTH GYM, MCAFEE 
LIBRARY s PHYSICAL SCIENCE BUILDING 
LIBRARY LECTURE ROOM SSB STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
LANTZ BUILDI'.'IG STAD STADIUM 
BASKETBALL GYM. LANTZ STEVNS.N STEVENSON RESIDENCE HALL 
CORRECTIVE GYM. LANTZ TAC TARBLE ARTS CENTER 
FITNESS GYM, LANTZ TH THEATRE, FINE ARTS 
GENERAL ADMISSION INFORMATION 
All new undergraduate students must be admitted through the Admissions Office (first 
floor west, Old Main). Phone number: (217) 581-2223 . 
All new graduate students must be admitted through the Graduate School (206 Old 
Main). Phone number: (217) 581-2220. 
All former E.l.U. students must be re-admitted through the Records Office (119 Old 
Main). Phone number: (217) 581-3511. 
A student currently enrolled in Continuing Educ.ition courses AND who was NOT admit-
ted as a guest student is eligible for the approaching term. 
Additional information can be obtained from the E.l.U. undergraduate or graduate cata-
log and/ or from the appropriate admitting office. 
ACADEMIC LOAD 
In the event of concurrent enrollment, students are cautioned that they must include all 
work at Eastern plus all work in which they are enrolled at other colleges or universities in 
determining class load. The total semester hours must not exceed the limits allowed at 
Eastern. Failure to abide by this regulation will result in the denial of credit for the transfer 
course or courses which, when added to the Eastern academic load, violate the prescribed 
load limits. 
Intersession 
Five-Week Session 
Eight-Week Session 
Combinations: 
Inter/ Five 
Inter/ Eight 
Inter/ Five/ Eight 
Five/ Eight 
ACADEMIC LOAD LIMITS 
Undergraduates 
Academic Warning or 
Academic Probation 
3 s.h . 
5 s.h. 
8 s.h. 
8 s.h. 
11 s.h. 
11 s.h. 
8 s.h. 
REFUNDS 
Good 
Standing 
5 s.h. 
6 s.h. 
10 s.h. 
11 s.h. 
15 s .h. 
15 s.h. 
10 s.h. 
See the calendar for refund deadlines. 
REGISTRATION LATE FEE 
Graduate 
Students 
3 s.h. 
6 s.h. 
10 s.h. 
9 s.h. 
13 s.h. 
13 s.h. 
10 s.h. 
A late fee of $25 will be assessed any student registering at late registration. A late fee will 
not be charged for a student registering ONLY for workshops. 
IN ORDER TO AVOID PAYING A LATE FEE, REGISTER FOR INTERSESSION ON OR 
BEFORE MAY 10, FOR REGULAR SUMMER TERM ON OR BEFORE JUNE 4. 
STIJDENT INSURANCE REFUND 
Students who can provide evidence of having health insurance equal to or better than the 
EIU Student Sickness and Accident Insurance may request "Petition for Insurance Refund" 
forms from Student Health Insurance, Student Seivices Building, East Wing. A copy of your 
insurance company's outline of coverage or a copy of your medical l.D. card must be 
attached to the completed "Petition for Insurance Refund" forms. 
JUNE 17, 1991, is the last date these petitions will be accepted for Summer Term 1991. 
CLEAR YOUR RECORD OR LOSE YOUR CLASSES 
If you register and do not have a CLEAR RECORD with ALL UNIVERSITY OFFICES BY MAY 
10, your SUMMER CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED. 
SU91 PAYMENT OF TUITION AND FEES 
A student must pay the advance deposit before registering. Bills will be sent in mid-May 
(to your home address), mid-June and late July (to your local address) for the balance due 
at that time. A student who qoes not pay by the due date on the bill may be subject to a 
late payment fee and/ or subsequent cancellation of classes. A student with an outstanding 
bill for Summer will not be allowed to continue Fall Semester. A student who registers ini-
tially during late registration must pay the entire amount of tuition and fees--including the 
$25 late fee- when registering. (See calendar for dates.) 
TUITION AND FEES-ILLINOIS RESIDENTS 
Undergraduate Lower Division Full-time (8-15 s.h .) ...................................... ............... $ 682.55 
Undergraduate Lower DivisioQ Part-time, per sem. hr ....... ........ .................... .................. . 82.15 
Undergraduate Upper Division Full-time (8-15 s.h.) ......................................................... 690.55 
Undergraduate Upper Division Part-time, per sem. hr ....................... : .................... ...... .. ... 83.15 
Graduate Full-time (8-13 sem. hrs.) ............. .. .......................... : ........... .................... .... ....... 718.55 
Graduate Part-time, per sem. hr ................... ........................................................................ 86.65 
Graduate Assistantship, Full-time (8-13 s.h.) .. .............. .............................. ....................... 158.55 
Teacher Ed., Legislative Scholarship 
Full-time (8-15 sem. hrs.) ........... ..... .. ... ........... .................... ... ...... ..... .. : ................. ..... ... ... ... 126.60 
Part-time, per sem. hr ............................................................................................................ 12.45 
Illinois Veteran Full-time (8-15 sem. hrs.) .......................................................................... 101.60 
Illinois Veteran Part-time, per sem. hr ...................................... ...... ...................................... 12.45 
CO-OP TEACHER WAIVER 
Full-time, full waiver (8-13 sem. hrs.) ..................... .................. ........................................... 62.20 
Part-time, PER SEM. HR. WAIVED ............................ .................................................... ... ....... 3.90 
Students who expect to use waivers must contact the Student Teaching Office BEFORE reg-
istering. 
ADDS 
Under touch-tone, registering = adding; to register, just add the classes. REGULAR CLASSES 
may be added through specified date- see the calendar. WORKSHOPS may be added until 
they begin; if you drop a workshop before it begins, the class will not appear on your per-
manent record: if you drop a workshop after it begins but before it ends, the course will 
show on your record with a "W." 
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AUDIT GRADING STATUS 
A student wanting to audit a course (in which the student is already enrolled) must obtain 
an audit card in the Registration Office, complete it AND have it signed by the instructor of 
the class. The completed audit card must be returned to the Registration Office by the 
deadline. See the calendar. 
PREREQUISITES 
Check the catalog for information about prerequisites. Also be aware of these general 
conditions: 
1. Before registering for UPPER-LEVEL (3000- and 4000-level) courses in the COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS (COB), a student must be admitted to the College of Business. 
Beginning about a week before classes begin, a student NOT admitted to the COB 
may request these courses. (See calendar.) 
2. ONLY HONORS STUDENTS may request honors sections of courses. 
3. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS may not register in GRADUATE-LEVEL COURSES, 
except that seniors may, under certain conditions--see catalog for details. 
All courses which have prerequisites have been identified in the schedule bulletin with 
an asterisk (•). Please check the course listings in the general catalog, or consult with your 
adviser to be sure you meet all prerequisites for any course in which you enroll. 
COURSE-LEY.EL REQUIREMENTS 
Generally, courses numbered 1000-1999 are freshman courses; 2000-2999, sophomore 
courses; 3000-3999, junior courses; 4000-4999, senior courses; and 5000-6999, graduate 
courses. However, if prerequisites are met, stuqents may enroll according to the.following 
schedule: 
CLASS COURSES NUMBERED 
Freshman 1000 2000 a a 
Sophomore 1000 2000 3000 a 
Junior 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Senior 10.00 2000 3000 4000 5000-5499 b 
Graduate 4750-4999 5000-6999 
a. Courses numbered 3000-4999 in chemistry, foreign languages, mathematics, and mil-
itary science may be taken by students who have prerequisites and permission of 
the department chairperson. 
b . With 2.75 GPA and permission of instructor and Dean of the Graduate school. 
BASIC STEPS FOR REGISTERING BY TOUCH-TONE TELEPHONE 
1. Must be a continuing student OR admitted or re-admitted to the University. 
2. Must have paid (at the Cashier Office, Old Main) OR mailed in the advance deposit of 
$100 for Fall or Spring, or $25 for Summer-payment must be accompanied by an 
advance deposit coupon; OR have submitted proof to the Registration Office of a FULL-
PAY scholarship (a full-pay scholarship pays ALL tuition and fees); OR, if using co-op 
teacher waivers (graduate students only), have contacted the Student Teaching Office; 
OR, if faculty or staff at E.I.U., have contacted the Registration Office. 
3. Must have seen adviser (if undergraduate student) , and adviser must have set indicator 
in computer that student has been advised. 
4. Must have a clear record with the University. 
5. Must complete schedule worksheet, and have acceptable alternates readily available. 
6. Must use a touch-tone telephone and E.I.U. instructions to register. 
7. Must terminate registration call in prescribed manner. 
PICK UP YOUR OFFICIAL SCHEDULE 
After you have registered (added classes), PICK UP YOUR OFFICIAL SCHEDULE accord-
ing to this schedule by last digit of your social security number: 
Friday, May 3, 1991 
(Enter East door of Union Ballroom) 
(if attending Intersession) 
0 - 4 beginning at 9:00 a.m. 
5 - 9 beginning at 10:30 a.m. 
DOOR CLOSES AT 2:00 P.M. 
Monday, June 10, 1991 
(Enter North doors to go to McAfee South Gym) 
0 - 3 beginning at 9:00 a.m. 
4 - 6 beginning at 10:30 a.m. 
7 - 9 beginning at 12:00 p.m. 
DOOR CLOSES AT 2:00 P.M. 
For SUMMER ONLY, you must pay only the advance deposit 
before picking up your official schedule. 
QUESTIONS ABOUT FINANCIAL AID 
A student with questions about scholarships, loans, grants, Veterans benefits, or student 
health insurance should contact the Financial Aid Office. Phone number: (217) 581-3713, or 
(for loans) 581-3711. 
ALL STUDENTS 
Be sure your name appears on the official fifth-day class roster for any class you attend. 
If your name does not appear on the fifth-day class roster, contact the Registration Office 
IMMEDIATELY. 
ORAL ENGLISH PROFICIENCY 
Eastern Illinois University-has adopted a program of Oral English Proficiency 
for all instructional staff. Students who have difficulty understanding an instructor 
possible, first consult with the instructor. In the event that the difficulties are not 
the student should address his/ her concerns to the Chair of the department in 
instructor is teaching. Subsequent appeals may also be possible through the Dean 
to the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
SENIORS IN EIU GRADUATE COURSES 
Seniors at EIU wishing to enroll in courses numbered 5000 through 5499 for un 
uate credit must apply for permission at the Graduate School Office prior to enro 
be eligible, the student must have a cumulative EIU GPA of at least 2.75. During 
semester of residence in undergraduate work, or the penultimate semester of resi 
undergraduate work if the final semester is to be spent in student teaching or int 
senior with a cumulative EIU GPA of at least 2.75 may apply for permission to ta 
ate level courses numbered 4750 through 5499 for reserve graduate credit. Studen!S 
to elect this option must apply for permission at the Graduate School Office prior 
ment. No undergraduate may enroll in courses numbered 5500 or above. Complete 
tions governing reserve graduate credit may be found in the Graduate Catalog. 
CANCELLATION OF SMALL CLASSES 
Classes with small enrollments are subject to cancellation. 
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND OTHER ARRANGED CO 
A student registering for independent study, internship, field experience, 
courses, or thesis must (1) first contact the chairperson of the department off 
course in order to obtain approval from the appropriate Dean. IN ADDITION, (2) 
dent must WAIT-LIST the course BEFORE the DEADLINE for wait- listing courses 
sure to request the correct section for the number of credit hours to be earned. ( 
List Processing Dates. ") 
ARRANGED COURSES 
Students registering for courses with "Arranged" meeting times should contact 
priate Department Chair during the first week of classes regarding class meeting · 
OFFICIAL NOTICES 
Read the "Official Notices" in THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS for important . 
throughout the term. 
REGISTRATION OFFICE 
The Registration Office is located in the south basement of McAfee. Office ho 
a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. The telephone number is (217) 581-
PERSONAL ACCESS CODE (PAC) 
When you register by touch-tone phone, you will need to create your own 
digit code (PERSONAL ACCESS CODE). Make this a number you will easily rem 
tell no one what it is. If the need arises to CHANGE your PAC, go to the Registra 
to do so. Your PAC is your security code. 
ACCURACY IN CALL NUMBERS 
Be very careful to register for correct call numbers because the call number 
exactly which course/ section you are in and whether the course is in the Int 
week term or 8-week term, or is a workshop. 
SCHEDULED OPERATING TIMES FOR 'ITRS 
The system will be available beginning March 4, 1991 for both the Summer 
terms, and will be accessible Monday through Thursday from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p. 
p.m. - 10:00 p.m.; Friday from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.; 
from 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. TTRS will be unavailable during holidays. Changes in 
ule will be posted in the "Official Notices" of THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS. 
SLOW RESPONSE TIME ON TOUCH-TONE SYSTEM 
If during a registration phone session you experience excessive time lapses 
or more) between computer responses, you are ·advised to terminate the call anct 
when the system is less busy. All entries you have made are secure and no · 
lost. 
SCHEDULE CHANGES (ADDS/DROPS) 
Try to make all changes to your schedule before classes begin. You may call 
time after you initially register to make any change to your schedule, except 
published dormant periods. (See calendar.) If your record is unclear, you will not 
add classes; you will, however, be able to drop classes. 
ADVANCE DEPOSIT r---------------------·------------------------------------------------------------
Each student must pay an advance deposit before being 
allowed to register by touch-tone telephone. The amount 
of the advance deposit is $25 for Summer; $100 for Fall; 
$100 for Spring. The advance deposit is applied to what 
the student owes for tuition and fees for ·a given term. 
Students who are on FULL-PAY scholarship (a full-pay 
scholarship pays ALL tuition and fees) or waiver must con-
tact the Registration Office (581-3831) regarding the 
advance deposit. A graduate student using cooperating 
teacher waivers must contact the Student Teaching Office 
(581-2620). 
An advance deposit is required so that "frivolous regis-
tration" will not tie up needed seats. The advance deposit 
also guarantees that you have space in the class when you 
schedule by phone. The advance deposit is applied toward 
your total tuition and fees for the term-it is not an addi-
tional cost. 
The advance deposit is refundable if you notify the 
Registration Office in writing by the cutoff date. See calen-
dar. 
CUT OUT COUPON, COMPLETE IT, AND RETURN IT 
WITH YOUR ADVANCE DEPOSIT. 
CLEARLY 
PRINT Name: 
Last ... First 
Social Security No.: Check No.: --------
ADVANCE DEPOSIT IS APPLIED TO TUITION AND FEES. Check Date: ____ __. 
SUMMER 199_($25) FALL 199_($100) SPRING 199_($100) 
(Indicate year for appropriate term for advance deposit.) 
Make check payable to "Eastern Illinois University." 
RETURN THIS SLIP AND YOUR-ADVANCE DEPOSIT 
(FOR REGISTRATION) 
TO: Cashier's Office 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSI1Y 
Charleston, IL 61920 
USE ONE COUPON FOR 
CUT ON LINE 
----------------------------------------~----....,:--:------~----'"7-"""i----.--..----------.. -
A 
A 
A 
1. 
TO CALL IN YOUR REGISTRATION 
touch-tone telephone can be used to make entries. A touch-tone telephone 
erent sound after each button is pressed. 
prompt will guide you after each entry. EACH ENTRY IS COMPLETED BY PUSH-
BUTTON. YOU MUST PAY THE ADVANCE DEPOSIT BEFORE CALLING. If you 
ERGRADUATE, your ADVISER must SET the INDICATOR in the COMPUTER. 
the system number: (217) 581-6640. If you are calling on campus, dial only the 
four digits. This is NOT a toll-free number. The system will be available from 
y through Thursday from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.; 
y from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.; and Saturday from 8:00 
- 5:00 p.m. 
r the prompt, enter the appropriate term number followed by the appropriate 
and the # sign: 
Fall 2 = Spring 3 = Summer 
three digits to enter this information: Summer 1991 = 391. 
Summer 1991, enter 391#. 
r the prompt, enter your social security number followed by the # sign: 
xx xxxx # 
the first call for a term, enter your birth date as MMDDYY-six digits. 
er the prompt, enter your secret Personal Access Code (PAC) followed by the 
sign: xxxx # 
you do not already have a PAC in the computer, you need to provide one. Make it 
special number so you will remember it; and remember to keep your PAC SECRET. 
er the prompt, enter the proper request (and call number) for each ent1y. 
ve alternate course information readily available. 
If the section you request is closed or causes a time conflict with your 
schedule, the computer will suggest another section that fits your schedule. 
Simply enter A# to select this section. 
AVAILABLE ENTRIES 
(See detailed explanation of each function if you have problems.) 
A nnnn# = Acid a course (register) 
D nnnn# = Drop a c'ourse 
W nnnn# =Wait-list a course 
•w nnnn# 
W# 
R nnnn# 
*R nnnn# 
L# 
L nnnn# 
A# 
I nnnn# 
T# 
*# 
= Remove a course from wait-list 
= Inquire about status of wait-listed courses 
= Request Credit/ No Credit grading status 
= Remove Credit/ No Credit grading status 
= List all courses on your schedule 
= List details on a course 
= Add previously suggested course 
= Inquire to find an open section at same class time as entered 
class. For another section that meets at the same time, enter I#. 
= Terminate call 
= Causes last voice message to be repeated 
= Cancels any numbers you entered since last voice message; 
last voice message will repeat. 
nnnn = 4-digit call number for a specific course/ section. 
you enter nothing after being prompted, the voice message will again request ent1y 
about 20 seconds. If you exceed your time limit and the system hangs up on you, no 
'es will be lost; simply re-dial and continue. If you have problems registering, contact 
Registration Office at (217) 581-3831. 
TOUCH-TONE REGISTRATION SCHEDULE WORKSHEET 
Telephone # (217) 581-6640 
____ #YOUR BIRTHDATE: MMDDYY# YOUR PAC#.: XXXX4 
4-Digit 
Call Number 
I I 1 l_l 
# 
# 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
I I l_l_I # 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
I I I l_I # 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
I I l_I I # 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
I I I \_I # 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
I I l_l_I # 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
I I l_l_I # 
(ALT.) l_l_l_l_I # 
(Information below ·after #is for your information only.) 
Dept. Abbrev. Course No. Section MEETS S.H. 
A more detailed description of each function is given below. 
A nnnn# - ADD a course (register). 
This function adds a course to your schedule, provided that there are seats available; that 
it does not conflict with another course; and that you meet any specified course requirements 
(such as being admitted to the College of Business, being admitted to the Honors program, 
being admitted to the Graduate School, being admitted to Teacher Education). 
If the requested class is closed, the computer will search for an open section that will fit 
your schedule, and then suggest this section to you. To add the suggested section, enter A#. 
2. D nnnn# - DROP a course. 
This function allows you to drop a course from your schedule. Be sure you are aware of 
the different deadlines for differe"nt kirids"of djops.' (S"ee ·calehdar.) 
. ,. ,. ... '· • r 
3. W nnnn# - WAIT-LIST a course. 
' . . \ ~ 
.. 
t 
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This function is available ONLY to students with classification of junior or higher who 
are requesting 3000-level courses or higher. 
Wait-listing a class will cause that time-frame to be reserved in your schedule AND will 
add the credit hours into your total number of hours scheduled. 
Each department will have the option of re-arranging priority of students on a wait-list. 
A department can also remove a name from the wait-list if the department determines that 
the student's need is not critical. 
Periodically the computer will match the wait-list against available seats, and schedule 
students where possible, based on FI/FO (first in, first out-in other words, first-come, first-
served)--unless the department re-arranges priority based on need. 
The department may designate other sections to satisfy a given wait-list. A student wait-
ing for a particular section may be. placed in the newly-designated section, provided there 
is no time conflict with other scheduled classes. 
It is suggested that a student waiting for a particular class call back using the "W#" trans-
action of TTR System to determine the result of the wait-list processing. There is a schedule 
of wait-list processing dates · included in this schedule bulletin. Enter L# to verify that the 
course is now scheduled. 
A student who does not obtain a wait-listed class on one processing date will automati-
cally be forwarded to the next processing date. 
All waiting lists will be discontinued after the Wait-List Purge Date. After the Purge Date, 
the student must obtain special permission from the departmental chairperson in order to 
add a closed class. 
Be aware that departments may choose not to make certain classes available for wait-
listing. 
4. •w nnnn"' - REMOVE COURSE from wait-list. 
This function allows you to remove your name from a wait-list. Doing this will free up 
the reserved time-frame and credit hours on your schedule. 
5. W# - I:'\QLIRE into status of WAIT-LISTED courses. 
This function allows you· to inquire into the status of any wait-listed course(s) you had 
previously requested. 
6. R nnnn# - REQUEST CREDIT/NO CREDIT grading status. 
This function will allow you to select Credit/No Credit grading status for a course that is 
already scheduled. 
The computer will check a dates table to ensure that the request is within the appropri-
ate time period. 
Freshmen may not request Credit/No Credit grading status. 
Undergraduates may not request Credit/No Credit for any courses 5000-level or above. 
Graduate students may not request Credit/No Credit for any courses 4750+. 
7. *R nnnn# - REMOVE CREDIT/NO CREDIT grading status. 
This function allows you to remove Credit/No Credit grading status from a course, leav-
ing the course under regular grading status. 
The computer will check the appropriate elates table to be sure the request is within the 
proper time period. 
8. Ut - LIST ALL COURSES on your schedule. 
9. 
10. 
This function allows you to list your complete schedule over the phone. 
The computer will give the following for each scheduled course: 
Call number 
Dept/ Course/ Section 
Meeting time and clay 
Bldg/Room 
Credits 
Total credits 
This function will also in~kate Credit/ No Credit, Audit and any W/ WP/WF drops. 
L nnnn# - LIST DETAIL~ of a SPECIFIC COURSE. 
This function will allow you to find out specific information about a specific course. 
The computer will give the following: 
Call number 
Dept/ Course/ Section 
Starting date (primarily used for second-half-term and Summer courses) 
Meeting time and day · 
Bldg/Room 
Credits 
Open or closed 
A# - ADD A PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED CLASS. 
This function allows you to add the previously suggested course to your schedule. 
This entiy must be used immediately after a course has been suggested by the comput-
er-any other entry will negate this option. 
11. l nnnn# - INQUIRE.to find an OPEN SECTION. 
This function allows you to find an open section of the specified course that meets at 
the same time. If there are no other·sections at this time, then the computer will so indicate 
and will look for any openings at all. 
If all sections are closed, the computer will so indicate. 
The computer will give the following for the selected course(s): 
Call# 
Dept/Course/Section 
Meeting time and day and:Jength 
Seats Remaining 
A subsequent entry of "I#'' will continue the search for a different section-if one_ exists. 
12. T# - TERMINATE phone session. 
The computer will give the total credit hours and any other important data, and then ter-
minate the call. 
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FIVE- and EIGHT-WEEK 
SESSIONS 
ACCOUNTING 
A C C 0 U N T I N G 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT .CALL# INSTRUCTOR MEETING TIME 
*ACC 2100 PRIN OF ACCT I 
*ACC 2150 PRIN OF ACCT II 
*ACC 3030 COST ACCOUNTING 
*ACC 3041 INTERMED ACCT I 
*ACC 3051 INTERMED ACCT II 
*ACC 4050 ADV ACC & CONSOL 
*ACC 4275 INTERNSHIP/ ACC 
*ACC 4610 FED INCOME TAX 
*ACC 4850 AUDITING 
001 
001 
# 001 
# 001 
# 001 
# 001 
# 003 
006 
009 
# 021 
# 001 
0001 MILLS TIMOTHY H 
0007 LARIBEE STEPHEN F 
0013 LARIBEE STEPHEN F 
0018 WOOTTON CHARLES W 
0023 WOOTTON CHARLES W 
0028 GOELDNER GARY L 
0033 CLARK FRANK L 
0034 CLARK FRANK L 
1900-2130MW 
0900-1015MTWR 
07)0-0845MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
ARR !1TWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0035 CLARK FRANK L . ARR MTWRF 
0040 MONIPPALLIL MATTHEW 1330-1530MTWR 
0045 GUELDNER GARY L 1030-1210MTWR 
#Must be admitted to the College of Business to enroll. 
Al~R<l-AMERICAN STlJl)IES 
000043 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH127 
LH127 
LH127 
CH109B 
CH109B 
CH109A 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LH021 
CH109A 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
06 
09 
03 
04 
-======================================================~====~=============================== 
A F R 0 - A M E R I C A N S T U D I E S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR MEETING TIME 
AFR 4998 BLK WOMEN PLAYWR 031 0050 PERKINS KATHY A 1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
l300-1730S 
AFR 4999 COMM CHLNG 90S 
June 14-15. 
031 0055 SAMUELS ANNETTE J 
July 8-11 
1530-1850MTWR 
ANTHR()p()l~<)GY 
A N T H R 0 P 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
ANT 2730 INTRO ANTHRO 
A R T 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
ART 1650 THEORY/FUND ART 
*ART 2000 LIFE DRAWING 
*ART 2050 PAINTING I 
*ART 2250 CERAMICS I 
*ART 2340 CRAFTS 
*ART 2440 ART TEACH ELEM 
ART 2652 ART PAST CULTURE 
*ART 2920 GRAPHIC ABSTRACT 
*ART 3051 PAINTING II 
*ART 3052 PAINTING III 
*ART 3080 WATERCOLCR 
*ART 3251 CERAMICS II 
*ART 3252 CERAMICS III 
*ART 3910 GRAPHIC DSGN I 
*ART 3920 GRAPHIC DSGN II 
ART 3990 LEARN TO WEAVE 
000045 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR MEETING TIME 
001 0060 SWARTZBAUGH RICHARD 0730-0845MTWR 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000046 
MEETING TIME 
001 0065 BOSHART JEFF 1030-1300MTWR 
001 0070 MOLDROSKI AL RICHARD1900-2130MTWR 
001 0075 SORGE WALTER 1330~1600MTWR 
001 0080 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0730-lOOOMTWR 
001 0085 BRAUN SUZAN G ·1030-1235MTWR 
001 0090 EADS HANNAH 0800-0940MTWR 
021 0100 MARQUARDT-CHERRY JAN1330-1530MTWR 
001 0105 LEONARD-CRAVENS MARY1030-1300MTWR 
001 0110 SORGE WALTER 1330-1600MTWR 
001 0115 SORGE WALTER 1330-1600MTWR 
001 0120 SORGE WALTER .1330-1600MTWR 
001 0125 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0736-lOOOMTWR 
001 0130 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0730-lOOOMTWR 
001 0135 LEONARD-CRAVENS MARY1030-1300MTWR 
001 0140 LEONARD-CRAVENS MARY1030-1300MTWR 
031 0145 BRAUN SUZAN G 1530-1850MTWR 
June 17-20 
*ART 4000 ADV LIFE DRAWING 001 0150 MOLDROSKI AL RICHARD1900-2130MTWR 
*ART 4051 PAINTING IV 001 0155 SORGE WALTER 1330-1600MTWR 
*ART 4052 PAINTING V 001 0160 SORGE WALTE:R ·l.330-1600MTWR 
*ART 4251 CERAMICS IV 
*ART 4252 CERAMICS V 
*ART 4400 IND STUDY 
*ART 4920 GRAPHIC DSGN IV 
ART 4990 MULTICULT ART 
*ART 5100 MATERIALS DSN I 
*ART 5200 PTG PROBLEMS I 
*ART 5571 ADV CERAMICS 
*ART 5572 ADV CERAMICS 
*ART 5600 MATERIALS DSN II 
*ART 5620 ADV WATERCOLOR 
*ART 5701 PTG PROBLEMS II 
*ART 5702 PTG PROBLEMS III 
*ART 5900 RESEARCH IN ART 
*ART 5920 GRAD EXHIBITION 
*ART 5950 THESIS 
*ART 5990 IND STUDY 
BOTANY 
B 0 T A N Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*BOT 1010 GENERAL BOTANY 
BOT 1022 LOCAL FLORA 
*BOT 3300 BACTERIOLOGY 
*BOT 4275 INTERNSHIP 
*BOT 5040 PL TAXONOMY/TCHR 
*BOT 5050 IND STUDY/TCHR 
"BOT 5130 LAB TECH/TCHR 
001 0165 HEYDUCK BILLY J 
001 0170 HEYDUCK BILLY J 
001 0175 STAFF 
. 0730-lOOOMTWR 
0730-lOOOMTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
002 0176 STAFF ARR 0 MTWRF 
003 0177 STAFF ARR •MTWRF 
001 0192 LEONARD-CRAVENS MARY1030-1300MTWR 
031 0197 EADS HANNAH 1530-1850MTWR 
June 24-27 
001 0202 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0730-0910MW 
002 
003 
004 
001 
001 
001 
001 
002 
003 
004 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
003 
0203 MOLDROSKI AL RICHARDi900-2040MW 
0204 SORGE WALTER 1330-1510MW 
0205 STAFF ARR MW 
0210 SORGE WALTER . 1330-1600MTWR 
0215 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0730-lOOOMTWR 
0220 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0730-lOOOMTWR 
0225 HEYDUCK BILLY J 0730-0910MW 
0226 MOLDROSKI AL RICHARD1900-2040MW 
0227 SORGE WALTER 1330-1510MW 
0228 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
0233 SORGE WALTER 1330-1600MTWR 
0238 SORGE WALTER 1330-1600MTWR 
0243 SORGE WALTER l3'30-1600MTWR 
0248 STAFF 
0253 STAFF 
0258 STAFF 
004 0259 STAFF 
005 0260 STAFF 
006 0261 STAFF 
001 0266 STAFF 
002 02 67 STAFF 
003 02 68 STAFF 
004 0269 STAFF 
005 0270 STAFF 
006 0271 STAFF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MrWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
SECT.CALLI INSTRUCTOR 
001 
021 
001 
004 
# 001 
# 001 
002 
003 
# 001 
0276 METHVEN ANDREW S 
0281 EBINGER JOHN E 
0287 CROFUTT LAURENCE E 
0293 STAFF 
0298 SPEER JOHN M 
0303 STAFF 
0304 STAFF 
0305 STAFF 
0310 MCGAUGHEY JAMES A 
000047 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1300MTWR 
!030-1310MTWR 
0730-lOOOMTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
0730-0910MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1330-1510MTWR 
:redit may be counted only toward the M. S. in"Ed Degree . 
000044 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH127 
LH029 
BLDG/ROOM 
BH306 
BLDG/ROOM 
FAA212 
BB103 
FAA300 
FAAlOO 
FAA217 
FAA302 
FAA202 
FAA305 
FAA300 
FAA300 
FAA300 
FAAlOO 
FAAlOO 
FAA305 
FAA305 
FAA217 
BB103 
FAA300 
FAA300 
FAAlOO 
FAAlOO 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
FAA305 
FAM302 
FAAlOO 
BB103 
FAA300 
ARR 
FAA300 
FAAlOO 
FAAlOO 
FAAlOO 
BB103 
FAA300 
ARR 
FAA300 
FAA300 
FAA300 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ROOM 
LS203 
LS205 
LS317 
ARR 
LS318 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LSA226 
c 
R 
01 
01 
c 
R 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
01 
02 
02 
02 
02 
03 
03 
03 
02 
02 
02 
02 
03 
03 
03 
02 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
c 
R 
04 
02 
04 
04 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
B U S I N E S S E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000049 
MEETING TIME 
1200-1315MTWR BED 1420 SURVEY BUS PRIN 
*BED 2010 BUS COMMUNIC 
*BED 2510 COM SYS & MIC AP 
001 0315 NOLL CHERYL L 
001 0320 MURRY JACK 1030-1145MTWR LH012 
BED 4985 TECHNOLOGY/WORK 
BED 4990 ENHANC COM WP5.1 
BED 4991 ENTREPRENEUR ED 
001 0325 GARRETT NORMAN A 
002 0326 GARRETT NORMAN A 
041 0336 NANTZ KAREN S 
July 19-20 
031 0341 MURRY JACK 
July 8-11 and 15-18 
031 0346 LUFT ROGER L 
June 14-15 
0900-1015MTWR LH035 
1900-2130MW LH035 
1800- 2200F LH035 
0800-1200S 
1300-1730S 
1530-1850MTWR LH012 
1800-2200F LH119 
0800- 1200S 1300-17305 
BED 4992 TECH IMPT BUS ED 031 0351 WILKINS MARILYN L 
June 17-20 and June 24-27 
BED 4993 METH MICRO & APP 031 0356 WILKINS MARILYN L 
1530-1850MTWR LH119 
1800-2200F LH012 
0800-1200S 1300-17305 
June 28-29 
BED 4994 USE SIMULATION 031. 0361 NOLL CHERYL L 1800-2200F LH012 
0800-12005 1300-17305 
BED 4995 SPEEDWRITING 
BED 5720 ISSUES & TRENDS 
BED 5800 IMP INST/OFF ED 
BED 5950 THESIS 
BED 5990 IND STUDY 
July 12-13 
041 0366 GREATHOUSE LILLIAN R0800-1630MTWR 
July 22-25 
021 0371 GREATHOUSE LILLIAN R1030-1230MTWR 
021 0376 NANTZ KAREN S 0800-lOOOMTWR 
003 0381 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
004 0382 STAFF 
005 0383 STAFF 
006 0384 STAFF 
001 0389 STAFF 
002 0390 STAFF 
0391 STAFF 
0392 STAFF 
STAFF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
C 0 M M D I S 0 R D E R S A N U S C I E N C E S 000051 
MEETING TIME COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*CDS 4700 CLIN PRACTICE 
CDS 4750 IND STUDY 
*CDS 5050 AUTISM 
INF TOD ASS TRT 
*CDS 5470 ADV CLIN PRACT 
*CDS 5480 INTERNSHIP 
*CDS 5500 SEMINAR !\R 
July 8-25 SEM ORGANICS 
CDS 5950 THESIS 
CDS 5990 IND STUDY 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
# 001 0399 HANNER MARY ANNE ARR MTWRF 
001 0404 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
002 0405 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
003 0406 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
001 0418 RICHARD GAIL 1530-1745MTWR 
June 10-29 
002 0419 AUGUSTINE ROBERT M 1530-1745MTWR 
June 10-29 
# 001 0424 HANNER MARY ANNE ARR MTWRF 
004 0429 AUGUSTINE ROBERT M ARR MTWRF 
001 0434 WASSON CHARLOTTE 1200-1250MW 
002 0435 JACQUES RICHARD D 1200-1250TR 
July 8-25 
003 0440 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
001 0448 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
002 0449 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
003 0450 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
#Students register once for 1 s.h., twice for 2 s.h. credit, etc . 
C H E M I S T R Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
CHM 1310 GENERAL CHEM I 
CHM 1315 GEN CHEM LAB I 
'CHM 1410 GENERAL CHEM II 
*CHM 1415 GEN CHEM LAB II 
*CHM 3200 CHEM CO-OP 
*CHM 3430 ORGANIC CHEM 
*CHM 3435 ORG CHEM LAB I 
*CHM 4400 UNDERGR RESEARCH 
*CHM 4410 IND STUDY 
*CHM 5050 ORG CHEM HS TCHR 
*CHM 5080 NUCL CHEM HS TCH 
*CHM -5890 GRAD RESEARCH 
*CHM 5950 THESIS 
*CHM 5990 IND STUDY 
• PRF.REQUISD1! REQUIRED 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 0464 KEITER ELLEN A 
001 0469 HAMERSKI JULIAN J 
001 0474 MARQUART JOHN R 
001 0479 HAMERSKI JULIAN J 
003 0484 BUCHANAN DAVID H 
001 0489 JORDAN ROBERT W 
001 0494 JORDAN ROBERT W 
001 0499 STAFF 
002 0500 STAFF 
003 0501 STAFF 
004 0502 STAFF 
005 0503 STAFF 
006 0504 STAFF 
001 0509 STAFF 
002 0510 STAFF 
003 0511 STAFF 
021 0516 ELLIS JERRY W 
021 0521 KARRAKER ROBERT H 
001 0526 STAFF 
002 0527 STAFF 
003 0528 STAFF 
004 0529 STAFF 
005 0530 STAFF 
006 0531 STAFF 
003 0536 STAFF 
001 0541 STAFF 
002 0542 STAFF 
003 0543 STAFF 
004 0544 STAFF 
005 0545 STAFF 
006 0546 STAFF 
000052 
MEETING TIME 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1300MW 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1300TR 
ARR MTWRF 
0800-0940MTWR 
1030-1300MW 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0920-1120MTWR 
1J._30-1330MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
SectJon Numbers OS1..0S5 Indicate courses in the intersession. 
Sectk>n Numbers OS6-0S9 Indicate workshops in the intersession. 
SectJon Numbers 001..015 Indicate courses In the regular eight-week session. 
SectJon Numbers 021..029 Indicate courses in the five-week session. 
SectJon Numbers 031..039 and 041-049 indicate workshops ending in the eight- and ftft" 
CH203 
CH203 
CH203 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
Summer Schedule 1991-5 
FIVE- and EIGHT-WEEK 
SESSIONS 
. . 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 
001 
021 
# 001 
# 001 
# 001 
-# .003 
006 
009 
012 
# 001 
0551 WALSTROM JOHN A J 
0556 STAFF 
0557 MEIER ROBERT E 
0563 KETLER KAREN JEAN 
0568 BOMBALL MARK R 
0574 KETLER KAREN JEAN 
0579 KATHAWALA YUNUS 
0580 KATHAWALA YUNUS 
0581 KATHAWALA YUNUS 
0582 KATHAWALA YUNUS 
0587 WALSTROM JOHN A J 
000053 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1145MTWR 
1900-2130TR 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0900-1015MTWR 
of Business to enroll in these courses. 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 0592 STAFF 
002 0593 STAFF 
003 0594 STAFF 
021 0595 STAFF 
022 0596 STAFF 
023 0597 STAFF 
000055 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH035 
LH027 
LH027 
LH012 
LH027 
LH012 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LH029 
BLDG/ROOM 
S322 
S322 
S322 
S322 
S322 
S322 
041 0605 GUTOWSKI VINCENT P 1530-1850MTWR ·S320 
July 22-25 and July 29-Aug 1 
041 0610 OLIVER JOHN E 1800-2200F LH127 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
July 19-20 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 0630 MALEHORN HAROLD A 
001 0640 WHITLOW ROGER L 
021 0641 WHITLOW ROGER L 
021 0646 WEIDNER TERRY M 
021 0670 WOHLSTEIN RONALD 
021 0681 FAUST JOHN R 
000056 
MEETING TIME 
1330-1510MW 
0800-0940MW 
1030-1150MTWR 
1030-1150MTWR 
1330-1450MTWR 
1030-1150MTWR 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH222 
CH112 
CH220 
LSA226 
BH205 
CH225 
SEE GENERAL CATALOG l'OR COURSE DESCRIPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS 
01 PRIN ECON I 
02 PRIN ECON II 
60 INT' L ECON 
80 GOV & BUSINESS 
75 INTERNSHIP 
644 HONORS THESIS 
751 MANAGERIAL ECON 
802 INT' L MICRO THRY 
40 MONEY & BANKING 
999 EUROPEAN WKSPACE 
INTERNSHIP 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000057 
MEETING TIME 
001 
001 
001 
001 
003 
006 
001 
021 
001 
001 
041 
July 
003 
001 
003 
004 
005 
006 
0712 FAHY PAUL R 0900-1015MTWR 
0717 THOMPSON WILLIAM F 1030-1145MTWR 
0723 BRODSKY NOEL 1030-1145MTWR 
0728 THOMPSON WILLIAM F 0900-1015MTWR 
0733 KARBASSIOON EBRAHIM ARR MTWRF 
0734 KARBASSIOON EBRAHIM ARR MTWRF 
0739 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
0744 KARBASSIOON EBRAHIM 1030-1230MTWR 
0749 WEBER WILLIAM V 0900-1015MTWR 
0754 FAHY PAUL R 1030-1145MTWR 
0759 BRUCE MICHAEL G 1530-1850MTWR 
29-Aug 1 
0764 KARBASSIOON EBRAHIM ARR MTWRF 
0769 BRODSKY NOEL 0900-1015MTWR 
0779 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
0780 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
0781 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
0782 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
UCATIONALADMINISTRATION 000058 
MEETING TIME SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH210 
CH210 
CH211 
CH211 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
CH219 
CH213 
CH213 
LH029 
ARR 
CH220 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ROOM 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
06 
09 
12 
03 
c 
R 
01 
02 
03 
01 
02 
03 
02 
01 
c 
R 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
06 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
03 
03 
03 
04 
05 
06 
c 
R 
EUROPEAN WKSPACE 041 0787 BRUCE MICHAEL G 1530-1850MTWR LH029 01 
July 29-Aug 1 
SCHOOL LAW 001 0792 JANES LARRY DOUGLAS 0930-1250MW CH226 04 
SCHOOL COMM REL 001 0797 BLADE GARY A 0730-0910MW CH226 02 
INTRO ORG & ADM 001 0802 TUCKER-LADD PATRICIA1330-1600MW BB107 03 
ADM/SUP SEC SCH 001 0807 BARTZ DAVID E 1800-2200F BB107 04 
0800-1700S June 14-15, 21-22, 28-29, July 12-13 
PERSONNEL ADMIN 001 0812 SMITLEY DONALD W 1330-1600MW S334 03 
INTRO RESEARCH 001 0817 BARTZ DAVID E 1800-2200F BB107 02 
0800-1700S 
DATA MGT/EDU ADM 
IND STUDY 
SUPERINTENDENCY 
SEM:SHCOOL LAW 
July 
001 
001 
002 
003 
021 
021 
19-20 
0822 
0827 
0828 
0829 
0834 
0839 
and 26-27 
BLADE GARY A 0930-1250MW 
CALABRESE RAYMOND L ARR MTWRF 
CALABRESE RAYMOND L ARR MTWRF 
CALABRESE RAYMOND L ARR MTWRF 
SMITLEY DONALD W 1030-1310MTWR 
JANES LARRY DOUGLAS 0800-0920MTWR 
DUCATIONALFOUNDATION 000059 
MEETING TIME RSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
EDF 4741 IND STUDY 
EDF 4999 EUROPEAN WKSPACE 
EDF 5500 CURRICULUM DEV 
EDF 5 510 SOC FOUND ED 
EDF 5530 PHIL OF ED 
EDF 5990 IND STUDY 
001 0844 SUTTON KENNETH R 
002 0845 BARGER ROBERT N 
003 0846 MULCAHY DANIEL G 
021 0847 MULCAHY DANIEL G 
003 0852 NORTH JOHN T 
041 0857 BRUCE MICHAEL G 
July 29-Aug 1 
001 0862 EDWARDS AUDREY T 
002 0863 GHOLSON RONALD E 
021 0864 GHOLSON RONALD E 
001 0869 BARGER ROBERT N 
002 0870 LIGON JERRY A 
021 0871 LIGON JERRY A 
001 0876 SUTTON KENNETH R 
001 0881 NORTH JOHN T 
002 0882 NORTH JOHN T 
,003. , 088~ . . NQRTl;l . J9~N, 'j' ., 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
1200-1315MTWR 
1330-1530MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
1530-1850MTWR 
0730-lOOOTR 
1330-1600MW 
1030-1230MTWR 
0730-lOOOMW 
1030-1145MTWR 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
1030-1120MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BB107 
BB211 
BB211 
BB211 
S334 
BB107 
BLDG/ROOM 
M217 
CH113 
CH220 
BB207 
BB213 
LH029 
BB212 
BB212 
M216 
BB212 
BB212 
CH205 
M217 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
04 
01 
02 
03 
04 
02 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
02 
01 
02 
,o;, 
EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
E D U C A T I 0 N A L G U I D A N C E 000060 
MEETING TIME COURSE DESCRIPTION 
EDG 4900 PRIN/GUIDANCE 
EDG 4997 CAMPUS SEX VIOL 
EDG 5720 MEAS/APPL GUID 
EDG 5890 PRAC/PROB CSL 
EDG 5920 OC ED PER SOC IN 
*EDG 5930 COUNS PRACTICUM 
EDG 688 SEMINAR IN GUID 
*EDG 6941 PRIN GROUP COUN 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 0888 KAYSER LYNDA 0900-1015MTWR 
031 0893 KOSS MARY P 1800-2200F 
June 28- 29 
0800- 1200S 
1300-1730S 
001 0903 EBERLY CHARLES G 0900- 1015MTWR 
001 0908 SALTMARSH ROBERT E 0800-0940MTWR 
001 0913 EBERLY CHARLES G 1200-1315MTWR 
001 0918 RAWLINS MELANIE ARR MTWRF 
001 0923 OVERTON PAUL D ARR MTWRF 
001 0928 MATZNER KENNETH E 1200-1315MTWR 
EDUCATI<lNAI~ PSYCH()I~OGY 
E D U C A T I 0 N A L P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT .CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
*EDP 3325 ED PSYCHOLOGY 
EDP 4770 FAC INTER RELAT 
EDP 5520 UNDERSTAND INDIV 
EDP 5740 PERS DYNAMICS 
001 0933 WARD PAUL L 
001 0938 RAWLINS MELANIE 
001 0944 WARD PAUL L 
002 0945 KAYSER LYNDA 
001 0950 MATZNER KENNETH E 
EtE~IENTARY EDl lCATI<>N 
000061 
MEETING TIME 
10 30-114 5MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
1030-1300MW 
1030-1145MTWR 
BLDG/ROOM 
BB207 
LH127 
BH205 
L41 
CH226 
BB214 
BB214 
L41 
BLDG/.ROOM 
LH119 
CH229 
BB207 
KH203 
L41 
c 
R 
03 
01 
03 
04 
03 
04 
03 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
=========~================================================================================== 
E L E M E N T A R Y E D U C A T I 0 N 000062 
MEETING '!'IME COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
ELE 2022 COMPUTER ELE/JHE 
*£LE 30001NST STRAT EL CL 
*ELE 3280DEV RDG EL SCH 
*ELE 3290SCI/ELEM SCH 
*ELE 3340SOC ST ELEM SCH 
*ELE 3350 LANG ARTS EL SCH 
*ELE 4000 PRACTICUM IN ELE 
ELE 4741IND STUDY 
ELE 4775 LANG DEVELOP 
ELE 4780 USING COMP CURR 
*ELE 4880 DIAG-PRESC RDG 
ELE 4985 GLOBAL ENVIR 
021 0955 TJ>ITT HENRY ·A 
# 001 . 0961 WHITE Rl.CHARD 
0966 STAFF 
0800 -lOOOMTW!>. 
0800-0940MTWR 
1330-1600TR 001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
0971 LEYDEN MICHAEL 1330-1600TR 
0976 VINCENT STUART PRICE1330-160 0MW 
0981 WHITE RICHARD 1330-1510MW 
0986 LISOWSKI MARYLIN 1030-1235MTWR 
001 0991 STAFF 
002 0992 STAFF 
003 0993 STAFF 
001 0998 MALEHORN HAROLD A 
001 1003 TAITT HENRY A 
July 19- 20 , 26- 27 , Aug 2- 3 
001 1008 NUNN GRACE G 
031 1013 LISOWSKI MARYLIN 
July 12-13 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1030-1300TR 
1300-2200F 
0800- 1300S 
0730- 0845MTWR 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1300-1730S 
BLDG/ROOM 
BB115 
BB202 
BB202 
KH206 
L41 
BB202 
BH205 
BB224 
BB224 
BB224 
CH226 
BB115 
BB203 
KH206 
ELE 4990 TCH RDG & WRIT 031 1018 BROWN-SANDBERG SUSAN1700-2200F BB202 
0800- 1200S 1300- 1640S 
June 14-15, 21-22 
ELE 4991 TCH RDG & WRIT 031 1023 BROWN-SANDBERG SUSAN1700-2200F BB202 
0800-1200S 1300-1640S 
ELE 5000 RESEARCH IN ELE 
*ELE 5260 ADV DEV READ 
*ELE 5580CHD ST ELE SCH 
*ELE 5600DIAG READ PROB 
*ELE 5610REM RDG PROB 
*ELE 5620REM RDG PRAC 
ELE 5640 TCH SO ST/EL SCH 
*ELE 5660 SCI CURR/EL SCH 
ELE 5990 IND STUDY 
June 14-15, 21-22, 28-29 
001 1028 LISOWSKI MARYLIN 1330-1600TR 
021 1033 BROWN-SANDBERG SUSAN1030-1230MTWR 
001 1038 MALEHORN HAROLD A 1330-1600TR 
001 1043 MACLAREN FREDRICK W 1030-1300MW 
001 1048 MACLAREN FREDRICK W 0730-lOOOMW 
U 001 1053 NUNN GRACE G 1330-1600MTW 
H 002 1054 LAMBERT JANET M 1330-1600MTW 
001 1059 DOWNS DALE D 1030-1300TR 
001 1069 LEYDEN MICHAEL 0730-lOOOTR 
001 1074 STAFF 
002 1075 STAFF 
003 1076 STAFF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
CH222 
BB202 
L41 
BB226 
BB226 
BB226 
BB203 
BB226 
KH206 
BB224 
BB224 
BB224 
#Participation scheduled 1000-1200 MTWR. ##Additional lab period may be required. 
ENGtISH 
E N G L I S H 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
ENG 1000 FUNDAMENTAL ENG # 001 
ENG 1001 COMP AND LANG 001 
002 
*ENG 1002 COMP AND LIT 001 
002 
021 
*ENG 2002 UNDERS POETRY 021 
*ENG 2003 CREAT WRIT I 001 
*ENG 2901 STRUCTURE OF ENG 021 
*ENG 3001 ADV COMPOSITION 001 
002 
*ENG 3405 CHILD LIT 001 
*ENG 3702 AM REALISM 001 
*ENG 3806 ROMANTIC LIT 001 
*ENG 4275 INTERNSHIP ENGL 001 
ENG 4998 BLK WOMEN PLAYWR 031 
*ENG 5002 SHAKESPEARE 
ENG 5010 CONTEMP AM POETS 
*ENG 5950 THESIS 
*ENG 5990 IND STUDY 
June 
001 
021 
003 
023 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
1081 FUNK ROBERT W 
1086 QUIVEY JAMES 
1087 LEDDY MICHAEL 
1092 DOLTON DONALD 
1093 ZAHLAN ANNE R 
1094 MILLER WILLIAM D 
1099 BARTLING SHARON 
1104 MARTONE JOHN P 
1109 FUNK ROBERT W 
1114 STOKES FRANK C 
1115 WHITLOW ROGER L 
1120 KILGORE JOHN D 
1125 STEINMETZ M LEE 
1135 -SYLVIA RICHARD A 
1150 QUIVEY JAMES 
1155 PERKINS KATHY A 
14-15 
1160 RADAVICH DAVID A 
1165 CARPENTER DAVID 
1170 STAFF 
1171 STAFF 
1176 STAFF 
1177 STAFF 
1178 STAFF 
1179 STAFF 
1180 STAFF 
1181 STAFF 
1182 STAFF 
1183 STAFF 
1184 STAFF 
1185 STAFF 
1186 STAFF 
1187 STAFF 
000063 
MEETING TIME 
1330-1445MTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
1330-1530MTWR 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
1900-2130MW 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH220 
CH219 
CH219 
CH222 
CH221 
CH225 
CH229 
CH309 
1330-1530MTWR CH219 
1030-1145MTWR CH326 
1330-1445MTWR CH326 
0730-0845MTWR CH221 
1200-.1315MTWR CH221 
0900-1015MTWR CH221 
ARR MTWRF ARR 
1800-2200F LH127 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
CH3 
CH3 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
#Credit counts neither in grade point compilation nor towards graduation. 
• PREREQUISITE llEQlJJRED 
Section Numbers 051-055 indicate COUl'!IC!l in the lntersesslolL 
Section Numbers 056-059 indicate workshops In the lntenesslolL 
Section Numbers 001-015 lndkate coUl'!IC!l lil the~ ~t-week sessiolL 
Section Numbers 021-029 indicate COUl'!IC!l in the ftVi:·week !IC8SiolL 
Section Numbers 031-039 and 041-049 indicate workshops ending In the eight- and five-week !1C8SlolL 
c 
R 
02 
04 
03 
03 
03 
02 
01 
01 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
04 
01 
09 
09 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
6--Summer Schedule 1991 
FIVE- and EIGHT-WEEK 
SESSIONS 
ENVIR()NMENTAI. Bl()J,()GY 
E N V I R 0 N M E N T A L B I 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
EVB 2010 ENVIRON BIOLOGY 
*EVB 4275 INTERNSHIP 
*EVB 4400 IND STUDY 
*EVB 5080 GRAD .INTERNSljIP 
*EVB 5950 THESIS 
*EVB 5990 IND STUDY 
FI'.\.\'.\< :I ·: 
F I N A N C E 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*FIN 3710 BUS FIN MGT 
*FIN 3720 INVESTMENTS 
*FIN 3730 FINANCIAL MARKET 
*FIN 4275 INTERNSHIP/FIN 
*'FIN 4830 CRNT PROB IN FIN 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
021 1192 KRUSE KIPP C 
001 1197 WEILER WILLIAM A 
001 1202 STAFF 
002 1203 STAFF -
003 1204 STAFF 
001 1215 WEILER WILLIAM A 
003 1220 STAFF 
004 1221 STAFF 
005 1222 STAFF 
006 1223 STAFF 
001 1228 STAFF 
002- 1229 STAFF 
003 1230 STAFF 
SECT.CALLt INSTRUCTOR 
# 001 
f 001 
t 021 
t 003 
006 
009 
t 021 
1250 BORN WALDO L 
1256 HOGAN STEPHEN 0 
1261 WALKER C LANKFORD 
1266 CLARK FRANK L 
1267 CLARK FRANK L 
1268 CLARK FRANK L 
1273 GOVER TIMOTHY D 
Must be admitted to the College of Business to enroll. 
G E R M A N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALLI INSTRUCTOR 
MEETING TIME 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MT\'IRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000069 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1145MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
000071 
MEETING TIME 
000064 
BLDG/ROOM 
LS201 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ROOM 
L!ll27 
CH109A 
LH021 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LH021 
BLDG/ROOM 
GER 2030 CONTEMP GER CU~T 021 1283 BREIDENBACH HERIBERT1030-1230MTWR CH109 
SPAN ISi I 
SPANISH 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*SPN 2201 INTER SPANISH I 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
021 1293 ORTIZ-MUNIZ G 
GENERAL STllDIES 
G E N E R A L S T U D I E S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000076 
MEETING TIME 
0730-lOlOMTWR 
000072 
MEETING TIME 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH102 
BLDG/ROOM 
GST 1000 READING/STUDY IM 001 1288 VINCENT STUART PRICE0900-1015MTWR BB203 
GE<)GRAPIIY 
G E 0 G R A P H Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
GEG 1300 CULTURAL ENVIRON 021 1298 MEYER DOUGLAS K 
GEG 4400 IND STUDY 001 1308 STAFF 
002 1309 STAFF 
003 1310 STAFF 
021 1311 STAFF 
022 1312 STAFF 
023 1313 STAFF 
GEG 4999 CLIMATIC CHANGE 041 1326 OLIVER JOHN E 
Ci E<)L()GY 
G E 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*GEL 4400 IND STUDY 
llIST<>RY 
H I S T 0 R Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
HIS 2010 US TO 1877 
HIS 3005 EUROPE 1500-1815 
HIS 3070 AMER FRONTIER 
HIS 4400 IND STUDY 
HIS 4820 WORLD 20TH C 
HIS 4960 CONTEMP AMER 
HIS 4985 GERMAN UNITY 
HIS 4990 EAST.:.WEST '45-90 
HIS 4999 POST COLD WAR 
HIS 5160 SEM AMER HIST 
HIS 5400 SEM EUR HIST 
*HIS 5500 INTERNSHIP 
HIS 5950 THESIS 
HIS 5990 IND STUDY 
July. 19-20 
SECT. CALU INSTRUCTOR 
001 1336 STAFF 
002 1337 STAFF 
003 1338 STAFF 
021 1339 STAFF 
022 1340 STAFF 
023 1341 STAFF 
SECT.CALLt INSTRUCTOR 
001 
021 
001 
021 
001 
002 
003 
004 
021 
001 
031 
July 
031 
July 
031 
June 
021 
001 
006 
003 
006 
001 
002-
003 
OQ'I 
005 
006 
1349 STERLING ROBERT W 
1350 NICHOLS LAWRENCE R 
1356 CURRAN CARLETON 
1361 HOCKMAN DAN M 
1366 STAFF 
1367 STAFF 
1368 STAFF 
1369 STAFF 
1374 SHELTON ANITA 
1379 MAURER DAVID 
1384 SCHLAUCH WOLFGANG 
8-11 
1389 SCHLAUCH WOLFGANG 
15-18 and 22-25 
1394 APPATOV SIMON J 
24-27 
1399 COOK MICHAEL D 
1404 COLBERT EDWARD P 
1410 MAURER DAVID 
1415 STAFF 
1416 STAFF 
1421 STAFF 
1422 STAFF 
1423 STAFF 
1424 STAFF 
1425 STAFF 
-1426. STAFF 
000077 
MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 
0800~1000MTWR S334 
ARR MTWRF S322 
ARR MTWRF S322 
ARR MTWRF S322 
ARR MTWRF S322 
ARR MTWRF S322 
ARR MTWRF S322 
1800-2200F LH127 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
000078 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000079 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1145MTWR 
1330-1530MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWR 
1200-1315MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
1330-1530MW 
1900-2130MW 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BLDG/ROOM 
S322 
S322 
S322 
S322 
S322 
S322 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH218 
CH218 
CH225 
CH218 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
CH222 
CH221 
CH225 
CH225 
LH029 
CH221 
CH223 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
c 
R 
03 
12 
01 
02 
03 
06 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
06 
09 
03 
c 
R 
03 
c 
R 
04 
c; 
R 
02 
c 
R 
03 
01 
02 
03 
01 
02 
03 
01 
c 
R 
01 
02 
03 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 \ 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
03 
03 
01 
02 
01 
03 
03 
06 
03 
06 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
H 0 M E E C 0 N 0 M I C S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
HEC 1150 NUTRITION 
HEC 2250 HOUSEHOLD EQUIP 
HEC 2270 HOUSING 
HEC 2800 FAMILY RELATIONS 
HEC 3750 IND STUDY 
HEC 3991 SANDWICH GENERAT 
HEC 3992 CULTURAL FASHION 
HEC 3993 PARENT/MEDIA 
HEC 3994 LIFESPAN DEVELOP 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 1431 RIES CAROL P 
001 1436 STEIN PATRICIA 
021 1441 MCALISTER PATRICIA 
001_ 1446 BUTTS ROBERT Y 
003 1456 STAFF 
031 1471 CAMPANIS LUCY A 
June 14-15 
031 1476 DILWORTH JEAN K 
June 21-22, 28-29 
031 1482 MURPHY FRANCES L 
June 21-22, 28-29 
031 1487 MURPHY FRANCES L 
July 5-6, 12-13 
000080 
MEETING TIME 
0730-0845MTWR 
10 30-114 5MTWR 
1330-1530MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
KH203 
KH313 
KH313 
KH203 
ARR MTWRF ARR 
1800-2200F KHllO 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1800-2200F KHllO 
0800-1200S 1300-17305 
1800-2200F KHllO 
0800-l200S 1300-17305 
HEC 3995 INT HOSPITALITY 041 1492 WOODWARD LORETTA K 1800-2200F KHllO 
HEC 3996 FOOD ADDITIVES 
*HEC 4275 INTERNSHIP 
*HEC 4543 HOSP SERVICE ADM 
- HEC 4854 PARENT-CHILD 
HEC 4985 FORCES IN 90'S 
HEC 4991 SANDWICH GENERAT 
July 19-20 
041 1497 RIES CAROL P 
July 
003 
006 
009 
# 001 
July 
001 
031 
26-27 
1502 CROUSE JOYCE S 
1503 WOODWARD LORETTA K 
1504 CROUSE JOYCE S 
1510 WOODWARD LORETTA K 
15-Aug l 
1515 SLAVIK JAMES L 
1520 STEIN PATRICIA 
June 14-15 
031 1530 CAMPANIS LUCY A 
June 14-15 
HEC 4992 CULTURAL FASHION 031 1535 DILWORTH JEAN K 
June 21-22, 28-29 
HEC 4993 PARENT/MEDIA 031 1540 MURPHY FRANCES L 
June 21-22 and 28-29 
HEC 4994 LIFESPAN DEVELOP 031 1545 MURPHY FRANCES L 
July 5-6 and 12-13 
0800-1200S 1300-17305 
1800-2200F KHllO 
0800-1200S 1300-17305 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0800-1200MTWR 
1030-1300MW 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
HEC 4995 INT- HOSPITALITY 041 1550 WOODWARD LORETTA K 1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
HEC 4996 FOOD ADDITIVES 
HEC 5460 ISSUES & TRENDS 
HEC 5570 INTERNSHIP 
HEC 5950 THESIS 
HEC 5990 IND STUDY 
H E A L T H S T U D I E S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
HST 1120 BASIC CPR 
HST 1200 HUMAN HEALTH 
HST 2320 FIRST AID 
*HST 3310 INTRO DRIVER ED 
HST 3340 ACC PREV SCHOOL 
HST 3500 HUMAN SEXUALITY 
*HST 4275 COM HLTH FLO SER 
HST 4741 IND STUDY 
HST 4800 DRUGS & SOCIETY 
HST 5990 IND STUDY 
July 19-20 
041 1555 RIES CAROL P 
July 26-27 
001 1560 HUBBARD MARY L 
July 
003 
003 
002 
003 
8-11 and 15-18 
1565 DOW RUTH M 
1571 STAFF 
1576 CROUSE JOYCE S 
1577 STAFF 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 1582 REED MARTIN A 
021 1587 REED MARTIN A 
001 1593 HOOSER RICHARD L 
002 1594 HOOSER RICHARD L 
001 1599 BATES ROBERT P 
021 1604 BOLIN DANIEL JOE 
001 1609 WOODS SUSAN L 
002 1610 WOODS SUSAN L 
021 1611 WALKER BARBARA A 
003 1617 DEMING MARIETTA 
005 1618 DEMING MARIETTA 
008 1619 DOYLE KATHLEEN 
023 1620 DOYLE KATHLEEN 
025 1621 DOYLE KATHLEEN 
001 1627 STAFF 
002 1628 STAFF 
003 1629 STAFF 
004 1630 STAFF 
005 1631 STAFF 
006 1632 STAFF 
021 1642 REED MARTIN A 
001 STAFF 
002 STAFF 
003 STAFF 
004 STAFF 
005 STAFF 
006 
I N D U S T R I A L T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
INT 1043 ENG GRAPHICS 001 1662 WATSON CHARLES W 
*INT 3920 IND STUDY 001 1667 HELSEL LARRY D 
002 1668 HELSEL LARRY D 
003 1669 HELSEL LARRY D 
*INT 4275 IND INTERNSHIP 001 1674 HELSEL LARRY D 
002 1675 HELSEL LARRY D 
003 1676 HELSEL LARRY D 
004 1677 HELSEL LARRY D 
005 1678 HELSEL LARRY D 
006 1679 HELSEL LARRY D 
007 1680 HELSEL LARRY D 
008 1681 HELSEL LARRY D 
009 1682 HELSEL LARRY D 
010 1683 HELSEL LARRY D 
INT 4980 COMPTR CTRL MACH 021 1688 TOOSI MORTEZA 
14-15, 21-22, 28-29 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1300-1800 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
to students 
000081 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
0800-0920MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
0800.:.0940MTWR 
ARR MTWR 
1030-1150MTWR 
1200-1315MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
.ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000083 
MEETING TIME 
1330-1535MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1800-2200F 
0800-1800S 
INT 5503 IND INTERNSHIP 
J11ne 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
1693 STRANDBERG CLIFFORD ARR MTWRF 
1694 STRANDBERG CLIFFORD ARR MTWRF 
1695 STRANDBERG CLIFFORD ARR MTWRF 
1696 STRANDBERG CLIFFORD ARR MTWRF 
1697 STRANDBERG CLIFFORD ARR MTWRF 
• ... s-une.. Sdledule t99t-7 
FIVE- and EIGHT-WEEK 
SESSIONS 
001 1707 NORTH JOHN T 
002 1708 NORTH JOHN T 
003 1709 NORTH JOHN T 
001 1714 NORTH JOHN T 
001 1719 NORTH JOHN T 
002 1720 NORTH JOHN T 
003 1721 NORTH JOHN T 
004 1722 NORTH JOHN T 
005 1723 NORTH JOHN T 
006 1724 NORTH JOHN T 
SECT.CALLi INSTRUCTOR 
021 1729 VOELZ PETER M 
001 1735 RYAN JOHN M 
001 1745 LADD MARTA J 
001 1751 REED JOHN D 
002 17 52 REED JOHN D 
003 1753 REED JOHN D 
031 1761 TIDWELL JAMES 
June 24-27 
031 1766 TIDWELL JAMES 
June 28-29 
031 1771 TIDWELL JAMES 
July 8-11 
041 1776 ROBINSON GLENN 
July 19-20 
041 1781 TIDWELL JAMES 
000086 
MEETING TIME 
·ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000085 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1230MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
1900-2130MW 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1530-1850MTWR 
1730-2200F 
0800-1700S 
1530-1850MTWR 
1730-2200F 
0800-1700S 
BLDG/ROOM 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BB213 
BLDG/ROOM 
BB207 
BB104S 
BB207 
BB102 
BB102 
BB102 
BB/N GYM 
BB/N GYM 
BB/N GYM 
BB104S 
1530-1850MTWR BB104S 
1530-2000F 0800-1700S 
SAMUELS ANNETTE J 1530-1850MTWR LH029 
SECT.CALLI INSTRUCTOR 
021 1855 JOYNER ALPHONSO 
t 001 1861 ELMUTI DEAN S 
021 1862 MARLOW EDWARD 
t 001 1868 BRANKEY EDWARD W 
t 003 1873 ARNOLD V ALINE 
006 1874 ARNOLD V ALINE 
009 1875 ARNOLD V ALINE 
012 1876 ARNOLD V ALINE 
STRAT & POLICY t 001 1881 RINEFORT FOSTER C 
LABOR MGT RELAT 
IND STUDY 
EUROPEAN WKSPACE 
002 1882 ELMUTI DEAN S 
021 1883 PRASAD JYOTI N 
t 001 1890 BRANKEY EDWARD W 
t 003 1895 ARNOLD V ALINE 
041 1900 BRUCE MICHAEL G 
July 29-Aug 1 
be admitted to the College of Business to enroll in 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
1030-1230MTWR 
1900-2130TR 
1030-1230MTWR 
1900-2130MW 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1900-2130MW 
1330-1445MTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
1530-1850MTWR 
BLDG/ROOM 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH102 
LH102 
CHlll 
LH102 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LH105 
LH102 
LH105 
LH105 
ARR 
LH029 
BLDG/ROOM 
c 
R 
01 
02 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
01 
01 
01 
01 
02 
01 
R 
03 
06 
07 
08 
09 
01 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
06 
09 
12 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------34 7 0 PRIN OF MKT 
4275 INTERNSHIP/MAR 
47 40 IND STUDY 
4780 ADVERTISING MGT 
4860 MKT RESEARCH 
4875 RETAIL MGT 
4900 MKT STRATEGIES 
• 001 
• 003 
006 
009 
012 
• 003 
t 021 
• 001 
• 001 
• 001 
1905 CHANDLER E WAYNE 
1911 ARNOLD V ALINE 
1912 ARNOLD V ALINE 
1913 ARNOLD V ALINE 
1914 ARNOLD V ALINE 
1919 ARNOLD V ALINE 
1924 WELLER RALPH B 
1929 MARLOW NANCY 
1934 MARLOW NANCY 
1939 CHANDLER E WAYNE 
0900-lOlSMTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF · 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
.ARR MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
1900-2130TR 
1900-2130MW 
admitted to the College of Business to enroll in these courses. 
BIBl;llll!ilrtl! UQllW!D 
Numbers 051"°'5 lodlalte counes lo tbc lo~ 
Numben QS6.059 lodlalte WOl'lmbops In tbc ~
Numbers 001-015 lodlalte couna lo tbc regular d&ht·'ftek -Ion. 
Numbers 021-029 lndlcale couna lo the the-week-Ion. 
LH102 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
CH205 
CH205 
LH105 
CH205 
Numbers 031-0~ and ~1-049 lndlcaCI: workshop8 ending In tbc ei&ht· and ftft.'ftek llellllon. 
03 
03 
06 
09 
12 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
MASTER OF Bl'SINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MASTER OF BUS INESSA D MIN 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALLi INSTRUCTOR 
*MBA 5605 MGT.ACC CONTROL 
*MBA 5660 OPERATIONS MGT 
*MBA 5670 MGT INFO SYSTEMS 
*MBA 5890 ADMIN POLICY 
*MBA 5990 IND S~UDY 
001 1944 PALMER RICHARD J 
001 1949 BOMBALL MARK R 
001 1954 TURBAN EFRAIM 
June 15, 22, 29, July 20, 27 
001 1959 RINEFORT FOSTER C 
003 1964 STAFF 
004 1965 STAFF 
.\I .\Tl IE .\1 .\Tl <:S 
MATHE .MAT IC S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL4 INSTRUCTOR 
MAT 1000 DIAGNOSTIC MATH 
MAT 1150 INTRO MATH 
~MAT 1270 ALGEBRA I 
*MAT 1271 ALGEBRA II 
*MAT 2110 MATH ANALYSIS 
*MAT 2120 FINITE MATH 
*MAT 2550 INTRO.LINEAR ALG 
*MAT 3420 INTRO GEOMETRY 
*MAT 3520 MATH "METHODS K-6 
*MAT 4275 COMP MATH INTERN 
MAT.4490 IND STUDY 
*MAT 4900 HISTORY OF MATH 
*MAT 4910 NUMBER THEORY 
MAT 5335 'TOPIC IN MATH 
MAT 5635 TOPICS SEC MATH 
MAT 5700 TEACH SED MATH 
MAT 5990 IND STUDY 
021 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
010 
001 
002 
003 
021 
021 
021 
021 
021 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 
1990 
1996 
2002 
2007 
2012 
2017 
2027 
2028 
2029 
2034 
2039 
2044 
2049 
2054 
2059 
2060 
2061 
2062 
2063 
2064 
ANDERSON HALDON L 
HENN JOAN E 
TAITT NANCY P 
MEYERHOLTZ ROY A 
RAHMAN MUSHFEQUR 
MEYERHOLTZ ROY A 
ROSENHOLTZ IRA 
TAITT NANCY P 
HENN JOAN E 
SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
COULTON PATRICK R 
BROLINE DUANE M 
COMERFORD LEO P 
COMERFORD JONELL A 
COON LEWIS H 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
MIL IT A R·y ·s CI ENCE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000094 
MEETING TIME 
1900-2130TR 
1600-1830MW 
0800-1200S 
1300-1700S 
1600-1830TR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000095 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1230MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
10 30-114 5MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
1330-1420MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
1330-1530MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000097 
MEETING TIME 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH127 
LH105 
LH102 
LH105 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ROOM 
M308 
M213 
M216 
M217 
M214 
M215 
M217 
M310 
M310 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
M212 
M212 
M316 
M316 
M316 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ ROOM 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
04 
c 
R 
01 
03 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
10 
01 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
· c 
R 
---------------------------------,-----------------------------------------------------------
MSC 2003 ROTC BASIC CAMP 
*MSC 3003 ROTC ADV CAMP 
Ml'SIC 
M US I C 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
MUS 0010 VOICE + 
MUS 0060 PIANO+ 
MUS 0061 ORGAN+ 
MUS 0070 COMPOSITION + 
MUS 1136 VOICE CLASS 
MUS 1201 BEG CLASS PIANO 
*MUS 1202 BEG CLASS PIANO 
MUS 1203 BASIC PIANO SKIL 
*MUS 1204 BASIC PIANO SKIL 
MUS 1421 MUS FUNDAMENTALS 
*MUS 2203 PIANO SKILLS ++ 
*MUS 2204 PIANO SKILLS ++ 
*MUS 2543 AURAL TRAINING 
MUS 2552 MUS ENCOUNTERS 
MUS 2553 MUS MASTERWORKS 
MUS 2554 EVOL OF JAZ/ROCK 
*MUS 3120 MUS THEATRE WKSP 
*MUS 3310 VOICE + 
*MUS 3360 PIANO + 
*MUS 3361 ORGAN + 
*MUS 3370 COMPOSITION + 
*MUS 3420 MUS ELEM SCHOOLS 
MUS 3990 DIRECT JAZZ ENS 
MUS 3991 TEACH MUS ELEM 
MUS 4600 IND STUDY 
MUS 4990 DIRECT JAZZ ENS 
MUS 4991.TEACH MUS ELEM 
MUS 5120 MUS THEATRE WKSP 
MUS 5510 VOICE 
MUS 5560 PIANO 
MUS 5561 ORGAN 
MUS 5570 COMPOSITION 
MUS 5950 THESIS 
MUS 5990 IND STUDY 
001 2069 YANCE GEORGE 
002 2070 YANCE GEORGE 
003 2071 YANCE GEORGE 
004 2072 YANCE GEORGE 
005 2073 YANCE GEORGE 
006 2074 YANCE GEORGE 
001 2079 YANCE GEORGE 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 2084 STAFF 
002 2085 STAFF 
004 2086 STAFF 
001 2091 APPLEBY DAVID 
002 2092 APPLEBY DAVID 
004 2093 APPLEBY DAVID 
001 2098 TAYLOR HERMAN D 
002 2099 TAYLOR HERMAN D 
004 2100 TAYLOR HERMAN D 
001 2105 HAYDEN PAUL M 
002 2106 HAYDEN PAUL M 
004 2107 HAYDEN PAUL M 
001 2112 STAFF 
001 2117 STAFF 
001 2122 STAFF 
001 2127 STAFF 
001 2132 STAFF 
001 2137 BRINKMAN JAMES M 
001 2142 STAFF 
001 2147 STAFF 
001 2152 HAYDEN PAUL M 
021 2157 DIBIANCO DOUGLAS 
001 2162 HILLYER HAROLD L 
001 2167 RODEN TIMOTHY J 
001 2172 STAFF 
001 2177 STAFF 
002 2178 STAFF 
004 217 9 STAFF 
001 2184 APPLEBY DAVID 
Jl02 2185 APPLEBY DAVJD 
004 2186 APPLEBY DAVID 
001 2191 TAYLOR HERMAN D 
002 2192 TAYLOR HERMAN D 
004 2193 TAYLOR HERMAN D 
001 2198 HAYDEN PAUL M 
002 2199 HAYDEN PAUL M 
004 2200 HAYDEN PAUL M 
001 2205 BIALEK MARY ANN 
031 2215 HORNEY ALLAN LEE 
June 24-27 
031 2220 BIALEK MARY ANN 
June 
001 
002 
003 
031 
June 
031 
June 
001 
001 
002 
004 
001 
002 
004 
001 
002 
004 
001 
002 
004 
003 
004 
005 
006 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
21-22 
2225 
2226 
2227 
2232 
24-27 
2237 
21-22 
2242 
2247 
2248 
2249 
2254 
2255 
2256 
2261 
2262 
2263 
2268 
2269 
2270 
2275 
2276 
2277 
2278 
2283 
2284 
22~5 
2286 
2287 
2288 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
HORNEY ALLAN LEE 
BIALEK MARY ANN 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
APPLEBY DAVID 
APPLEBY DAVID 
APPLEBY DAVID 
TAYLOR HERMAN D 
TAYLOR HERMAN D 
TAYLOR HERMAN D 
HAYDEN PAUL M 
HAYDEN PAUL M 
HAYDEN PAUL M 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
00-0098 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1330-1600TR· 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1030-1120MTWR 
1030-1230MTWR 
1030-1145MTWR 
0900-1015MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0900-0950MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ ROOM 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
FAM224 
ARR 
ARR 
FAM210 
FAM122 
FAM007 
FAM122 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
FAM007 
FAM122 
1800-2200F FAM007 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1530-1850MTWR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
FAM122 
1800-2200F FAM007 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
+Prior approval by dept chair is required before initial registration in applied music. 
++Basically intended for music majors requiring knowledge of music fundamentals. 
Initial placement in cla'Ss piano will be by audition. 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
06 
c 
R 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
03 
01 
01 
01 
03 
03 
03 
02 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
02 
01 
01 
01 
02 
03 
01 
01 
02 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
01 
02 
04 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
•. v 
8--Summer Schedule 1991 
FIVE- and EIGHT-WEEK 
SESSIONS 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION 
0 C C U P A T I 0 N A L E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
OED 4810 PRIN CAREER DEV 
*OED 4830 OCC PERSPECTIVES 
PHILOSOPHY 
P H I L 0 S 0 P H Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
PHI 1800 PROB PHIL 
PHI 1900 LOGIC 
. PHI 3000 PHIL CURR ISSUES 
001 2293 FELSTEHAUSEN JOYCE 
June 14 , 22 , July 5-6, 29- 20 
001 2298 BOLDREY TOM F 
June 15, 28- 29 , July 13, 27 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 2303 AYLESWORTH GARY E 
001 2308 AYLESWORTH GARY E 
001 2313 BARFORD ROBERT 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
P H Y S I C A L E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
PED 164 0 RIFLE/PI STOL 
PED 1660 BOWLING $ 
PED 1670 GOLF 
PED 1680 STUNTS/TUMBLING 
PED 1810 BADMINTON 
PED 1870 TENNIS 
PED 1920 BALLROOM DANCE 
PED 1940 JAZZ DANCE 
PED 2230 T/TH MOD DANCE I 
PED 2960 AESTHETICS/DANCE 
PED 3600 INTRO ELE SCH PE 
*PED 3620 RHY ACT/ELE SCH 
*PED 4275 FIELD EXPERIENCE 
PED 47 41 IND STUDY 
PED 4750 MEAS/EVAL PE 
PED 4985 HEALTHY AGING 
PED 4990 ADV BASKETB CCHG 
001 2323 STAFF 
001 2329 STAFF 
021 2335 STAFF 
001 2340 NORDTVEDT NANCY B 
001 2345 YU MARI NA SU-CHI N 
021 2355 STAFF 
001 2361 YU MARI NA SU-CHIN 
001 2366 NORDTVEDT NANCY B 
001 2371 STOUGHTON ALICE C 
001 2381 STOUGHTON ALICE C 
001 2386 WEBER MARY LOUISE 
001 2391 YU MARINA SU-CHIN 
003 2396 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
006 2397 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
023 2398 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
026 2399 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2405 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
002 2406 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
003 2407 CHURCH PHOEBE ~ 
021 2408 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
022 2409 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
023 2410 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2418 FISCHER RUSSELL D 
031 2423 CROISANT PHYLLIS T 
June 17- 20 
031 2428 HILKE BARBARA 
June 21- 22 
PED 4991 ADV TRACK CCHG 031 2433 MOORE NEIL E 
June 28-29 
PED 4992 INJURY REC/CCHG 031 2438 ATEN DENNIS W # 
July 12-13 
PED 4993 HEAD/NECK INJ/CG 041 2443 ATEN DENNIS W 
July 19- 20 
PED 4994 UP EX INJ/REL CG 041 244.8 ATEN DENNIS W 
PED 4995 NEG/LIAB PE/CCHG 
PED 4996 ADV FOOTBALL CCR 
PED 5000 RESRCH METH/HPER 
PED 5125 STRESS MGT 
PED 5134 UPPER EXT 
PED 5300 ADV ADMIN/PE 
*PED 5450 SUPV/ADULT FIT 
*PED 5640 GXT AND PRES 
*PED 5655 SUP CARDIAC REH 
PED 5700 ADV MEAS/EVAL 
PED 5750 SP PROB/GERONT 
PED 5950 THESIS 
PED 5990 IND STUDY 
PED 5991 INTERN SPTS ADM 
PED 5992 INTERN SPTS ADM 
PED 5993 FIELD EXP GERONT 
$ Course fee required 
July 26- 27 
041 2453 CHURCH MICHAEL E 
July 19-20 
041 2458 SPOO ROBERT A 
July 
001 
001 
001 
26-27 
2463 
2468 
2470 
FISCHER RUSSELL D 
SANDERS ,T W 
ATEN DEl:<NIS W 
July 12- 13, 19-20, 26-27 
021 2473 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2478 STAFF 
021 2483 STAFF 
001 2488 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2493 STAFF 
001 2498 ANKENBRAND LARRY J 
003 2508 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
006 2509 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
023 2510 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
026 2511 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2517 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
002 2518 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
003 2519 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
004 2520 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
005 2521 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
006 2522 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
021 2523 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
022 2524 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
023 2525 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
024 2526 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
025 2527 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
026 2528 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2536 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
021 2537 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2543 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
021 2544 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
001 2550 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
021 2551 CHURCH PHOEBE L 
000099 
MEETING TIME 
Ll800- 2200F 
0800-1800S 
1800- 2200F 
0800- 1800S 
000100 
MEETING TIME 
0900- 1015MTWR 
1030- 1230MTWR 
1330- 1445MTWR 
000101 
MEETING TIME 
1200- 1250MTWR 
1330-1420MTWR 
1030-1150MTWR 
1900- 2040MW 
0800- 0850MTWR 
1330- 1530MTWR 
1330- 1420MTWR 
1900-2040TR 
1030- 1210MTWR 
l 900- 2130MW 
0800- 0940MTWR 
1030- 1145MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1030- 1145MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH105. 
LH105 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH228 
CH228 
CH228 
BLDG/ROOM 
LB/RR 
BA 
LB/FH · 
BB/GYM 
MG/SG 
LB/FH 
BB/GYM 
MG/DS 
MG/DS 
MG106 
BB/GYM 
BB/GYM 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
MG106 
MG106 
1800- 2200F LB309 
0800- 1200S 1300- 1730S 
1800- 2200F LB309 
0800- 1200S 1300- 1730S 
1800- 2200F MG136 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
1800-2200F MG136 
0800- 1200S 1300- 1730S 
1800- 2200F MG136 
0800- 1200S 1300- 1730S 
1800- 2200F LB309 
0800- 1200S 1300- 1730S 
1800-2200F LB309 
0800- 1200S 1300-1730S 
1200-1315MTWR MG106 
0900- 1015MTWR LB303 
1800- 2200F 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
1030- 1150MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
1030- 1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
0730-0845MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
LB303 
LB/ LAB 
LB/LAB 
LB221 
LB/LAB 
LB163 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
ARR 
LB221 
LB221 . 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
#Register for PED 5134-001 if taking all three athletic training workshops . 
PHYSICS 
P H Y S I C S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
PHY 1050 ADVENTURES PHYS 
PHY 1054 DESCRIPT ASTRON 
PHY 1070 SOUND & MUSIC 
*PHY 1160 PRrNCPLS PHYS II 
*PHY 5140 ELECTRONICS/HS T 
*PHY 5150 ASTRONOMY/HS TCH 
• l'UUQVl'll'l'E llEQUlllED 
SECT. CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 
021 
001 
021 
001 
001 
2556 EISENHOUR SNOWDEN 
2561 CONWELL JAMES 
2566 BRANDT DOUGLAS E 
J576 ARYAINEJAD SIRUS 
2581 STORM LEONARD E 
2586 BREIG MARVIN LEE 
000105 
MEETING TIME 
1330-1535MTWR 
1030- 1240MTWR 
2030- 2220T 
0730- 0935MTWR 
0800- ll20MTWR 
1330- 1535MTWR 
0730- 0935MTWR 
2030- 2220W 
Secdon Numbers OS1-0S5 indicate COUlllCll In the lntene951on. 
Secdon Namben 056-059 Indicate wol'llsbops In the Intersession. 
Secdon N1mben 001-015 lndk:ate COUlllCll In the regular eight-week 9e99lon. 
Secdon Numbers 021-029 lndk:ate courses In the five-week 9e99ion. 
BLDG/ROOM 
S213 
S215, 213 
S208 
S213 
S216 
S220 , 213 
Secdon Numbers 031·039 and 041-049 lndk:ate workshops ending In the eight- and five-week 9e99ion. 
c 
R 
03 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
c 
R 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
02 
03 
02 
03 
03 
06 
03 
06 
01 
02 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
03 
03 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
03 
06 
03 
06 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
c 
R 
04 
03 
04 
04 
03 
03 018 
P 0 L I T I C A L S C I E N C E 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR MEETING TIME 
PLS 1003 INTRO POLITICS 
PLS 1103 AMERICAN GOVT 
PLS 2053 ANAL POL DATA 
PLS 2203 INTRO INT ' L REL 
PLS 2603 ST/LOCAL GOVT 
*PLS 3413 INTRO PUB ADMIN 
PLS 3513 POL/LEGAL PROCES 
PLS 3985 EMBRYOS, GENES 
*PLS 4275 INTERNSHIP 
*PLS 4444 HONORS IND STUDY 
*PLS 4503 IND STUDY 
PLS 4999 POST COLD WAR 
PLS 5503 ADMIN INTERNSHIP 
*PLS 5843 SEM ECON DEV 
PLS 5950 THESIS 
PLS 5990 I ND STUDY 
P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTI ON 
PSY 2310 INTRO TO PSY I 
*PSY 2320 INTRO TO PSY II 
*PSY 2330 INTRO TO HELPING 
*PSY 2610 STATISTICS 
*PSY 3250 HUMAN INTER SKIL 
*PSY 3310 PHYSIOL PSYCH 
*PSY 3590 THEO OF PERS 
*PSY 3810 EXP PSY LEARNING 
*PSY 3830 COGNITIVE PROCES 
PSY 3900 IND STUDY 
*PSY 4275 INTERNSHIP 
• PSY 4986 ACCEPT DIVERSITY 
PSY 4997 CAMPUS SEX VIOL 
*PSY 5890 PRACTICUM 
PSY 5950 THESIS 
*PSY 5990 IND STUDY 
021 
001 
001 
001 
001 
021 
021 
031 
June 
001 
002 
004 
008 
001 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
031 
June 
002 
003 
001 
003 
006 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
2591 
2596 
2606 
2611 
2616 
2621 
2626 
2631 
24- 27 
2636 
2637 
2638 
2639 
2644 
2649 
2650 
2651 
2652 
2653 
2654 
2664 
24- 27 
2669 
2670 
2675 
2680 
2681 
2686 
2687 
2688 
2689 
2690 
2691 
BONNICKSEN ANDREA L 
SCISM THOMAS 
BRAZIL HUGH E 
FAUST JOHN R 
MCNITT ANDREW D 
GOODRICK RICHARD P 
LEIGH PETER R II 
BONNICKSEN ANDREA L 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
APPATOV SIMON J 
STAFF 
STAFF 
WANDLING RICHARD A 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
1330- 1530MTWR 
1900- 2130MW 
1200-1315MTWR 
0900- 1015MTWR 
1030- 1145MTWR 
0800- lOOOMTWR 
1030- 1230MTWR 
1530- 1850MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1530- 1850 MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1900- 2130MW 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
MEETING TIME 
001 2696 ADDISON WILLIAM E 1900- 2130TR 
001 2701 HOLT GARY L 0730- 0845MTWR 
001 2706 TUCKER- LADD CLAYTON 1200- 1315MTWR 
001 2711 MIDKIFF ELEANOR E 1030- 1235MTWR 
021 2716 BOSWELL DONALD L 1330- 1530MTWR 
021 2721 .BLAICH CHARLES F 1030-1230MTWR 
001 2726 REARDEN JOHN J 1200- 1315MTWR 
001 2741 MCGOWN WILLIAM PERRY1030- 1300MTWR 
001 2746 BEST JOHN B 0900- 1015MTWR 
001 2751 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
002 2752 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
003 2753 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
004 2754 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
005 2755 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
006 2756 STAFF ARR MTvlRF 
001 2761 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
003 2762 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
006 2763 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
041 2773 TUCKER-LADD CLAYTON 1800-2200F 
0800- 1200S 
July 26- 27 
031 2778 KOSS MARY P 
June 
001 
003 
006 
003 
004 
005 
006 
28- 29 
2788 STAFF 
2789 STAFF 
2790 STAFF 
2795 STAFF 
2796 STAFF 
2797 STAFF 
2798 STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
1800- 2200F 
0800- 1200S 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
S E C 0 N D A R Y E D U C A T I 0 N 000108 
MEETING TIME COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
*SEO 3330 INST TASK SEC SC 001 2813 EDWARDS AUDREY T 
SED 4741 IND STUDY 001 2818 NORTH JOHN T 
002 2819 NORTH JOHN T 
003 2820 NORTH JOHN T 
SED 4990 MATERIALS CLASS 031 2827 FEWELL PATRICIA J 
·sED 5990 IND STUDY 
S 0 C I 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
SOC 2710 PRINS/SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 2720 SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
*SOC 2761 CRIMINOLOGY 
*SOC 4275 I NTERNSHIP 
SOC 4997 CAMPUS SEX VIOL 
June 
001 
002 
003 
28-29 
2832 NORTH JOHN T 
2833 NORTH JOHN T 
2834 NORTH JOHN T 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
021 2839 FOSTER GARY S 
001 2845 ECKERT CRAIG M 
021 2850 JENKINS SAMUEL W 
001 2865 STAFF 
002 2866 STAFF 
003 2867 STAFF 
004 2868 STAFF 
005 2869 STAFF 
006 2870 STAFF 
007 2871 STAFF 
008 2872 STAFF 
009 2873 STAFF 
010 2874 STAFF 
021 2875 STAFF 
022 2 87 6. STAFF 
023 2877 STAFF 
024 2878 STAFF 
025 2879 STAFF 
026 2880 STAFF 
031 2890 KOSS MARY P 
June 28- 29 
SOC 4999 COMM CHLNG 90S 031 2895 SAMUELS ~.NNETTE J 
July 8-11 · 
1200-1315MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1800-2200F 
0800- 1200S 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000110 
MEETING TIME 
0800- lOOOMTWR 
1900- 2130MW 
1030- 1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1800- 2200F 
0800- 1200S 
1300- 1730S 
1530- 1850MTWR 
CH206 
CH232 
CH232 
CH232 
CH232 
CH206 
CH206 
CH207 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LH029 
Summer Schedule t 991-9 
FIVE- and EIGHT-WEEK 
SESSIONS 
SYS 
0-5 
EC SPE 
EC SPE 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 
001 
001 
002 
003 
001 
# 001 
# 001 
001 
001 
001 
031 
June 
031 
July 
001 
021 
001 
021 
001 
003 
003 
001 
002 
003 
2900 STAFF 
2925 DUDZINSKI MARYANN 
2935 SHANK KATHLENE S 
2936 SHANK KATHLENE S 
2937 SHANK KATHLENE S 
2943 IVARIE JUDITH J 
2948 STAFF 
2953 STAFF 
2958 PHILLIPS WILLIAM L 
2963 BRULLE ANDREW R 
2968 DUDZINSKI MARYANN 
2973 BRULLE ANDREW R 
10-13 
2978 ALLRED KEITH 
12-13 
2988 BRULLE ANDREW R 
2993 IVARIE JUDITH J 
2998 COOPER CAROLYN S 
3003 ALLRED KEITH 
3008 COOPER CAROLYN S 
3013 COOPER CAROLYN S 
3018 STAFF 
3023 SHANK KATHLENE S 
3024 SHANK KATHLENE S 
3025 SHANK KATHLENE S 
Department Chair required. 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 3031 HADWIGER KENNETH 
002 3032 WILEY ROGER GLEN 
021 3033 OGLESBEE FRANK 
001 3040 MCCLERREN BERYL F 
001 3045 BRADD MICHAEL 
001 3050 PERKINS TERRY M 
001 3055 SMITH CALVIN N 
001 3060 SMITH CALVIN N 
003 3065 STAFF 
COM 021 3070 BOCK DOUGLAS G 
001 307 5 MASON GAIL E 
002 3076 MASON GAIL E 
003 3077 MASON GAIL E 
004 3078 MASON GAIL E 
005 3079 MASON GAIL E 
006 3080 MASON GAIL E 
007 3081 MASON GAIL E 
008 3082 MASON GAIL E 
009 3083 MASON GAIL E 
001 3091 MASON GAIL E 
002 3092 MASON GAIL E 
003 3093 MASON GAIL E 
001 3098 GARNER DONALD P 
031 3103 PERKINS TERRY M 
July 5-6 
031 3108 PERKINS KATHY A 
June 
031 SAMUELS ANNETTE J 
000111 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1145MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
0815-1020MTWR 
0600-0940MTWR 
0830-lOlOMTWR 
1030-1210MTWR 
1330-1600MW 
1030-1210MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH029 
CH226 
BB112E 
BB112E 
BB112E 
BB108 
BH307 
LH119 
BH306 
BB108 
BB108 
BB113 
1800-2200F BB202 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
1330-1600TR 
1030-1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
1030-1210MTWR 
1230-1500MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000112 
MEETING TIME 
l 900-2130TR 
0900-1015MTWR 
0800-lOOOMTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
1030-1235MTWR 
0730-0845MTWR 
1330-1445MTWR 
1030-1120MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BB108 
LH027 
BB112 
BH313 
BH313 
BB113 
BB112 
BB112E 
BB112E 
BB112E 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH112 
CH113 
CH121 
CH113 
CHll 7 
CH116 
CH112 
CH116 
ARR 
CH121 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR MTWRF ARR 
0900-1015MTWR CH116 
1800-2200F CH121 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
1800-2200F LH127 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
1530-1850MTWR LH029 
14-15 
3113 
8-11 
3118 
3123 
3128 
3133 
3134 
MERRITT FLOYD ERNEST1600-1830MW CH112 
Cllll2 
CH113 
ARR 
ARR 
PARCELLS FRANK E 1900-2130MW 
MCKEE MELANIE B 1900-2130TR 
ENTTEACHING 
SCRIPTION SECT. CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
001 3149 STAFF 
008 3154 STAFF 
011 3155 STAFF 
012 3156 STAFF 
ARR MTWRF 
000114 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
OSl ·OSS lndk:ate c:ounes In the lntenellllon. 
056-059 lndk:ate worllsbops In the lntenesaloo. 
001.015 lnd1cate COUl'lleS In the regular etpt.Wftk ICISloft, 
021.029 lndk:ate COUl'lleS In the fift.Wftlt ICISloo. 
BLDG/ROOM 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
031.039 and 041~9 lndiadc workshops ending In the etpt. and ftft.week ICISlon. 
c 
R 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
03 
03 
03 
02 
03 
01 
01 
03 
03 
03 
03 
04 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
03 
02 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
01 
02 
03 
03 
01 
01 
01 
03 
03 
03 
03 
06 
c 
R 
01 
08 
11 
12 
TECHNOI,OGY EDUCATION 
T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
TED 3123 COMM PHOTOGRAPHY 001 3161 WOODLEY DEBORAH 
TED 4470 IND STUDY 001 3166 HELSEL LARRY D 
002 3167 HELSEL LARRY D 
003 3168 HELSEL LARRY D 
TED 5990 IND STUDY 001 3173 HELSEL LARRY D 
002 3174 HELSEL LARRY D 
003 3175 HELSEL LARRY D 
THEATRE ARTS 
T H E A T R E A R T S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000115 
MEETING TIME 
1900-2130TR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000116 
MEETING TIME 
THA 2281 SUM TH :COSTUME 001 3180 DUEHMIG MARJORIE A ARR MTWRF 
002 3181 STAFF ARR MTWRF 
*THA 3500 nm STUDY 001 3186 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T ARR MTWRF 
002 3187 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T . ARR MTWRF 
003 3188 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T ARR MTWRF 
THA 3990 CREAT DRAMA PERF 031 3193 DUEHMIG MARJORIE A 0900-1215M 
1500-1800S 
1330-1530M 
2000- 2230S 
1300-1700Sun 
1900-2100Sun 
THA 4810 SUM TH:DIRECT 
THA 4990 CREAT DRAMA PERF 
June 
001 
002 
003 
004 
031 
29-30, July 1 
3198 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T ARR MTWRF 
3199 BLANCHETTE CLARENCE ARR MTWRF 
3200 EISENHOUR JERRY D ARR MTWRF 
3201 DANIELS JERRY L ARR MTWRF 
3206 DUEHMIG MARJORIE A 0900-1215M 
1500- 1800S 
1330- 1530M 
2000-2230S 
1300-1700Sun 
1900-2100Sun 
June 29-30, July 1 
BLDG/ROOM 
KH114 
KH101 
KH101 
KH101 
KH101 
KH101 
KH101 
BLDG/ROOM 
FAT015 
FAT113 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
FAT116 
FAT116 
FAT115 
FAT115 
FAT116 
FAT116 
THA 4998 BLK WOMEN PLAYWR 031 3211 PERKINS KATHY A 1800-2200F LH127 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
June 14-15 
*THA 5990 IND STUDY 001 3216 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T ARR MTWRF 
002 3217 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T ARR MTWRF 
003 3218 GUIDOTTI ETTORE T ARR MTWRF 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
WOMENS STUDIES 
W 0 M E N S S T U D I E S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
WST 4997 CAMPUS SEX VIOL 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
031 3223 KOSS MARY P 
WST 4998 BLK WOMEN PLAYWR 031 3228 PERKINS KATHY A 
ZOOLOGY 
Z 0 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
June 14-15 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
*ZOO 1010 GENERAL ZOOLOGY 001 3238 RIDGEWAY BILL T 
*ZOO 3300 VERT NAT HISTORY 001 3243 MOLL EDWARD 0 
*ZOO 3700 ENTOMOLOGY 001 3248 FRAEMBS FRANK A 
*ZOO 4400 IND STUDY 001 3253 STAFF 
002 3254 STAFF 
003 3255 STAFF 
ZOO 4990 SPIDERS 031 3260 FUNK RICHARD C 
June 17-20 
ZOO 4991 TICKS AND MITES 041 3265 FUNK RICHARD C 
July 15-18 
*ZOO 5030 ANIM PHYSIO TCHR # 001 3270 MCGILLIARD KIP L 
*ZOO 5050 IND STUDY/TCHRS # 001 3275 STAFF 
002 327 6 STAFF 
003 3277 STAFF 
*ZOO 5130 LAB TECH / TCHRS 001 3282 MCGAUGHEY JAMES A 
*ZOO 5150 GRAD SEMINAR 001 3287 FUNK RICHARD C 
*ZOO 5225 SYSTEMATICS 001 3292 GOODRICH MICHAEL A 
*ZOO 5950 THESIS 003 3297 STAFF 
004 3298 STAFF 
005 3299 STAFF 
006 3300 STAFF 
•zoo 5990 IND STUDY 001 3305 STAFF 
002 3306 STAFF 
003 3307 STAFF 
#Credit may be counted only toward the M.S. Ed degree 
000117 
MEETING TIME 
1800-2200F 
0800-1200S 
1300-17305 
June 28- 29 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH127 
1800-2200F LH127 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
000118 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1300MTWR 
0800-0940MTWR 
1030-1300MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1530-1850MTWR 
1530-1850MTWR 
1030-1210MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1330-1510MTWR 
0800-0940TR 
1330-1510MTWR 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BLDG/ROOM 
LS101 
LS117 
LS213 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LS213 
LS213' 
LS327 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
LSA226 
LS325 
LS213 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
c 
R 
03 
01 
02 
03 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
01 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 
01 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
01 
01 
c 
R 
04 
03 
04 
01 
02 
03 
01 
01 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
01 
03 
03 
04 
05 
06 
01 
02 
03 
10--Summer Schedule 1991 
INTERSESSION 
ACC<lUNTING 
A C C 0 U N T I N G 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*ACC 2100 PRIN OF ACCT I· 
*ACC 2150 PRIN OF ACCT II 
A R T 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000043 
MEETING TIME 
051 0002 MONCADA THOMAS P 1030- 1230MTWRF 
051 0008 MONIPPALLIL MATTHEW 1030- 1230MTWRF 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000046 
MEETING TIME 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH127 
CH109A 
BLDG/ROOM 
ART 2651 UNDERSTAND ART 051 0095 JOHNSON JAMES K 1030- 1230MTWRF FAA202 
I 
I 
BOTANY 
B 0 T A N Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
BOT 1022 LOCAL FLORA 051 0282 ARZENI CHARLES B 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
B U S I N E S S E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
BED 3300 PERS FIN INVEST 
CHEMISTRY 
C H E M I S T R Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
CHM 1050 ADVENTURES CHEM 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 0331 LUFT ROGER L 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 0458 SHEPHERD MAURICE 
052 0459 SHEPHERD MAURICE 
000047 
MEETING TIME 
0730- lOlOMTWRF 
000049 
MEETING TIME 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
000052 
MEETING TIME 
0800- 1120MTWRF 
0800- 1120MTWRF 
BLDG/ROOM 
LS205 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH119 
BLDG/ROOM 
S415 , 426 
S415,427 
c 
R 
03 
03 
c 
R 
03 
c 
R 
02 
c 
R 
02 
c 
R 
04 
04 
COMPUTER & OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
C 0 M P U T E R & 0 P E R A T I 0 N S M G T 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*COM 2810 BUSINESS STATS 
*COM 3950 OPERATIONS MGT 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 0558 STAFF 
051 0569 KATHAWALA YUNUS 
#Must be admitted to the College of Business to enroll 
EARTH SCIENCE 
E A R T H S C I E N C E 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
ESC 4420 IND STUDY 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 0598 STAFF 
052 0599 STAFF 
053 0600 STAFF 
000053 
MEETING TIME 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
000055 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
E A S T E R N I L L U N I V 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
EIU 4000 CONTR ISS AM ED 
EIU 4001 TECHNOL AND SOC 
EIU 4003 SPACESHIP EARTH 
EIU 4008 CHNG WORLD WOMEN 
EIU 4011 PLANTS/CIVILIZ 
EIU 40 13 PERSP WOMENS ISS 
EIU 40 15 FALKLANDS WAR 
EIU 4021 AMERICAN LEISURE 
EIU 4023 SOC CROWDS VIOL 
EIU 4025 MULT I CULT AM SOC 
EIU 4030 COMMUNI C STRAT 
EIU 4034 POL REVOLUTIONS 
EIU 4036 CONFLI CT MGT N/V 
EIU 4042 TELECOM I SSUES 
EIU 4047 HLTH COMM I SSUES 
000056 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 
051 
051 
051 
051 
052 
051 
052 
051 
051 
052 
051 
051 
051 
051 
052 
051 
051 
051 
0615 DENNEE JEAN 
0620 WASKOM TOMMY LEE 
0625 WALLACE RONALD G 
0635 MCKEE MELANIE B 
0647 COONS JANICE 
0648 METHVEN ANDREW S 
0653 LEAL LINDA 
0654 LEAL LINDA 
0659 HOCKMAN DAN M 
0664 SMITH WILLIAM A 
0665 SMITH WILLIAM A 
0671 WOHLSTEIN RONALD 
0676 CLAY MENDEZ LUIS F 
0686 PARCELLS FRANK E 
0691 LATEEF ABDUL 
0692 LATEEF ABDUL 
0697 PERKINS TERRY M 
0702 OSEGUERA A ANTHONY 
0707 REED MARTIN A 
MEETING TIME 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
0800- 0920MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
1330- 1450MTWRF 
s.. General catalog for course descriptions and exclusions 
EC<lNClMICS 
E C 0 N 0 M I C S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000057 
MEETING TIME 
BLDG/ROOM 
LH027 
LH029 
c 
BLDG/ROOM 
S322 
S322 
S322 
c 
BLDG/ROOM 
BB108 
KH117 
S236 
CH121 
LSA226 
LSA226 
S106 
S106 
CH221 
MG136 
MG136 
BH307 
CH222 
CH121 
CH225 
CH225 
CH226 
CH222 
CH221 
BLDG/ROOM 
ECON II 051 0718 CORLEY EDWARD M 1030- 1230MTWRF CH211 
EDlTCATI<lNAI~ PSYCI-I<lI~OGY 
E D U C A T ~ 0 N A L P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRI PTION SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000061 
MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 
EDP 4770 FAC I NTER RELAT 051 0939 SALTMARSH ROBERT E 1030-1 230MTWRF BB107 
• PREREQUISITE REQUIRED 
Section Numbers 051-055 indicate courses in the intersession. 
Section Numbers OS6-059 indicate workshops in the intersession. 
Section Numbers 001-015 indicate courses fu the r:egular eight-week session. 
Section Numbers 021-029 indicate cour"iCS in the fivC-week session. 
Section Numbers 031-039 and 041-049 indicate workshops ending in the eight- and five-week session. 
c 
R 
03 
03 
R 
01 
02 
03 
R 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
c 
R 
03 
c 
R 
03 
E L E M E N T A R Y E D U C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000062 
MEETING TIME 
ELE 2022 COMPUTER ELE/JHE 
ELE 5650 LANG ARTS/EL SCH 
051 0956 STEPHEN VERONICA P 0800- lOOOMTWRF 
051 1064 DOWNS DALE D 1800- 2200F 
E N G L I S H 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*ENG 3802 SHAKESPEARE 
ENG 3985 LIT & SOCIETY 
ENG 3990 GENDER & FAMILY 
F I N A N C E 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*FIN 3710 BUS FIN MGT # 
0800- 1700S 
May 17 - 18, 24- 25, May 31-June 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1130 ROGERS RICHARD E 
056 1140 RAYBIN DAVID 
June 3- 6 
056 1145 RAYBIN DAVID 
May 24- 25 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1251 CLARK FRANK L 
#Must be admitted to the College of Business to enroll 
F I N E A R T S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
FAR 3990 PLEASURES FILM 
FAR 4990 PLEASURES FILM 
G E 0 G R A P H Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
GEG 1500 WORLD GEOGRAP HY 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
056 1235 DIBIANCO DOUGLAS 
May 17 - 18 
056 1240 DIBIANCO DOUGLAS 
May 17 - 18 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1303 KHAN BELAYET H 
GEG 4400 IND STUDY 051 1314 STAFF 
052 1315 STAFF 
053 1316 STAFF 
GEG 4985 ENV CONSERVATION 056 1321 KHAN BELAYET H 
May 13- 16 
G E 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRI PTION 
GEL 3470 SEM : ENV OF GEOL 
GEL 4400 IND STUDY 
H 0 M E E C 0 N 0 M I C S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
HEC 3300 CONSUMER ED 
HEC 3920 COMMUNICATIONS 
HEC 3990 CHILDREN PLAY 
*HEC 4275 I NTERNSHIP 
HEC 4990 CHILDREN PLAY 
HEC 5570 INTERNSHIP 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1331 PHEIFER RAYMOND N 
051 1342 STAFF 
052 1343 STAFF 
053 1344 STAFF 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1451 STRADER GAYLE G 
051 1461 DI LWORTH JEAN K 
056 1466 CAMPANI S LUCY A 
May 17- 18 
053 1505 CROUSE JOYCE S 
056 1525 CAMPANI S LUCY A 
May 17- 18 
053 1566 DOW RUTH M 
000063 
MEETING TIME 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
1530- 1850MTWR 
1800- 2200F 
0800- 1200S 
000069 
MEETING TIME 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
000067 
MEETING TIME 
1200- 1700F 
0900- 1200S 
1900- 2200F 
1330-1830S 
1200- 1700F 
0900- 1200S 
000077 
MEETING TIME 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1530- 1850MTWR 
000078 
MEETING TIME 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000080 
MEETING TIME 
1800- 2200F 
0800-12005 
ARR MTWRF 
1800- 2200F 
0800-1 2005 
1300-1 7305 
ARR MTWRF 
Summer Schedule 1991-11 
INTERSESSION 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1588 DEMING MARIETTA 
051 1612 WALKER BARBARA A 
000081 
MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 
0800- 0920MTWRF LB169 
1030-1230MTWRF LB170 
SER 053 1622 DOYLE KATHLEEN ARR MTWRF ARR 
SUPERNATURALISM 
BEHAVIOR 
051 1633 STAFF 
052 1634 STAFF 
053 1635 STAFF 
054 1636 STAFF 
055 1637 STAFF 
051 1653 STAFF 
052 1654 STAFF 
053 1655 STAFF 
054 1656 STAFF 
055 1657 STAFF 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1702 COLEMAN WAYNE D 
May 17.- 18 , 24 - 25 , May 31- June 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1730 VOELZ PETER M 
051 1746 LADD MARTA J 
051 1754 REED JOHN D 
052 1755 REED JOHN D 
053 1756 REED JOHN D 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 1830 HIGLEMIRE WILLIAM 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
000083 
MEETING TIME 
1800- 2200F 
0800-1 800S 
000085 
MEETING TIME 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
BLDG/ROOM 
KH218 
BLDG/ROOM 
1030- 1230MTWRF BB205B 
1030-1230MTWRF BB207 
ARR MTWRF BB102 
ARR MTWRF BB102 
ARR MTWRF BB102 
000088 
MEETING TIME 
1300- 1530TWRF 
0800- 1400S 
BLDG/ROOM 
MG138 
051 1828 BRYDEN EWEN LINNELL 1030- 1230MTWRF MG138 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 
051 
1833 STEINMETZ M LEE 
1838 THORSEN LAURENCE C 
000089 
MEETING TIME 
1030-1230MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWRF 
051 1844 GOODRICH MICHAEL A 1030-1230MTWRF 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH229 
CH206 
LS213 
c 
R 
02 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
c 
R 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
American and British supernatural novels and short stories produced dur-
and twentieth centuries . The fiction and lectures, collectively, will 
ch supernatural phenomena as ghosts , demonic possession, monsters, Satanism, vam-
witches , reincarnation and various para- psychological manifestations . 
Gorbachev' s successes and failures in his attempts to restructure foreign and 
Soviet policies and policy-making systems will be examined . The 1989 revolution in 
Europe, steps toward arms reductions , changes in Soviet power structure, moves 
democracy , the nationalities conundrum and chaos in the economy will be viewed from 
specti ve of the present. 
sic principles of animal behavior will be discussed and illustrated with descriptions 
behavior of specific animals. Topic~ to be discussed include a comparison of innate 
rned behavior , sustentative and reproductive behaviors, aggression and social behav-
gration, and a modern treatment of the evolution of behavior . Filmed sequences of 
behavior and laboratory observations will supplement the class discussion. 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000092 
MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 
# 051 1856 JOYNER ALPHONSO 
051 1863 MARLOW EDWARD 
1030- 1230MTWRF LH119 
1030-1230MTWRF CHlll 
STRAT & POLICY # 051 1884 ARNOLD V ALINE 
052 1885 PRASAD JYOTI .N 
1030-1230MTWRF LH105 
1030-1230MTWRF 
College of Business to enroll in these courses. 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000093 
MEETING TIME 
LH102 
BLDG/ROOM 
051 1906 WELLER RALPH B 1030-1230MTWRF CH205 
admitted to the College of Business to enroll in this course . 
2".20 FINITE MATH 
4,~75 COMP MATH INTERN 
QUISITE REQUIRED 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000095 
MEETING TIME 
051 1997 COON LEWIS H 1030-1230MTWRF 
c51 2018 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR MTWRF 
052 2019 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR MTWRF 
053 2020 SCH.ll.EFFER ANTHONY .J ARR MTWRF 
054 2021 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR MTWRF 
055 2022 SCHAEFFER ANTHONY J ARR MTWRF 
Numbers 051-055 indicate courses in the intersession. 
Numbers 056-059 indicate workshops in the intersession. 
Numbers 001-015 indicate courses m the~ c;ight-week sessioJL 
Numbers 021-029 indicate courses in the flVe-week sessioJL 
BLDG/ROOM 
M217 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
Numbers 031-039 and 041-049 Indicate workshops ending in the eight- and five-week sessioJL 
c 
R 
03 
03 
03 
03 
c 
R 
03 
c 
R 
n3 
01 
12 
03 
04 
J5 
' 
MUSIC 
M U S I C 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000098 
MEETING TIME BLDG/ROOM 
MUS 3980 ROcK & ROLL ' 60S 051 2210 HORNEY ALLAN LEE 1330- 1450MTWRF FAM122 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSIC A.LEDUC AT I 0 N 000101 
MEETING TIME COURSE DESCRIPTION 
PED.1440 LIFEGUARDING 
PED 1640 RIFLE/PISTOL 
PED 16GO BOWLING$ 
PED 1830 RACQUETBALL 
PED 1870 TENNIS 
PED 2450 PE EXCEPT INDIV 
*PED 4275 FIELD EXPERIENCE 
PED 4741 IND STUDY 
PED 5800 ANAL READ/HPER 
PED 5950 THESIS 
PED.5990 IND STUDY 
PED 5991 INTERN SPTS ADM 
PED 5992 INTERN SPTS ADM 
$ Course fee required 
PHYSICS 
P H Y S I C S 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
PHY 1150 PR!NC PHYS I 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 
051 
051 
051 
051 
051 
053 
051 
052 
053 
051 
053 
051 
052 
053 
051 
051 
2318 STAFF 1630-1750MTWRF 
2324 MCFARLAND HARLAND G 1330- 1450MTWRF 
2330 STAFF 1330- 1450MTWRF 
2350 SPOO ROBERT A 0800-0920MTWRF 
2356 MCFARLANB HARLAND G 0800-0920MTWRF 
2376 ANKENBRAND LARRY J 1030- 1230MTWRF 
2400 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2411 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2412 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2413 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2503 CRAWFORD SCOTT A G M1030-1230MTWRF 
2512 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWR~ 
2 52 9 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2 530 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2531 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2 538 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF 
2545 CHURCH PHOEBE L ARR MTWRF \ 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000105 
MEETING TIME 
051 2571 DAVIS A DOUGLAS0800-1120MTWRF 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
P 0 L I T I. C A L S C I E N C E 
COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
PLS 2002 INTRO POL RES 051 2601 POOLE BARBARA L 
PSYCHOI.OGY 
P S Y C H 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*PSY ~6011'!~AS 0 PRIN 
*PSY 3780 ABNORMAL BEHAV 
P.SY 4985 BIOL & CULTURE 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 2131 .S.TO.NER $QE B 
051 2736 KIRK WILLIAM G 
056 2768 BLAICH CHARLES F 
May 20- 23 
SEC(lNDARY EDUCATl()N 
SEC 0 N-D ARY EDUC AT I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
*SED 4741 IND STUDY 
SECT . CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
052 2821 STAFF 
053 2822 STAFF 
000106 
MEETING TIME 
0800-0920MTWRF 
000107 
MEETING TIME 
1030_- 1230MTWRF. 
1030- 1230MTWRF 
1530-1850MTWR 
000108 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BLDG/ROOM 
LB/POOL 
LB/RR 
BA 
LB/RC 
LB/FH 
LB308 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB303 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
LB221 
BLDG/ROOM 
S208 
BLDG/ROOM 
L41 
BLDG/ROOM 
S~Q6 
Sl08 
S106 
BLDG/ROOM 
ARR 
ARR 
c 
R 
02 
c 
R 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
03 
03 
c 
R 
04 
c 
R 
02 
c 
R 
03 
03 
01 
·c 
R 
02 
03 
SENIOR SEMINAR SEE Eastern Illinois University 
SOCIOLOGY 
S 0 C I 0 L 0 G Y 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
SOC 2710 PRINS/SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 3500 SOC OF SPORT 
*SOC 3622 POPULATION 
•soc 4275 INTERNSHIP 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
000110 
MEETING TIME 
051 
051 
051 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
2840 WOHLSTEIN RONALD 1030-1230MTWRF 
2855 HUMMEL RICHARD L 1030-1230MTWRF 
2860 WHITTENBARGER ROBERT1030 - 1230MTWRF 
2881 STAFF 
2882 STAFF 
2883 STAFF 
2884 STAFF 
2885 STAFF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
BLDG/ROOM 
BH300 
BH307 
BH306 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
c 
p 
03 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
===============~============================================================================ 
COURSE DES(RIPTION 
*SPE 3250 DBS IND M/M LD 
SPE 3260 OBS .IND M/M EMH 
* SPE 32 7 O· OBS · I.ND M/M BD 
SPE 3500 Eq .IND EXCEPT 
SPE 4700 SPE:CUR/MAT 
SPE 4 7 41 <ND .STUDY 
SPE 4991 I~s~·cENTERS 
SPE 5990 IND STUDY 
SECT.CALL# INSTRUCTOR 
051 2905 SHANK KATHLENE S 
0 51 2910 SHANK KATHLENE S 
051 2915 SHANK KATHLEN~ S 
051 2920 PHILLIPS WILLIAM L 
051 2930 ALLRED KEITH 
051 2938 SHANK KATHLENE S 
056 2983 PHILLIPS WILLIAM L 
May 24-2 5 
051 3026 SHANK KATHLENE S 
SPEECH-COMMUNICATION 
S P E E C H - C 0 M M U N I C A T I 0 N 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
SPC •310 INTRO SP COMM 
*SPC 4275 INTERNSHIP 
SECT.CALL¥ INSTRUCTOR 
051 
052 
051 
052 
053 
3034 t~CSWAIN J EARL 
3035 OSEGUERA A ANTHONY 
3084 MASON GAIL E 
3085 MASON GAIL E 
3086 M"SON GAIL E 
... 
000111 
MEETING TIME 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWRF 
1030-1230MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
1800-2200F 
BLDG/ROOM 
BB112E 
BB112E 
BB112E 
BB108 
BB113 
BBlliE 
BB114 
0800-1200S 1300-1730S 
ARR MTWRF 
000112 
MEETING TIME 
1030- .< 1'~MTWRF 
1030-L lc'ITWRF 
ARR MT\'iRr 
ARR MTWRF 
ARR MTWRF 
BB112E 
BLDG/ROOM 
CH112 
CH113 
ARR 
ARR 
ARR 
,· ·"' . 
c 
R 
01 
01 
01 
03 
03 
01 
01 
01 
c 
R 
03 
03 
01 
02 
03 
\. J , I I ~ J j . -~ ..• ! .) • . J ~ 
12--Summer Schedule 1991 
WORKSHOPS and SPECIAL 
WORKSHOP AND SPECIAL COURSES 
New and former students who plan to register for short term credit 
workshops and/ or special courses in Summer School must apply for 
admission or readmission and submit appropriate academic creden-
tials, if required, at least ten (1 O) days prior to registering· for the 
short term workshop or special course. Students enrolled in courses 
on campus and off campus at Eastern spring semester · 1991. need 
not reapply for readmission. Students must pay a $25.00 .advance 
deposit to register for Summer School. Students may· use Touch 
Tone Registration. Students may also register on the first d<:ty: of the 
workshop prior to the time the course begins (but no later than 
3:30 p.m.) provided that the students have permits· to· register. 
Students who are not seeking a degree at Eastern Illinois University 
and are not former Eastern students may apply for admission as 
Guest Students. A Guest Student may enroll without ·submitting 
official transcripts. For information on admission tQ Summer 
School, please write to Jeanne Simpson, Director of. SuJIImer 
School, 106 Old Main, or call (217) 581-2023. · 
DISTINGl]SIIED VISITING FACCCfY " 'ORKSIIOPS 
AFR, ENG, SPC, THA, WST 4998-031-Early Black Women 
Playwrights-Perkins 
AFR, JOU, SOC, SPC 4999-031-The Communications Chal~~nge­
Meeting the Needs of a Multicultural Society-·in t;he 
1990,s-Samuels 
ECN, EDA, EDF, MGT 4999-041-The European Workspace/·1992-
Bruce 
EDG, PSY, SOC, WST 4997-031-Campus Sexual Violence:" : 
Patterns, Causes, Impact, Treatment, Preventi~n - Koss 
ESC, GEG 4999-041-The Impacts of Global Climatic Chari~e: 
Past, Present, and Future-Oliver 
HIS, PLS 4999-031-Post Cold War Soviet-American Relations 
Appatov 
Special ~heme 
WorkShops 
Sununer 1991 
Diversity and Change: Society in the Nineties 
E;\YIR():\ \lE:\T 
ELE 4985-031-Concentration on the Connecti.ons: Global 
Environmental Concerns 
GEG 4985-056-Environmental Conservation: An Issue :.for 
the Nineties 
POLITICS .:\;\D POIJCY 
HIS 4985-031-Unification of Germany: Origins and .. Impact 
PLS 3985-031-Embryos, Genes, and Diagnoses: Challenges 
for the 1990' s · 
SPC 4985-031- Peaceful Alternatives to War 
SPE 4985-031-Special Education Policy: Ask the Exp~rts 
CULTljRAL DIVERSIIT 
HEC 4985-D31-Diversity and Change : Forces in the 
Nineties 
PSY 4986-041-Accepting Diversity: Seeing Through 
Another ' s Eyes 
PSY 4985-056-Biol ogy and Cultural Diversity 
BED 4985-041-Workstyle Changes in the 90 's: How 
Technology Will Affect the Way We Do 
Jobs 
ENG 3985-056-Literature and Society in a Time 
PED 4985-031-Healthy Aging in the 90's: Physical 
Activity, Well-being, and Longevity 
ART 3990-031-Learn to Weave ' 
ART 4990-031-Multicultural Art 
BED 4990-031-Enhancing Corrununications with 
5.1 
BED 4991-031-Entrepreneurship Education 
BED 4992-031-Technological Impact on Business 
Curriculum 
BED 4993-031-Methods of Teaching Microcomputer 
Applications 
BED 4994-031-Getting the Most From Using Simulati 
the Classroom 
BED 4995-041-Speedwriting Theory and Methods 
ELE 4780-001-Using Computers to Improve the Curr! 
ELE 4990-031-Interactive Reading/Writing Process 
ELE 4991-031- Interactive Reading/ Writing Process 
ENG 3990-056-Changing Gender Roles and the Cont 
Family 
ESC 4990-041-Environmental Awareness 
FAR 3990/4990-056-Pleasures of Film 
REC 3990/4990-056-Children,s Play 
REC 3991/4991-031-The "Sandwich" Generation 
REC 3992/4992-031-The Impact of Cultural Diversit 
Fashion Design 
REC 3993/4993-031-Parenting in the Media: 1950-19 
REC 3994/4994-031-Issues in Lifespan Development 
REC 3995/4995-041-Developing Policies for Intern 
Hospitality Services 
REC 3996/4996-041-Food Additives, Attitudes and 
Anxieties 
HIS 4990-031-From Confrontation to Cooperation: 
West Relations, 1945-1990 
JOU 4990-031-Introduction to Desktop Publishing 
JOU 4991-031-Advanced Applications of Desktop 
Publishing · 
JOU 4992-031-De·sktop Publishing for Schol astic 
Journalism 
JOU 4993-041-Technology and Photography in High 
Publications 
JOU 4994-041-Legal and Ethical Issues in High S 
Journalism 
MUS 3990/4990-031-Directing the School Jazz Ens 
MUS 3991/4991-031-Teaching Music in the Element 
Grades 
PED 4990-031- Advanced Basketball Coaching 
PED 4991-031-Advanced Track and Field Coaching 
PED 4992-031-Injury Recognition for Coaches 
PED 4993-041-Head and Neck Injuries Relating to 
Coaching 
PED 4994-041-Upper Extremity Injuries 
Coaching 
PED 4995-041-Negligence and Liability in 
Education and Coaching 
PED 4996-041-Advanced Football Coaching 
SEO 4990-031-Producing Materials for Classroom 
Utilization 
SPE 4990-031-More Conference-Less Confrontatio 
Facilitating Corrununication with P 
SPE 4991-056-Instructional Centers Developmen 
Students with Handicaps 
THA 3990/4990-031-Creative Dramatics 
Techniques 
ZOO 4990-031-Spiders: Arachnophobia Revisited 
ZOO 4991-041-Ticks and Mites: Economic/Heait~ 
Consequences 
INT 4980-021-Computer Control Machining 
MUS 3980-051-Rock and Roll of the Early 
SPC 3980-001-Rhetoric of Violence 
Note: 
Refer to inside pages 
ule for dates , times 
ters. 
